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dIusHANGS
the ONLY RAMcard

you'll ever need!
plusRAM-GSS is the only RAMcard that lets you add up xo EIGHT extra Megabytes of RAM/4A/D
half a Megabyte of ROM to your Apple lIGS - the maxinnum memory possible on the lIGS!

There are two plusRAM-GS cards designed to suit your specific memory needs: plusRAIVl-GS2,
supplied with 256K and expandable to 2 Megabytes; and plusRAM-GSS, designed to get maximum
performance and expandability from your lIGS, with ONE Megabyte and expandable right up to
a huge EIGHT Megabytes!

piusRAM-GS - GREAT PERFORMERS!

Simply plug a plusRAM-GS card into the lIGS memory expansion slot for up to 8 Megabytes of
instantly recognised RAM, fully compatible with all lIGS software, like AppleWorks, as well as
ProDOS, DOS3.3, CP/M and Pascal 1.3 programs.

Use all or part of the plusRAM-GS memory as a RAMDisk to give old-favourite programs a new
lease of life or use new programs, with advanced desktop displays, graphics and sound, which
address the plusRAM-GS memory directly. Either way, you won't believe the extra power and
speed!

AppleWorks POWER

Each plusRAM-GS comes complete with support software to enhance the performance of
AppleWorks. As well as increasing desktop size, plusRAM-GS cards boost AppleWorks 2.0 beyond
all limits:

A full function, memory-
resident calculator pops up
onto the screen the instant

you need it!

Use the lIGS mouse to move

the cursor around or to

select menu items

Adds a massive 42K printer buffer
which you can assign to any printer.
This lets you carry on AppleWorking while
it handles the printing ~ no more waiting
for a slow printer to finish!

T.

Large desktop files are
automatically saved onto
multiple disks.

Date and time are displayed on
the AppleWorks screen at all
times

IllDblBl IB:DH

EASY EXPANSION

Both plusRAM-GS cards are fully socketed for quick and easy expansion using readily available
standard RAM chips. plusRAIVl-GS2 grows in 256K steps to 2 Megabytes, and plusRAM-GSB
in big 1 Megabyte stages to a massive 8 Megabytes.

INSTANT PROGRAMS

You can also expand your plusRAM-GS cards with a PROMDisk or ROMDisk Adaptor, giving up
to 256K battery backed-up static RAM or 51 2K ROM . . . .just think, your favourite programs
stored in the Adaptor, ready for use the instant you switch your GS on!

GET THE RAMCARD OF THE FUTURE RIGHT NOW!

plusRAM-GS2 - £99.00 plusRAM-GSB - £249.00

GS2 256K Upgrade - £20.00 GS8 1 Meg Upgrade - £125.00

fP'/ces exclude VA Ti

CIRTECH (UK) LIMITED, Currie Road industrial Estate, Galashlels
Selkirkshire, Scotland, TD1 2BP Telephone (0896) 57790
Telex 265871 (Attn. 84:CPD001)-Telecom Gold Source MailbGx-AAH555
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Writing tor Apple User: Articles and programs
relating to the Apple are welcome. Articles
should preferably be typed or computer-
printed. using double spacing. Unsolicited
manuscripts, discs etc, should be accom
panied by a self addressed stamped
envelope, otherwise their return cannot be
guaranteed. Unless agreed otherwise,
material is accepted on an all rights basis.

© 1987 Database Publications Ltd. No
material may tje reproduced in whole or in
part without written permission. While eveiy
care is taken, the publishers cannot be held
legally responsible for any errors in articles or
listings.

Apple end the Apple symbol are the reg
istered trade marks of ̂ple Computer Inc.
Apple User is an independent publication
and Apple Computer is not responsible for
any of tfie articles in this magazine, nor for
any of the opinions expressed.

News trade distribution: Europress Sales and
Distribution Limited, Unit I, Burgess Road,
Ivyhouse Lane, Hastings, East Sussex TN35
4NR. Tel: 0424 430422.
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5 News

All the latest news from the world of Apple computing

8 65C816 Update
Stuart Bell concludes his in-depth look at the heart of the llgs.

12 Interview

Mike Gerrard meets one of Infocom's leading lights.

18 Opening up the Mac
Duncan Langford customises his Mac's control panel

29 Stemko

Martin Keesen looks at an Apple-controlled environment,

42 Desktop publishing
Ken McMahon offers some expert hints to beginners.

53 Honorware

Conrad Gempf puts the case for paying for shareware,

56 Sound and Light
Ian Byfield finds an Apple in the world of photography.

58 Fun and Games

We look at Movie Monster, Ogre and Electric Crayon.

67 Problem Page
Tony Hasemer answers queries on the Finder and copy protection.

69 Feedback

You write on printing problems, expansion slots and DIP switches.

Programming
15 Pascal; Stuart Bell details the implementation of the Control Unit.

62 CP/M: The full listing for a word counting utility.

utility
44 Harvey Brown provides the label-making program for all your needs.

Reviews

22 GraphicWriter: Max Parrott tests WIMPs and WYSIWYG.

25 Music Studio: Geoff Wood tries his hand at composing

31 Visualiser: Adding a graphic dimension to spreadsheets.

34 Quark XPress: A look at the latest desktop publishing package.

38 Guide: We explore a new concept in word processing.

Game

51 Strategy and tactics with Robot Battle from Duncan Morris.

Communicate via MicroLink. See Page 17
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WORD 3
/  .

Full Fec^red WordErocessing
Program

MICROSOFT WORD VERSION 3.0 IS A

POWERFIT. WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM

THAT MAKES THE PROCESS OF CREATING

DOCLMENTS MORE STREAMLINED AND

ACCESSIBLE THAN EVER BEFORE.

DISPLAY AND EDITING ARE INCREDIBLY

F.AST. SO IS THE SPEED .AT WHICH YOL"

MOVE THROL'GH YOUR DOCUMENT.

BI T PERHAPS THE MOST AMAZING THING

ABOUT MICROSOFT WORD IS THAT ITS

POWER IS SO ACCESSIBLE — RIGHT FROM

THE MOMENT YOU BEGIN TO USE IT.

MICROSOFT WORD REPRESENTS A NEW

LEVEL OF SOPHISTICATION, RESPONDING

TO THE FULL RANGE OF ACTIVITIES THAT

GO INTO CREATING A DOCUMENT IN FACT.

IT S AS CLOSE AS YOU'LL GET TO A DESK

TOP PUB. SYSTEM,

AT P&P

^OFT
Microsoft. Excel

SOSOFT

MCR^SOFT

WORKS
Integral f̂ycodu^i0ty Software
MICROSOFT WORKS GIVES YOU A

COMPLETE SELECTION OF COMPUTERISED

TOOLS THAT HELP YOU WRITE, ORGANISE

INFORMATION, ANALYSE NUMBERS, CHART

YOUR RESULTS, AND COMMUNICATE WITH

OTHER COMPUTERS.

IN A SINGLE PROGRAM, IT COMBINES ALL OF

THE MOST-USED PERSONAL COMPUTER

APPLICATIONS — WORD PROCESSING,

DATABASE, SPREADSHEET WITH GRAPHICS.

AND COMMUNICATIONS.

ALL .MICROSOFT WORKS APPLICATIONS

Complete Spreadsheet with
Bu^iiess Graphics and

Database

Microsoff.Excel

ICROSOFT For Apple. Madntosh.

MICROSOFT

MICROSOFT EXCEL IS MORE POWERFUL

THAN ANYOTHERSPREADSHEET RUNNING

ON ANY PERSONAL COMPUTER.

IT'S FULLY INTEGRATED. WITH

SOPHISTICATED BUSINESS GRAPHICS THAT

SURPASS EVEN THE LEADING DEDICATED

GRAPHICS PROGRAMS, AND AN EXTREMELY

FAST DATABASE THAT LETS YOU QUICKLY

SORT THROUGH THOUSANDS OF LISTINGS,

IT'S TRULY EASY TO USE — EASIER THAN

ANY OTHER PROGRAM THAT CAN EVEN

BEGIN TO APPROACH ITS CAPABILITIES.

MICROSOFT

LA-TOR

ETER

FUG

(uraomRUinasp^

SHARE INFORMATION QUICKLY AND

EASILY FOR FAST, COMPLETE ANALYSIS. SO,

WITH A FEW QUICK MOVES. YOU CAN PUT

ALMOST ANY KIND OF INFORMATION

ANYWHERE YOU WANT.

BASl

BASIC'dbMRILER

_ _ _

^please SENI?^E,FlJRTHER
DETAILS 9^J^RdSOFT
FRODUl ̂

MCfibSCHT.

NAME

ADDRESS.

TEL

RETURN TO

P&P MICRO DLSTRIBUTORS PLC,

FREEPOST,

CARRS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,

I  ROSSENDALE.L.ANCS.BB4 5BR. J

Tcx)dHallRoad.Carf»intluMrialE,sBie,HaslinBilcrn,Ro5SCTdale, Umcs. BB4 5HU, Tkl:07062IT?441ilcx;6.«*40PETPAMG Fax Na 0706211401
t Clencagic RoaJ, London, SVl'l66AY. Tel: 01 677 7631 Tilexr 919220 PPMICR G Fax: Ext. 308

Dale Street, Bllsiott, Wtst Midlands. WV14 7JY, Til: 0902 43913 Fax: Ext. 32

P&P MICRO DISTRIBUTORS PLC



Desktop boosts

Apple's fortunes
APPLE is still riding the crest of the
wave in the computer world,
thanks in the main to desktop
publishing.

it accounted for most of the

company's 70 per cent increase in
turnover last year. And it has
already been forecast that it will
be responsible for a similar boom
this time round.

The news of the company's
continuing success story in this
field was broken by David Jones.
Apple's desktop publishing
supremo, at a press conference in
London,

However, just as Apple's cur
rent supremacy in this market
sector is soon likely to be threat
ened by IBM, it is poised to snatch
the lead in another - desktop
presentation.

It aims to achieve this with the

Cheaper
laser

REPORTS from America sug
gest that Apple is working on
a low cost laser printer which
would not incorporate
Adobe's Postscript.

The rumours caused a steep
fall in Adobe's share price,
both Apple and Adobe have
refused to comment on the

issue.

Sources dose to Apple con
firm that the company will
soon release two newprinters.
But the printer causing most
concern for Adobe is a "per
sonal laser".

This is a 300dpi machine
that uses embedded

quickdraw routines to handle
the printer output so it doesn't
need Postscript to interpret the
text.

With Quickdraw as the

interpreter very dean page
formatting is possible but
page positioning is one-
dimensional

The anticipated price of the
new machine is SI995.

help of a number of major
American third party support
operations.
One of these has Just estab

lished a presence rn the UK for the
first time.

The company in question is
SuperMac. developers of a range
of high quality peripherals for the
Macintosh which converts it into

a high power graphics work
station.

Such is the relationship
between Apple and SuperMac
that when the Macintosh 1 1 was

launched in the States, a Super-
Mac Spectrum colour monitor
was used to demonstrate its full

capabilities.
This boasts a 19 inch screen

and colour graphics with an
expandable palette of up to 16.8
million colours.

SuperMac also has a presen
tation product designed specifi
cally for the SE. Superview. which
enables two A4 pages to be seen
in crisp definition at the same
time.

"When you combine these sort
of peripherals with the
technology to make slides from
the screen and even colour separ
ations. then you can see why
Apple is going to make the
running in the presentation
stakes", commented an industty
pundit.

Added Apple's David Jones:
"We haven't even started our

marketing drive in the UK on
desktop presentation.

"That's why we particularly
welcome the recent arrival of

SuperMac over here".

Fleciion intoini.nion iw MjlH

Election

courtesy
MacH

A MACINTOSH with an

internal 40Mb disc drive

proved invaluable to the
BBC News and Election

Report team for 18 live
BBC transmissions over

the election period.
The Macintosh II was

the only business com
puter of its type able to
provide analysis of the
vast amount of poll and
final election results fast

enough to back-up live
television commentary.
Dominic Cameron,

senior producer in
charge of graphics at the
BBC, was able to supply
up-to-the-minute elec
tion predictions and
refined trend analysis to
TV presenters Peter
Snow and David

Dimbleby.
He said: "The Mac

intosh's processing
power was essential as I
was watching infor
mation coming in very
fast and had to look

rapidly for significant
key stories within that
mass of data to feed to

presenters.
"Using the Macintosh II

was the only way of
doing it sensibly, and it
allowed us to research

and react to the very
latest data and keep the
programme editors
happy .

Telex for the Macintosh
APPLE has expanded the range of
Macintosh communications with

the introduction of AppleTelex. a
product which gives Macintosh
users full telex facilities.

The package consists of a soft
ware application, Vitex, devel
oped by AM Technology and a
hardware telex manager
produced by Trend.

There is also a multi user ver

sion which has been developed
by Internet and uses the Apple-
Talk network.

AppleTelex employs many of
the Macintosh interface features

including pull-down menus,
transparent commands and
windows. The cut and paste faci
lity allows text to be moved
within a document and between

documents or applications. It also

reads text produced in MacWrite
word processing software.

Telexes can be received and

stored while the Macintosh is

switched off. Outgoing messages
can be saved until the network is

quiet or sent to the head of the
queue as priority.

Price for the single unit is £ 1995
and £2995 for the multi user
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The Apple Coliection

Apple are pleased to announce the launch of
The Apple Collection. An exclusive range of
top quality items designed and produced with

Apple enthusiasts in mind.

Each item carries the Apple name, and is
designed and produced to the highest

standards, to complement your lifestyle.

The Apple Collection is available exclusively
through Authorised Apple dealers, so for full
details of the Collection, and how you can

order your items, contact your nearest Apple
dealer now.

Take your Pick fromThe Apple Collection
Apple and Apple logo are trademarks ofApple Computer Inc. © 1987 Apple Computer U.K. Ltd.



News

Compute
or else.

warned
MANAGERS who are keyboard
illiterate would increasingly be
counted among the lonely
failures, Scotland CBI director
John Davidson warned at the

opening of the new Glasgow
AppleCentre.
He said the computer was still

foreign territory to many manage
ments.

"There is a lack of appreciation
of its capacity dramatically to
increase management efficiency
and its ability quickly to respond
to the changing demands of
business", he said.

"Every manager should be as
able to use a computer as to pick
up a telephone. The computer is
a communication tool. Managers
who recognise that will be
staying in business.
"The personal computer is a

significant element in this
explosion", he said.

Like others nationwide the

Centre, at the Scottish Exhibition

and Conference Centre in Glas

gow, is a partnership between
Apple and a local dealer, in this
case Bain Business Solutions.

In August, Britain's biggest
AppleCentre will be opened on
Merseyside in conjunction with
Computer City.

It will occupy a 3,500 square
feet site within the precincts of
the University of Liverpool -
which has already been supplied
with about ICQ Macintoshes.

Computer City boss Owen
Hargreaves says there is still a
thriving core business community
in the area and an exceptionally
high rate of new start-up com
panies.
"We think the time is right for

this expansion. There is great
potential, expecially in the field of
desktop publishing",he said.

John Horn, chairman of the Bain Group. John Davidson and
David Hancock cut the Apple shaped cake at the opening of the
Glasgow AppleCentre.

A Plus

for Macs
DBASE III Plus applications are
now possible on the Macintosh
with the arrival of McMax from

Nantucket (0992 55421).
The new program allows users

to develop database applications
in either Dbase or McMax.

Additionally, Dbase III Plus appli
cations can be transfered from

other makes of machine and run

on the Macintosh, including the
Plus and XL.

Nantucket stress that the new

package is not a compiler but a
fast interpreter, no re-writing or
re-entty of data is necessary and
the only difference between their
product and Dbase III Plus is
speed, McMax is claimed to be
up to four times faster.
The hardware requirements of

the program are 512k of ram, two
disc drives or a single floppy and
hard disc.

Price £347,

APPLE COURTING ADA
APPLE is going on the defensive - by moving forward. Work is
continuing on an Apple version of Ada. which was recently
chosen as the official UK defence language.
Ada is used in the US too. and provides the lucrative market at

which Apple is aiming. Apple is known to have contracted a
company to develop an Ada compiler for the Macintosh II

More

Pascal
PDQ Pascal for the Apple Mac
intosh has been released by
Pecan Software (0272 741 198).
The new package Is a version

of UCSD Pascal which is self

documenting and was first devel
oped to encourage good pro
gramming practice.
Source code created by the

PDQ Pascal compiler is described
by Pecan as being ultra portable
and can be used on machines

other than the Macintosh.

PDO comes complete with a
UCSD Pascal computer editor,
filer, graphics and utility pro
grammes. Price £69.95 for a single
package or £25 for 20 or more.

★ ★ ★

A MACINTOSH version of

Borland's Turbo Pascal tutor has

been developed and is due out
this autumn,

Accompanied by a 700 page
manual and disc it includes 50

sample programs complete with
fully explained source code.
A company spokesman said

that there had been a lot of inter

est in Turbo Pascal from the edu

cational field.

"We're committed to suppor
ting Turbo Pascal users
everywhere with professional
software development and pro
gramming tools", he said.

First

Desktop
awards

THE UK desktop publishing
industry - estimated to be worth
£300 million by 1988 - is to have
its own version of the Oscars.

Pira, the UK technology centre
for the printing and publishing
industries, is to sponsor the new
awards.

The winners will be

announced at the Desktop Pub
lishing Show 1987 to be held at
London's Business Design Centre
from October 15 to 17.

There will be three major
award categories;
# The newspaper or magazine to
truly reflect the virtues of the new
technology.
# The most outstanding com
pany report to be produced in-
house.

# The best example of a leaflet,
newsletter or brochure.

In each case, all the work must

have been predominantly
produced using a desktop pub
lishing system.
A panel of experts drawn from

the fields of design and print will
make the final decisions.

Entries consisting of one
example of desktop publishfing
accompanied by full details of the
production methods used must
be received no later than noon on

Thursday, October 1.
They should be sent to The

Desktop Publishing Awards 1987,
Europa House, 68 Chester Rd,
Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

APPLE is trying to move into the
corporate markets by forming an
alliance with DEC.

Apple's communications man
ager Chris Jones said: "An alli
ance could benefit both

companies because our products
integrate well. I would like Apple
and DEC to explore mutually
beneficial opportunities".

If Apple Is to penetrate the
corporate market DEC users
would seem to be its prime
target. Thirty per cent of ail DEC
users in the US and the UK use

Apple Macintosh systems as well.
If an agreement comes about

DEC and Apple would present a
sizeable challenge to IBM.

August 1987 APPLE USER 7



Superchip

Exploring the
Addressing Modes

LAST month we examined the new instruc

tions offered by the 65C816, the latest
member of the 6502 family which can
handle up to 16)Vlb of memory. You may
remember that I wasn't impressed by the
instruction set, concluding that it was
boring. Let's now turn to the Addressing
Modes which the 65C816 offers.

Perhaps we'd first better define what we
mean by an Addressing Mode. An
assembly language instruction has three
parts. The first is the label these are used
only when the program will in some way
jump to that line and are roughly
equivalent to line numbers in Basic.
Then there comes the opcode - the

instruction itself, for example ADC or ROL.
Finally we find the operands, which specify
the data on which the operation will be
performed. It is the operands which define
the addressing mode.
Those of the various members of the

65xx family are shown in Figure I. Refer to
books on 6502 programming for a descrip
tion of those peculiar to that device - we
shall concentrate on those introduced on

the 65C02 and 65C816. Again, those

Stuart Bell concludes

his examination of

the chip at the heart

of the Apple ligs

unique to the Rockwell 65C02 will be
ignored.

In the examples, actual addresses are
shown for clarity (S7EEE|, whereas in prac
tice a programmer would use LDA
COUNT4 rather than LDA S7EEE, with
COUNT4 having previously been defined
as being equal to S7EEE.

Let's glance at those addressing modes
introduced by the 65C02 device. Both are
extremely useful. The absolute indexed
indirect mode offers a very powerful way of
accessing a series of vectors - a vector is an
address of a routine within a program.
Many large programs contain tables of
such vectors to permit rapid access to the
routines.

For example, the Basic Input/Output
System of the Apple Pascal system has a list

6502 Addressing Modes

Absolute

Absolute Indexed with X

Absolute Indexed with Y

Absolute Indirect

Accumulator

Direct fZero Page)
Direct Indexed Indirect

Direct Indexed with X

Direct Indexed with Y

Direct Indirect Indexed

Immediate

Implied or Inherent
Relative

Stack

65C02 & 65C8I6 Addressing Modes

Absolute Indexed Indirect

Direct Indirect

65C8I6 Addressing Modes

Absolute Long
Absolute Long. Indexed with X
Block Source Bank, Destination Bank

Direct Indirect Long
Direct Indirect Long Indexed
Relative Long
Stack Relative

Stack Relative Indirect Indexed

Example

LDA S7FFE

SBC S45,X

DEC SA3.Y

JMP (S5678)
ASL A

SBC SB)

LDA (S66,X)
CMP S4A.X

LDX S55,Y

STA jS70|.Y
ADC #0F

TAY

BCS S6754

PHA

Example

JSR (S5EEl,Xj
LDA (S55)

Example

ADC S066566

CMP SIOOOOO.X

MVN #S04,#S06

LDA [S50J
ORA IS88],Y
BRL S3333

ADC S56.S

LDA |S56.S),Y

Figure I: Addressing modes

APPLE USER August 1987

of vectors to the routines which perform
input/output for each device.
Now, if there is a table starting at, say,

address S8000, and we want to call the

seventh routine, we set the X register to SOC
(that is, (7-1) * 2 in hexadecimal) then use;
JSR |S8000,X). Obviously, X might either be
calculated, or passed into the master calling
routine as a parameter.

Before this mode was available, various

rather inelegant techniques - such as
moditying the operand of a JSR instruction
before it was executed had to be

employed.
Similarly, the direct indirect mode

simplifies a standard technique of using a
pair of locations in the zero page area as a
pointer to another data area.
Before the arrival of the 65C02, a

common sequence of instructions used
was LDY #00 followed by LDA (S55,Y). The
effect is to load the accumulator with the

data pointed to by the address at location
S55.

The Y register had to be used because no
addressing mode that did not use it was
suitable. Hence. Y had to be zeroed first. As

shown below, this was often used in pro
grams supplied by Apple.
Now, we need not waste time and code

space with a pointless reference to the Y
index register, and can access the address
at S55 directly with: LDA (S55), (or LDA
@55 using the Apple Pascal assmbler
standards).
The 65C816's absolute long mode is

simply an extension of the 6502's absolute
mode. Now a three byte address is per
mitted, to allow access to the 16Mb

address space of the 65C816.
Absolute Long, Indexed with X

means that the X register (now usually a 16
bit value) is added to the address given in
the instruction to produce the effective
address. In the example given in Figure I. if
X contained SI030, the address accessed

would be SI00000 -I- SI030 = SI01030.

The block source bank,desti

nation bank mode is used only for the
65C8l6's block move instructions. The two

bytes specify the source and destination
banks to be used in the transfer. Clearly, the
two addresses within the banks, and the

number of bytes to be moved must also be
specified.

With MVN (move negative), the X regis
ter contains the start address of the source

block, the Y register contains the address of
the destination block, and the Accumulator

contains one less than the number of bytes
to t>e moved.

In the case of MVP, the X and Y later



Superchip

registers point to the END of the source and
destination blocks. We'll look later at how

the block move Instructions might replace a
piece of 6502 code.
Direct Indirect long describes a

development of the 6502's zero-page indi
rect addressing. We have noted previously
that the Direct Register can be added to
addresses effectively to allow a moveable
zero-page.

In this case, the single byte offset in the
operand is added to the direct register,and
the two byte sum then points to a three-
byte address. That address of a word
anywhere in the 16Mb address space is
then used as the data. |Note that in emul
ation mode, the effect is slighty different).
The direct Indirect long indexed

mode adds the abih^ to index using the Y
register to the direct Indirect long
mode described above. Note that as the

position of the Y after the bracket in the
operand suggests, the value in the Y regis
ter is added to the final three-byte address,
not to the one pointed to by the first
address formed.

In comparison, the relative long
mode is nice and simple. It is an enhance
ment of the relative mode of the 6502. as

exemplified by the conditional branch
instruction, BPL S7654, when the desti

nation address must be within plus or
minus 128 bytes.
Now a longer relative jump is possible;

BRL S4000 is the instruction to perform a
branch always long from anywhere
within 32000 bytes of the destination
(S4000). That is. whereas the relative mode
has only a single byte offset, relative long
mode has a two byte offset.
Our survey of 65C816-specific addressing

modes concludes with two which are

related to the stack. Stack relative

allows access to anywhere in bank zero, by
adding the single byte offset within the
operand to the value of the stack pointer,
then using the word pointed to by that
sum.

Thus.if in the example given in Figure I, S
was equal to S4444, then the word at
(S56-I-S4444) = S449A would be added to
the Accumulator. This mode allows easy
access to those valuesjust below the top of
the stack, without having to pop off higher
values before accessing the required data.

Thus, getting at. say. the fourth most-
recently stacked value is simple - whether
this is a programming technique to be
encouraged is another matter. It may be
argued that stacks should only be accessed
conventionally; from the top.

Conversely, using stack relative
mode is far safer than temporarily unstack-
ing data to get at lower values, particularly
if the routine might be irnterrupted in the
middle of this unstacking process.

Finally, stack relative indirect
indexed allows the value of the Y register
to be added as an offset to the word found

as above. The new sum is then used as a

pointer to the required data, thus adding a
new level of indirection in comparison
with stack relative.

Overall, the new addressing modes
offered by the 65C8I6 represent a modest
advance on those of the 6502 and 65C02,
rather than being in any way spectacular.
Some are simply long versions of old
modes; others are perhaps too obscure to
be more than rarely useful. Perhaps three
are worthy of note;

Implementing jump tables

Absolute Indexed indirect provides a
very neat way of implementing Jump
tables. It can be used {not only on the
65C816 but also the 65C02) with either the
JMP or JSR instructions. At the heart of the
Apple Pascal system is the code of Figure II
which takes a value in the accumulator,

then calls the "A'th" routine in a table of
routine addresses.

The 6502 code is very efficient, and
almost certainly cannot be bettered on the
6502. On the 65C8I6. the code becomes

somewhat simpler;
By my reckoning, the 6502 version takes

22 clock periods if the branch to 'SLDC is
not taken. That means that for every
instruction obeyed, there is an overhead of
22 micro-seconds just to decode it. The
time for the 65816 version is 20 clock
periods, giving a saving of 9 per cent, even
with the same clock speed.
The saving in fact comes from the use of

the direct indirect mode at the start of

the code. The absolute indexed indirect
mode at the end doesn't save time, but it

does save space, and makes the code more
comprehensible. Since both are usable on
the 65C02, 1 must see if I can get the modifi
cations to work. I suspect that the savings
seen here - 9 per cent speed and 20 per
cent code-space - will be typical for such
already optimised code. When it comes to
handling a lot of 16 bit data, the savings
will be much greater - 50 per cent should,
be easily attainable because of the number
of LDAs and STAs of 8 bit values which

will be avoided.

Relative long does, as we've noted,
allow long branches. What is not so obvi
ous is that this opens up the possibility of
what IS termed 'position independent
code'. (P.I.C.j This describes a program or
routine which will run wherever it is loaded
in memory. This means that different
routines can be loaded without worrying
that two or more need to be in the same

area, thus permitting flexible and efficient
use of memory.

In conventional 6502 programming, two
kinds of instruction prevent us writing P.l.C.
The first are those which transfer control to
(for example jump to or call) specific [>

;ss====6502 VERS10N========"=========="===

; This is the heart of the p-«achine i-fetch Loop.
; IPCL is the p-aachine prograa counter, and points to
;  the next instruction to be obeyed.
;  if top bit zero, code is SLDC, otherwise aultiply by two
; and use as index into main p-code table.
; each vector points to routine to obey that particular

p-code.

INTLOOP LDY #000
LDA (STPCL,Y ;lo8d accumulator with op-code
BPL SLDC ;if plus (top bit 0), goto SLDC
ASL A ;fflultiply code by two, as for each code

;we need two bytes to store the address
(vector)

■odes)==

STA INDJUPL ;store (code * 2) in index into table
JHP INDJMPH ;jump to where now-aodified index points.

65C816 VERSION :(but only uses 65C02

;nb Not debugged - no 65C816 on which to run it!
;assuies direct register set to 0000
;assuBes H bit set to 1 (8 bit register)

INTLOOP LDA (SIPCL ;get p-code ('(a' is equivalent to '( )' )
BPL SLDC ;it top bit of low byte 0, goto SLDC
ASL A
TAX
JHP CODETABLE,X ;jump to X'th address in vector list

CODETABLE
;(actually, CODETABLE set to 128 bytes before

table)

Figure II: Apple Pascal code a possible 65816 version
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;== ROHOISC: 65C816 PROVISIONAL VERSION ======
;nb: not debugged - no 63C816 to do it on!
;pardiieters passed in:
;  BLOCKNO: starting block number,
;  NBYTES: number of bytes to be transferred.
;  (must be less than 64K,

so max 2 banks involved)

;  BUFF: buffer in zero page
;on entry, assume already in full native mode.

ROHREAD LOA BLOCKNO

LDX #07

ROTLOOP CLC

ROR A

m

BNE ROTIOOP

CLC

ADC RAHSTAR1

STA BANKNO

ADC RAHSTART

;full 16 bits in one load!

;shift acc right 7 places to
;calculate bank from blockno

ADC NBYTES ;add start address and number of
6CS TUOBANK ;bytes; if ca.rry, then part of area

;is in next bank of memory
;  if here, only one bank to access - it's all in it.
; Now set up registers for HVN instruction.
LDA NBYTES

DEC A ;accumumator holds NBYTES - 1.
HOVEIT LDX STARTADDR ;X holds Start of source area

LDY BUFF ;Y holds Start of destination area.
HVN BANKNO,#00 ;copy from bank BANKNO to bank 0.
RTS ;thafs it - all done!

TUOBANK ; if here, know that will need tuo transfers, from two

 ;add on start of RAH for disc.
STA BANKNO ;$ave it
LDA BLOCKNO

AND #007F ;iiask off all but 7 bits -
;set carry, and
;copy to emulation bit, so can
;suap two halves of acc,

;return to native mode
A  ;form start address in bank
STARTADDR ;save start address

LDA STARTADDR

EOR #FFFF

STA 8YTES1

JSR HOVEIT

LDA BYTESI

SEC

ADC BUFF

STA BUFF

STZ STARTADDR

LOA NBYTES

CLC

SBC BYTESI

JSR HOVEIT

RTS

get starting address
find how such to read, first bank
save it for future use

call one-bank routine for 1st bank.

set carry, so extra 1 added!
calculate buffer start for 2nd

bank = 1st buff + 1st bytecount
start address in 2nd bank is 0000

clear carry, so extra 1 subtracted!
subtract number already transferred
call 1 bank routine for second bank,

return to calling program.

Figure III: Provisiom! rom code in 65816 code

< memo/y locations. The 6502 only had short
relative branches, the 65C8I6 allows long
ones, which can be used instead of JMP's.

giving P.I.C
However, the 65C8I6 does not offer a

relative subroutine call, only the usual ones
|JSR and JSL) to a fixed location. All is not
lost, for the 65C816 instruction PER permits
the simulation of a Branch to Subroutine,

The PER instruction pushes an "effective
address". This is on to the stack specified in
the operand in a form relative to the Pro
gram Counter. The PC is. of course, the
instruction counter, and holds the current

address, so the following code will simu
late a BSR, provided that the routine is on
the current program page:

assembly language programs, but it can be
vital for large multi-tasking systems
whenever more than one program is to be
loaded at any one time. The 65C816 makes
the writing of P.I.C possible, if not simple.

Applications

The block move mode provides a very
powerful pair of instructions for the rapid
movement of data. One obvious applica
tion is the handling of large memory-
mapped displays: movement on the screen
IS made somewhat simpler if large blocks of
memory can be moved with a few instruc-

PER BACKERE - 1

BRL ROUTINE

ROUTINE

anywhere

;  stack one less than where we
; we want to come back to.
; branch relative long to the routine.
;  code 'returned to' from routine.

; code of routine - called from

;  at end, return to where-ever called,
; using address stacked by the PER

The second problem with writing Pos
ition Independent Code writing instructions
which access data without having to know
the actual physical address of the data.
Again, the PER routine comes to our aid. All
we need do is to use PER to stack the

address of a data table.

If, for example, the table is 300 bytes
away from the PER instruction itself, the
instruction makes the 65C8I6 stack the

value (PC-1-300). This address can be
unstacked and loaded into a register (most
probably the Direct Register) and used to
point to wherever the table might be.

P.I.C. isn't too important for small

(ions. As I noted earlier, block-move oper
ations are also very useful for the
implementation of Ramdiscs, allowing
rapid loading of data from the memory area
(hat IS simulating a disc.

To investigate this instruction, I turned to
my own simple implementation of a Rom-
disc (using eproms). which I use on my
Apple Pascal system. My 6502 routine runs
to about 300 bytes. As an experiment. I tried
encoding it for a 65C8I6. assuming that
ram banks from Ramstart upwards are
assigned to the RAMDISC. The gains in
code space are clear and it will also be
much faster. (Figure III).

That concludes my discussion of the
Western Design Centre 65C8I6 and 65802
microprocessors. As the code examples
shown above demonstrate, it offers a sig
nificant improvement over the 6502. Many
of these are available in the emulation

mode, a designation which really only
means that the register layout is more
limited.

In native mode, the availability of a 16Mb
address space will open up new horizons
to the Apple II range. Nevertheless, as I
have studied the 65C8i6, I repeatedly
found myself comparing it with (he
Motorola 68000 processor, which has been
available for seven years.

Quite honestly.even the'native' 65C8i6
can't compete with the 68000's 16 32 bit
registers and much more powerful and
symmetric instruction set. Very soon, the
65C816 will find itself compared not only
with the 68000, but with its more powerful
sister chips, the 68010 and 68020.
At the start of this short series, I noted

that the 65C8I6 was not a "16 bit 6502"

because when emulating the older device,
no more registers are available so old 6502
software will run no more quickly.

In that sense, the 65C816 is certainly not
a "16 bit 6502". but in the sense that its

architecture is clearly an enhancement of
the 6502. and builds on that design, such a
designation is quite accurate. As a conse
quence of (hat heritage, it looks like an
expanded 8 bit microprocessor, rather than
one designed from a 'clean start'.

Having said (hat, the most widely used
microprocessor in micro is (he 8088 and
8086. That, too is clearly a stretched 8 bit
micro, and it has succeeded in the market

despite its technical limitations.
I hope that the Apple ligs, with all the

power of Apple behind it, will also be able
to overcome the limitations of what I

believe to be a no more than adequate
architecture □
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The future isn't Just on Its way. It's already here
and It s called Desktop Publishing.

But you don t have to be a publisher to enjoy
the fruits of this exciting development. If your
company uses words on paper then Desktop
Publishing can save you time AMD money.

Find out how this latest technology
can put you ahead of your competitors
using traditional equipment. By visiting
the most important show of 1987 -
The Desktop Publishing Show.

All the major companies who are
behind the tremendous growth of
Desktop Publishing In Britain will be
demonstrating their latest products.
And there will be seminars for both

newcomers and experienced users, all
designed to show how most types of
printed material can now be produced
at a fraction of the conventional cost.

Backed by Pira, the UK's leading
technology centre for the printing
and publishing industry. The
Desktop Publishing Show will tell
you everything you need to know
to help put Desktop Publishing
technology to work for you.

esktop
ublishim
SHOW .

October 15, 16 & 17

Organised by Database Exhibitions

Sponsored by Pira

Business Design Centre
Islington
London N1

Please send me FREE tickets to

The Desktop Publishing Show / 987

Name.

Position.

Address.

.Postcode.

Post to: Norah Hodgson, Database Exhibitions,
68 Chester Road, Hazei Grove, Stockport SK7 SNY.



Feature

Interview at

the end of

the universe

WHEN the 1986 awards were handed out

by the Software Publisher's Association in
America, the software industry's main trade
association there, the name of Infocom was

prominently featured.
Silver Certificates were awarded to its

recent adventures, Wishbringer and
Leather Goddesses of Phobos, for selling
more than 50,000 copies, a Gold Certificate
went to an earlier game, Suspended, for
passing the 100,000 mark.
And there were Platinum Certificates (for

over 250,000 sales each) for Infocom's two
most famous titles, Zork and Hitchhiker's
Guide to the Galaxy.

Sales of Zork have obviously come on a
little from when it was originally released,
as I discovered when I spoke to the game's
co-author. Dave Lebling, making his first
visit to England.

Mike Cerrard

meets Infocom's

a mill h

Early days

"Zork did start slowly", he told me. "We
were originally distributed by Visicorp,
which is the company that also distributed
VisiCalc, the first spreadsheet program, and
they sort of had the feeling I think that, well,
this is a very nice game but games were not
veiy exciting at the time, but we've got this
spreadsheet which is really exciting.
"So it started off with pretty much what

games sold then in the United States when
they were-introduced, which was about
ten or twelve thousand copies. That was
pretty much what they expected, and they
weren't terribly interested in pushing it
harder.

"So we got the distribution rights back
from them and started distributing it our
selves. We repackaged it and it was very
successful, and because it was our own

product we were very motivated to make it
a success and it began to pick up from that
time".

As well as helping to write Zork, Dave
Lebling was one of the men behind the
setting up of Infocom in the late 1970s.
The Dynamic Modelling Group was

really where we all started from, which was
a research group at MIT (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology) and we did many
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Dave Lebling

different things. We did electronic mail and
database systems and all kinds of very seri
ous funded research-type stuff. But we also
spent a lot of time fooling around in our
spare time, hacking.
"At the time we were on a computer

network, ARPAnet, that was run for

research sites that got money from the
Department of Defence in the United States
and one of the things that this network is
used for is sending interesting software
around from place to place.
"One such piece was this game called

Adventure or Colossal Cave Adventure, and
everyone just went totally berserk over it.
"The excitement was astonishing

because nothing like it had ever been seen
before, and all work ceased throughout
almost the entire country at these research
sites.

"It was almost like an infection. One site

would get it and all work there would
cease for a couple of weeks and then it
would spread to sites nearby...you would

WISHHRINGER

>

look at the computers, because these were
all time-sharing machines, and there would
be 12 people logged in but they were all
playing Adventure".

This original game was written by two
programmers called Crowther and Woods,
and because it was public domain software
it has since appeared in various versions,
notably in the UK by Level 9/Rainbird as the
first part of the Jewels of Darkness trilogy
for the Apple II and Macintosh. Adventure
was inspired by Dungeons and Dragons, as
was Dave Lebling himself.

Magic and mystery

"I used to play D&D and I liked the idea of
being able to play it on a computer. I've
always been a science fiction and fantasy
fan and that was a way of indulging that
Interest, so the combination of D&D, fan

tasy. computers, was so seductive that it
was impossible that I wasn't going to end
up playing it".
The game and the idea of computerised

adventures attracted several other people at
MIT who set about trying to write their own
game. This dealt with magic and mystery in
the great underground empire of Zork.
Dave Lebling was principally involved in

the creation of a parser that would extend
the simple verb-noun format of adventure
to read and understand quite complex
inputs from players.
Zork was hacked into ARPAnet, and

when the group of people from MIT
decided they wanted to form a software
company it was to be their first release.

Says Dave; "We wanted to have a soft
ware company, and we weren't quite sure
of what it would do, but we thought Zork
was a good thing to start with because we
had seen Scott Adams' adventures, which

were the first ones to be seen on micros.

"We said they were all very nice but we
could do much better and it was Just a
question of how much of our mainframe
adventure game we could fit on a micro.
We found the answer was about one-third,

so we did that and then the next third and

the next, making three games out of it".
Zork proved to be the making of
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Infocom, and although the company's
published a couple of other products -
Cornerstone, which was a relational data
base. and Fooblitzky. a graphic strategy
game - it is the text adventure game they
are renowned for.

The latest release. Hollywood Hijinx. is
the 23rd in a row. It comes, as do all the

others now. with the familiar detailed pack
aging that makes the opening of the box
containing an infocom game such a treat.
Hollywood Hijinx is written by Dave

"Hollywood" Anderson, who started with
Infocom as an adventure tester, a route
taken by several people now writing
adventures for the company.
"Four of our writers are former testers".

Dave Lebling explains, "such as Steve
Meretzky. who wrote Hitchhiker's with
Douglas Adams, then Jeff O'Neill who did
Ballyhoo. Dave Anderson, and a new writer
named Amy Briggs.
"What often happens is that people

come Into our testing department and they
start hinting that they have a good idea for
a game, and that's how they turn into
writers. The way we typically write games
is to write a short scenario of three or four

pages of 'This is what it's going to be
about' and circulate it to other authors to

see what they think, almost like ajob appli
cation. and that's what Hollywood did - his
nickname really is Hollywood, by the way.
"We get together at least once a week,

all the writers, and discuss what's going on.
That's another incentive for a tester to

become a writer, because testers are barred

from our lunchesi Every so often someone
will say 'Don't tell me any of the details of
any of the puzzles,' and you even get
people saying. Tm going to get up and
leave now. I don't want to hear it.' That's so

you get the pleasure of playing the game
for yourself when it's finished,
"With Hijinx I knew in slightly more

detail what was happening because Holly
wood. being a new writer, was asking a lot
of questions about how to Implement par
ticular things, how to make an elevator
work, or how to program the Atomic
Chihuahua. As a result we knew far more

details of that game than we would of a
Steve Meretzky game, for example.

Putting It together

"All our authors do both the programming
and the creation of scenarios, the writing of
the adventures, but it works out pretty well
because the level of programming ability
that it takes is not all that high.
"We use a very high-level language and

you can learn the rudiments in a few hours.
From then on it's just a question of when
you get in a sticky spot you come to
someone else, like myself or Steve
f\/1eretzky. and say 'Well. I've got this
rope...how do I do a rope? It can be in two
rooms at once if you tie it to something and
take the end with you. and can you tie
things up with it and drag them around

with you?'
"Then we'll stop and think and say. 7ou

don't want to have a rope in your game,'
and that makes It much easier for the new

writers, you see.
"My new game has a chain in it. and it's

even worse than a rope in almost every
respect you can imagine and it's caused me
no end of horror...the number of bugs that
have come in on this chain alone would

stack from here to there and back again".

What next?

Having enjoyed Dave's previous games,
which as well as Zork were Starcross.

Suspect. Enchanter and Spellbreaker. I ask
him what his new one will be about.

"I'm afraid we have this stock response
to questions about our new products,
which is that It's not our policy to talk about
them until about six weeks before they're
released.,.but I can tell you a bit about it,

"It's got some very bizarre stuff in it. and
it's in a new genre. It's not a Tolkein-style
fantasy and it's not science fiction and it's
not a mystery and it's not a comedy".

I  thank Dave for this detailed infor

mation. and ask about the fact that Infocom

no longer seems to categorise its games or
rate them as to how difficult they are meant
to be.

"No. we no longer do that as it seemed
to be becoming a little meaningless. Like
the new game. Bureaucracy. What is
Bureaucracy? It's got some science fiction
elements and some fantasy elements but
it's mostly just bizarre, so we'd have had to
create a special category to put it in".

"It's the third that we've done on our

fairly new 256k system, which will only run
on the larger and newer machines.
"The story is set off by your ill-fated

decision to move to accept a wonderful
new job that involves having to accept a
free trip to Paris, So you send a change of
address form to your bank, which promptly
does what banks always do with that sort
of thing, which is to throw it away.
"As a result your entire life begins to

collapse into a shambles of total useless-
ness. You basically have to acquire the
means to extricate yourself from this situ
ation of having no money, of having your
mail going to the wrong address, having
your credit cards cancelled, your computer
not working, all the kinds of terrific things
that can happen.

Wandering the halls

"One of the people who tested it -
fortunately in the minority - didn't like it
very much because he said 'I have enough
of this happening at work. I don't want to
go home and have it happen too'

With Hitchhiker's such a success, and

Bureaucracy set to follow it. I wondered if
there would be any more Infocom/Douglas
Adams' collaborations.

"Well. I'm afraid it's not company policy
etc etc...but the obvious next thing to do
would be The Restaurant at the End of the

Universe, and there's always the possibility
that that will happen".
On leaving I ask Dave, just for the record,

what his job title is at Infocom.
"It's officially written in my job descrip

tion that I wander the halls, clutching a cup
of coffee... and that's about the size of it!"C]
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Two top adventure
trilogies for you to play
Award-winning software house Level 9 has
extensively re-written some of their best-selling
adventures, and released them in two trilogies:
Jewels of Darkness and Silicon Dreams.

In the Jewels of Darkness trilogy you start with
Colossal Adventure, containing all the
treasures, creatures, rooms and puzzles of the
mainframe original.

In Adventure Quest you must discover the Old
Roads to the Dark Tower, Fortress of the Demon
Lord. Only there can you defeat him. There's
magic in the air in Dungeon Adventure. Can
you discover the treasure while facing the perils
of skeletons, carnivorous jellies and ores?

Apple lie or Mac RRP Special
Reader Offer

You

Save

Offer Inc.

Subscription
You

Save

Silicon Dreams ei9.95 £14.95 £5 £30.95 £7

Jewels of Darkness El 9.95 £14.95 £5 £30.95 £7

Silicon Dreams and

Jewels of Darkness

£39.90 £27.90 £12 £41.90 £16

The first adventure in the Silicon Dreams trilogy
is Snowball. You awake from suspended
animation to find your spaceship on a collision
course with Eden. In Return to Eden you must
prevent the defence robots from destroying your
ship. You have lost your memory in the Worm of
Paradise, and you may have to join the
governing party to regain it.

Each features:

Over 600 illustrations

New language interpreter
Huge 1,000 word vocabulary
Multi-command sentences

Ultra fast response times
64 page novel and 12 page guide

Vou sa
When yc
one of t

packs or
YOU buy



IPascal Tutorial

Logical functions
LAST month we started to examine the

implementation of the Apple User File Con
trol Unit. We continue with that now, dis
cussing the logic of that section of the Unit
shown in Listing I,
The first three functions are concerned

with the Identity of the Workfile. As we saw
when attempting to do a Whatfiie
procedure for the demonstration program
tryit, the logic revolves round three pairs of
variables, workvid and worktid, symvid ana
symtid, codevid and codetid.
The vids hold volume names, the cids

hold file names. The workvid and tid hold

the name of the workfile defined ty a Get.
No suffix (for example TEXT) is stored, and
even if a codefile has not been saved, the

actual name is stored.

The symvid and symtid stores the actual
name of the text version of the workfile

while codevid and codetid store the name

of the code version (if any). Finally, gotsym
and gotcode tell the system if text and code
versions exist.

GETFILE defines a file as the workfile

which the system must use. The logic is
fairly clear. First the function attempts to
open the text version of the file. If this is
possible, then gotsym, symvid and symtid
are set correctly. This process is repeated for
the code file.

Clearly, the function expects the filename
to be supplied without a .TEXT or .CODE
suffix. Errno will only be set to non-zero if
the function could find neither a TEXT nor a

CODE version, as does the standard Filer.

SAVEFILE is Slightly less flexible than the
standard Filer function of the same name.

That is, you must save the file on the root
volume, where SYSTEM.WRK.TEXT and/or

SYSTEM.WRK.CODE must reside.

Thus, the task consists of changing the
name of one or more files, rather than

copying them from one disc to another.
You can move a file with the Transfer func-

Part 10 of Stuart Bell's

tutorial series covering

the unitary approach to

program development

tion below. For both text and code ver

sions, the function may use the old name -
the name stored in workvid ar\6 worktid. or

else it may give the workfiies new names,
as passed as a parameter into the
procedure.
The choice is selected by the boolean

parameter useoidname. In all four cases
(old/new name, code/text versions), the
function change is called to change the file
name from SYSTEM.WRK.TEXT/CODE to

whatever is required.
NEWFILE: We noted earlier that the

Apple Pascal system sometimes gets a little
confused as to whether the workfile has

been saved. To avoid getting misled by this,
Newfile uses a less than subtle approach of
clearing eveiy variable that might suggest
that there Is a workfile.

Thus, the three pairs of variables are all
cleared, the appropriate booleans set to
false, and an attempt is made to delete
SYSTEM.WRK.TEXT/CODE.

We ignore any error returned by an
attempt to delete non-existant files. The
boolean return value newfile is always
returned as 'true' because this function is

bound to erase any record of a workfile
from the system.
TRANSFER copies a file from one disc to
another. Note chat the filename of the

destination file must be the same as chat of

the source file. Invoke the change function
after the transfer if you need to do so.
As we noted with make, the File Infor

mation Block of an opened file is used to
check available space. If there is enough

space, the destination file is opened and
the file copied one block at a time.

This is a rather slow process and a larger
buffer would speed things up somewhat.
However, doing so would lead to a much
more complex algorithm to handle the situ
ation in which only partially full buffers
need to be copied.

Ideally, we could use dynamic memory
to provide the largest buffer that a particular
configuration permits. An example of this
method is given in the new Apple Pascal 1.3
manual.

However, the Unit would get even
longer and some readers might have diffi
culty following the rather complex tech
niques involved.
So, the KISS (Keep it simple, stupid)

approach wins, and Transfer works reliably
if none too quickly.
FILEONVOL Simply tests whether a par
ticular file is to be found on a particular
volume. This little procedure avoids user
programs having to test this manually.

It is related to the Listdir function, effec

tively providing the equivalent of the use of
a director' listing to see if a file is on a disc,
without giving a full list of the directory.
That completes the safe functions - that

is those which are not related to functions

which require access to the directories.
• We'll leave those to next month, when

we'll consider such dangerous things as
Kfrunch and Zfero - if this month's Instal
ment seems very straightforward, then the
complexities of those functions will more
than compensate.

Articles 7 to 12 contain a lot of code, so

to ease the fingers we are offering a
service. If you send a 5.25in disc to Max
Parrott at 68 Chester Road. Hazel Grove.

Stockport. Cheshire SK7 5NY we will
copy the text files on to it foryou.

Listing 1 \ else gotsyn;=false;
fn:=concat(volnaie/':'/fnaie/'.code');

function getfile(*volnaie:vid; fnaie;tid; var reset(f,fn);
errno: integer):boo lean*); errno2:=ioresult;

var errnoZtinteger; if errno2=0 then begin
begin gotcode:=true;

with userinfo.ptr" do codevidr^volnaiae;
begin codetid:=fnaine;

fn:=concat(volnaiDe^':'/f name/', text'); close(f,lock)
(*$I- *) end

reset(f,fn); else gotcode:=false;
errno:=ioresult; (*$1+ *)

if errno=0 then begin if gotsyn or gotcode then
gotsyiii:=true; begin
syBvid:=volnaiDe; workvidr^volnase;
syatid:sfnaie; worktid:=fnaBe

cLose(f/lock) end

end end;
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Pascal Tutorial.

if errno <> 0 then if errno2 <> 0 then

errno:=errno2 else errno:=0;
getfi le: = (errno=0)

end;

function savef i le(*useoldnatiie:boolean;fnaffle:tid;var
errno:integer):boolean*);

var changebool:boolean;
cherr:integer;

begin
errno:=9;
with userinfo.ptr' do
begin

if gotsyiB then
if (symtid = 'SYSTEM.WRK.TEXT') and

(Horkvid = rootvol.ptr'.volid) then
begin

if useoldname then

begin (* must save on root volume *)
synitid:=concat(worktid,'.TEXT');

changebool:=change(«orkvid,'SYSTEH.HRK.TEXT',symtid,cherr);
if changebool then errno:=0;
end

else (* not useoldname *)

begin
symtid:=concat(fname/'.TEXT');

changebool:schange(workvid,'SYSTEH.URK.TEXT',symtid,cherr);
if changebool then begin

errno:=0;
worktid:=fname

end;
end;

end;

if gotcode then
if (codetid = 'SYSTEM.yRK.CODE') and
(workvid = rootvol.ptr'.volid) then

begin
if useoldname then

begin (* must save on root volume *)
codetid:=concat(uorktid/.CODE');

changebool;=chan9e(workvid,'SYSTEK.HRK.C00E',codetid,cherr);
if changebool then errno:=0;

end

else (* not useoldnarae *)

begin
codetid:=concat(fname/. CODE');

changebool :=change(workvid/SYST£H.WRK.CODE',codetid,cherr);
if changebool then begin

errno:=0;
Morktid:=fname

end

end;
end

end;
savefi le: = (errno=0)

end;

function newfile(*var errno:integer):boolean*);
var dummy:boolean;
begin

with userinfo.ptr" do
begin

i f gotsym or gotcode then
begin Horkvid:="; worktid:=" end;

if gotsym then
begin gotsym :=false; symvid:="; syratid:=" end;

if gotcode then
begin gotcode:=false; codevid:="; codetid:=" end;

(* don't get too bogged down in logic of N(ew:
Just delete system.wrk.=, in case they exist. *)

dummy:=remove('*'/SYSTEH.WRK.TEXT',errno);
dumray: = removeC*','SYSTEH.WRK. CODE', errno);

newfi le: = true;
end

end;

function whatfile(*var iswrkfiletboolean; var volname:vid; var
fname:tid;

var

errno: integer):boo lean*);
begin

with userinfo.ptr' do
begin

if gotsym or gotcode then
begin
iswrkfile:= (worktid = SYSTEM.WRtC');
volname:=workvid;
fname:=worktid;
errno:=0

end

else errno:=9;
end;
whatfi le: = (errno = 0)

end;

function transfer(*fromvol,tovol:vid; fname:tid;
var

errno:integer)rboolean*);
var b,fsize, sperr, space:integer;

spbool:boolean;
destfn:string[23];
buff:p3cked arrayC0..511] of 0..255;

begin
fn:=concat(fromvol,':',fname);
(*S1- *)

resetlf,fn);
errno:=ioresult;
if errno = 0 then

begin
moveleft(f,fibarea,36);
fsi2e:=(fibarea[17]-fibarea[16]);
close(f,lock);
spbool:=spaceon(tovol,sperr,space);
if spbool and (space>=fsize) then
begin
resetlf,fn);
destfn:=concat(tovol,':',fnaffle);
rewrite(destf,destfn);
errno:=ioresult;
if errno=0 then

begin
for b:s0 to (fsize-1) do
begin (* this is slow: multiple blocks would be faster! *)
sperr:=blockreadCf,buff,1,b);
sperr:=blockwri te(destf,buff,1,b)

end;
close(f,lock);
errno:=ioresult;
close(destf,lock);
if ioresult <> 0 then errno:=iore5ult;
transfer:=(errno=0);
(*$!+ *)

end

end

end

end;

function fi leonvol(*volname:vid; fname:tid; var
errno:integer):boo lean*);

begin

fn:=concat(volname,':',fname);
(*$I- *)

reset(f ,fn);
errno:=ioresult;
if errno=0 then close(f,lock);
(*$!+ *)

fileonvol:=(errno=0)
end;

Id
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Link your Apple 11 or Mac to the outside world with.

rhkroUDk
Electronic mail - The cheapest
and fastest form of
communication possible. It costs
the same to send a message to
one mailbox as to 5001

Telex - Link up with 96,000 telex
subscribers in the UK and 1.5

million worldwide. You can even

send and receive telexes after

office hours or while travelling.

Telemessages - Type in your
message before 8pm and
delivery is guaranteed by first
post the next day (except Sunday),
anywhere in the UK and USA.

Tele-booking - Reserve train and
theatre tickets, check flight details
worldwide, or order from a vast
range of products - from flowers
to floppy discs.

Advice - Call on a team of

professional legal and financial
advisors as and when you need
them, for both business and
personal problems.

Company searches - Obtain facts
about any British limited
company in seconds, and fully
analysed financial information on
over 100,000 major companies.

Typesetting - Send copy from
your word processor together
with details of type size and style,
and you'll receive pages ready
for printing within 24 hours.

News - Use the powerful search
commands to pinpoint vital
business information from the

world's leading news services,
newspapers and periodicals.

Radiopaging - If you also have a
pocket radiopager you'll be
alerted each time an urgent
message arrives in your mailbox.
So you're always in touch.

Gateways - Get through to New
York in just five seconds - or key
into the EEC computer in
Luxembourg, which links you to
600 databases throughout Europe.

When you join MicroLInk you've got
the whole business world at your
fingertips - 24 hours a day. You'll
have immediate access to ALL the

facilities offered by Telecom Gold
... and a great deal more besides.

d
POSSIBLE PACKAGES

Apple II range

A Pace: Nightingale + Serial/
Parallel card + Data Highway
software (£218.15)

B Miracle: V/S2000 + serial

interface + Vicom software

(£238.65)

C Pace: Linnet + Serial/Parallel

card + Data Highway software
(£275)

D Miracle: WS4000 + serial

interface + Vicom software

(£299.90)

Apple Macintosh

E Miracle: WS4000 + Vicom

software (£339.95)

All you need - apart from your Apple - is a
modem, which plugs into your telephone wall
socket, plus suitable communications
software.

We have provided a list of possible combin
ations below, ranging from the very cheapest
to ones which can automatically dial the
MicroLink telephone number and connect you
to the service - all you have to do is type in
your personal security password.
Whichever equipment you use, you will be

able to call MicroLink, open your mailbox,
save to disc any messages waiting for you,
and disconnect in as little as two minutes.

More than

90 per cent
of subscribers

can connect to

the MicroLink
computer at
local call

rates.

TO FIND OUT MORE

Fill in the coupon and
send It to the address

below. You will receive

full details of services

and costs, together with
an application form.
Complete this and
within days you and
your Apple will be able
to use alt the services of
MicroLink and Telecom

Gold.

i
Please send me full details about MicroLink, and information

sheets about the following hardware and software options
(please circle):

A B C D E

Name.

Address-

Postcode.

Send to: MicroLink, Europe House, 68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

AU8



Series I

In the third part of his

series Duncan Langford

explores the Mac's own

Control Panel DA

ONE of the great advantages of working
with a Mac is the ability it offers to cust
omise your interaction with the computer.
Lesser machines tend to insist upon fixed
responses - so long before a key repeats If
you press It. then so many repeats In a
second, so many cursor flashes a second, a
warning beep of fixed volume, and so on.

In this article I'll explain how to help
personaliseyour Mac through the workings
of the Control Panel desk accessory and
some other special applications. I'll end by
showing how your Mac can greet you with
the voice of a HAL 9000 computer from the
film 2001, speaking an authentic error
message.

Although It's been around from the
beginning, there are still many Mac users
who haven't explored the standard Control
Panel desk accessory which is used to set
preferences for key repeat rates and other

Control Panel

5/24/87 23:41:38
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Figure II: The brillianrly modified control pane!
from the MusicWorks System 4.1

set the current date and time, personalise
the desktop pattern, mouse tracking and
time delay between double clicks of the
mouse.

It also controlled key repeat rate and the
delay until a repeat takes place; and, finally,
the flashing speed of the cursor, and of
menu items when they are selected.
With the advent of the Mac Plus, a new

System file was introduced. This time the
Control Panel was without the section

allowing time and date setting, now carried
out only through the Alarm Clock desk
accessory.

However, the new system added the
ability to connect an AppIeTalk link, and, in

Staying in
controi

parts of the Mac's background operations.
Perhaps familiarity with other computers

leads to the assumption chat you are stuck
with whatever setup is served by the
manufacturer, but for the Mac at least, it

Just isn't so.
Choosing Control Panel from the Apple

menu always displays a window, but

Contro Panel

5/24/87 23:41:38
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accordance with the style of the Mac Plus,
used descriptive words rather than icons
(see Figure III). I rather liked a little hare and
a tortoise representing fast and slow key
repeat rates, but perhaps they were con
sidered unbusinesslike...

The single biggest change for most Mac
users was the addition of a Ramcache. This

new function allowed a portion of memoiy
to be set aside, through the Controi Panel,
to hold chunks of data brought In from disc.
The effect is that, if the same area of the

disc is accessed frequently, the data need
only be loaded once. The next time it is
needed, the Mac reads from the cache, not
the disc - and operations are therefore far
faster.

If you haven't yet explored how your

Figure I: The System 4.0 control panel

exactly what is displayed will vary depen
ding upon which version of the System file
you are using. The most familiar to long
standing users of the Mac is probably that
shown in Figure I. from the Mac's first
System file.

I very much liked one changed version of
this shown in Figure II, the brilliantly
modified MusicWorks control panel,
without a volume control. Unfortunately,
such modifications really lie outside the
scope of this article.
The original control panel was used to
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Figure III: Cone are the tortoise and the hare
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Figure IV: The genera! view

Mac Plus operates with a cache, do try it. I
suggest you set the cache to various sizes,
repeatedly run the prograrris you use most,
and test the effects. I find a cache of 64k is
plenty, although I know of Mac users who
swear by 320l< and larger.

Some programs, mostly early ones writ
ten for the original I28k Mac. don't like a
cache: if you find unexpected crashes occur
after you have started using the cache, con
sider this as a possible cause.

The cache can be used with a 512k Mac,
although naturally the amount of memory
set aside to be used by it should be propor
tionally smaller. Remember that memory
used by the Ramcache can't be used by
anything else, like a Ramdisk or Switcher, so
don't make it too big.

Ifyou are running the latest version of the
System file, introduced with the Mac SE, the
window you will see on selecting Control
Panel depends on certain files being avail
able in the System Folder: no longer is all
the necessary information built-in.

To show the principal settings (see
Figure IV) the file General must be avail
able, Keyboard and mouse settings are
controlled, reasonably enough, by files
named Keyboard and Mouse, and. if they
are not available in the System Folder, that
part of the Control Panel will be unavail
able, too. Select views of General, Keyboard
or Mouse by clicking on their icons in the
new Control Panel window (see Figures V
and VI),

By the way, another mysterious new
icon. Key Layout, is nothing to do with the
Control Panel - it's an essential part of the
new Key Caps desk accessory. Again, if it is
not present, the accessory will not work in
the way you expect (see Figure VII). Normal
Key Caps is illustrated in Figure Vlil.

Control Panel
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Figure V: The Keyboard settings
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Figure VI: The Mouse seranys

Having seen whar to expect, we're ready
to begin modifications. As always, use a
copy of the files, not your originals. It's best
to start with a new disc containing just a
System and Finder, making sure that if you
are using the new System, any necessary
extra files needed by it are available.

Start by opening the Control Panel from
under the Apple menu, and make sure you
have set up all the variables to the level
which you personally like best. If you don't
like repeating keys, turn them off; if you are
a little hard of hearing, turn up the speaker
volume.

Write some test text in the Note Pad - do
the keys repeat too soon? Not soon
enough? Experiment until you are certain
the settings are at optimum levels for you.

Do tiy different desktop patterns, too.
Although few Mac users seem to find the
Apple supplied version needs improve
ment. by using the Control Panel you can
even try designing your own.

Incidentally, programs exist - Sea'ant is

Unless this
icon ts In the
System folder,
on selecting
Key Caps you will
see this error message

one - which allow MacPaint pictures to be
used as a desktop. I've found this to be
interesting, but potentially ve/y confusing,
and I don't recommend it.

One area of customising overlooked by
Apple IS the arrangement of files on the
desktop - the way they are laid out, the
font and size used to describe them, and
other parameters.

For example. I've found that long files
names frequently overlap, and have fre
quently used the old Mac trick of selecting
alternate files, by shift-clicking, before
moving all the selected files downwards a
little to offset the titles.

An application called, appropriately
enough. Layout, allows the desktop layout
to be permanently modified to be exactly
the way you like it, by simply dragging a
dummy file (see Figure IX). Layout 2.0 also
allows the style and size of the desktop font
to be changed, and can produce a desktop
arrangement that really is tailor-made. Very
easy to use. it's absolutely free.

Moving on to more major changes, it's
probably best to start from the beginning.
When first starting up the Mac, we nor
mally see a familiar window containing a
small Mac icon with the words "Welcome
to Macintosh".

This is displayed while necessary infor
mation is loaded from disc into memory.
Most people do eventually grow rather
tired of this window, and it would be nice if
our personalised Mac could display
something different.

Many items of business and games soft
ware display a personalised startup screen
while the program is loading.

How do they do it? Well, the Macintosh

OTtiere is no description for this keyboard.
Make sure that the 'Key Layout' file is in
the System Folder.

And the Key Caps
window will look
like this

Key Caps

Operas

/r?

sample ten Figure VI/: Key Caps
now needs a special
fife

always looks for a picture file of a particular
format named StartupScreen during the
loading process. If it Is available in the
System Folder, the Mac will display the pic
ture on screen without further intervention.

Such a personalised screen displayed on
startup would be ideal for our purposes,
although to make things as easy as pos
sible. we should be able to draw this screen
in. say, MacPaint, and subsequently convert
it to the special StartupScreen format auto
matically.

This clearly needs a special application
and. happily, one has been written. Bill

Key Capt
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Figure VIII: The normal Key Caps

Atkinson, the man who wrote MacPaint,
also wrote a free application called Screen
Maker which does just this task (see Figure
Xj.

Incidentally, should you have the pow
erful new SuperPaint drawing program,
you may have noticed that this, too, has the
ability to save pictures in StartupScreen
format.

Only the top left 512 by 342 pixels of a
MacPaint file can be seen as a startup
screen because, reasonably enough, that's
the Mac screen size, though this apparent
limitation is easily overcome by experiment.

I'd suggest that initially, to see the effect
of a StartupScreen, you try converting an
existing Paint file before trying to draw your
own. After you have converted your Paint
file, simply place the newly created Startup-
Screen in the System Folder and reboot
your Mac. It really is that simple.

When you are comfortable about the
design, by using Screen Maker you can
individualise discs: add company logos,
descriptions, or advertising to them. In fact,
the sky's the limit. My 10-year- old daughter >
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The Best of
MacPaint and

MacDraw
SuperPaint Is the most

advanced graphics creation tool
availableTor the Macintosh. It
has two layers: one for editing
dots like MacPaint, & one for
manipulating objects like

MacDraw. The features read
like a Christmas wlshllst. Full

screen editing. Multiple
windows. 3 levels of

magnification. Reduced view.
Creates shapes bigger than the

screen. Draws circles and
squares from the centre. Text
ean be edited. LaserWriter

Fonts. Open and save MacDraw
PICTand MacPaint flies. Print
multiple copies. Colour printing
on ImageWrlter II. Makes full

use of big screens.
Best of all, there's LaserBits™,
dot-by-dot editing at SOOdots-
per-lnch resolution. The results
printed on a LaserWriter are

stunningl Paste these graphics
into other programs and they
retain their 300dpi resolution!retain their SOOdpi resolution!
In fact, the SuperPaint file

format has been adopted as the
standard by all seven major US
scanner manufacturers for
SOOdpi graphics editing.

Here's what the US reviewers
have been saying about it:
"SuperPaint is the best paint
program available on the
Macintosh today'

- Adrian Meuo, MacWoru)
7 can reaRy review SuperPaint in
fujo uxjrds; Get W

• Sharon Aker, MacUser (US)
'SuperPaint is the hottest
graphics package currently
available.'

- CJ Wboand, MACazine

When all you want is a
masterpiece

SUPERPAINT £90.00

MegoMac 2
/AfsyoutheowrerotamsmoiytiungtvMocrtji \
/ erMocS") Foedvo(/Moc«itnoH*9olibe} ,ine \
/ «Bt»«f-lh»<jftioVB08fromGion/rtfeascircnJciinoi \
/ Osubiuii'imefflcryaipodVlooUirwDiA. ThukiW i
'  Imml-plead, memoy gggxraien orprd. and

wturi more voueal Tree NV-nrtcnnneeuilile)
dWtMicnar, and Inogewrtier om ipoo'er. Now producMy
tokeionawnaMnewmearrngl TheSWUiOuglnaifclffond
nooliy. Nomodflcatloniamrequirodand WegoMoc] con bo
de^'lmtaleoinntiutei. Thenawmemo'yitrecooriited

L  outpnotlco by ine Mac'i Rnder. n you dont hove lo
\  nwdlfyonYierrwDre. n|udnri(foear.ondup)oe94 i
\  oppcloionicpiCaAniniMrMcneraioncai A
\  IhgUkeJualSn ApKAttenjgrUitSC
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The people who know Mac software

NIacSerioussiss"
Phone 041-332-5622 Fax 041-332-3209 Telex 777021MACSER G

Toll-free order line 0800-83-33-99
The MacScrious Conpuny is dedicated lo helping the serious ■ or not so serious ■ Mac userget hold
of the software Iw or slw needs., and which noont' else suppliers this side of the Atlantic. If you
can't _(inii if cf-sctn/itTC. in/ MacScriou.s. If we don't fmve it in slock, we'll get it/or you if it exists.
How to buy MacSerious products: Go to your Apple dealer! I le should have our mosl popular
products in slock, and if not, we can gel whal you're looking for there fasl. if you don't have a
dealer, call us diR-clly.
Dealers: call us for trade information: let us help you get the products your customers want.
Shipping & Handling: UK .112.00, EEC £3.50
All offers are subject to availability. We reserve the right to change or discontinue products
without notice. Prices shown here do not include VAT.
Orders may be paid for with Access, American Express, Eurocard, Mastercard and Visa
credit cards.

Quark Xpress
Simply the ultimate desk-top

publishing program.
Now available. £695.00

LaserSpeed...
Ho-wait laser printing that works is here ...
Now you can print and keep working. LaserSpeed is the spooler
with built-in queue management
If you're printing one page or a novel... get LaserSpeedl
Only LaserSpeed works with all your applications, including

LaserS^ed is always available.
Just turn on your Mac. LaserSpeed does the work, not you. Get
Instant "pop-up" notification wnen your lob is done. TurnInstant "pop-up" notification when your job is done. Turn
spooling on and cif. No-one else on your network can interfere.
Even if someone accidentally turns your Mac off. LaserSpeed's
'crash contror picks up right where it left off.
Get LaserSpeed for your mdlvidual use for £80,
or the LaserSpeed Office Pak for £425.
Minimum system requirement: 5]2KMac, BOOKdtsk.

The Macintosh Screen Extender...

... iS 'virtual screen' software which
extends the power of the standard Mac
display to give it the same feel and
features as a £2000 full page display
saeen. With Stepping Out, choose the
saeen size that suits best the task In
hand, and working with wide tables, big
spreadshsete, and full-page OTP page
layouts becomes faster and easier as
you overcome the limitations of the
Mac screen size.
Other options indude working with the
whole virtual screen reduced to fit, or
for detailed work, you can enlage any
portion of the 'big' screen up to sixteen
times.
Your Stepping Out full-page display will
only cost you £75.
Tnsmustbethesotbua/Bbmm olthe yea/1

Dark Castle
Can you defeat the Black
Knight, evil ruler of the

Dark Castle? Action is hot
& heaw as you battle

your way Ihrough stunning
graphics & smooth anima

tion thai will take your
breath away .. an arcade/

action game so big
il nils 2 disks., hectic
fnmlic.. bul most of .ill

FUNI!

£44.95

Fontographer
Vers.2.2: £375.00
FOPiTastic Plus: £74.95
Fontographen the only professional
PostScript'"* font editor available for
the Mac today. When your design is
ready, it can be printed on the
LaserWriter, or any PostScript"*
compatible device. Now supports
composite characters & can replace
or add new characters to thebuilt-in
fonts. Maximise your LaserWriter
power. Bitmaps are made
automatically. & can be fine-tuned
with the Included copyofFONTastlc
Plus, the enhanced bitmap font
editor (also available on it s own).

MacZapVers.4.5
The one essential utility

ScSSS-a Now recovers
SCSI disks!

£49.95

THE MACSERIOUS

PROGRAMMERS
TOOLBOX

LightSpeeo Pascal £110
An Interactive compiler flt development
environment for the Mac. You'll nnd all
the convenient debugging features ofMac
Pascal, but seajnless^ Integrated with a
high-performance compiler, ultrafast
linker, & automatic project tnanager.
U^tspeed E^scal olfeni both the beginner
and the professional speed & eaae oHise
In creating atandalone double-dlck^le
apphcatlona. Features include a hlghlevel
s^bohc debugger,Toolbox-level
Oebugger, numerous utilities, & excellent
documentatloTL

LiqhtSpeedC £150
A complete high-performance C
pro0anuntng environment provldtngln a
slnee Integrated Maclntosh-sWle
ap^catlon. a multi-file text editor, native
code compiler, ultrafast linker, A
automatic make fadk^. as well as full
Toolbox A Unix compadblll^. Comnlete

defined by Kaml^an A Rltcbe's *n» C
Programming Larguage', plus more
recent features.
U^tspeed C compiles more than ten
tames faster than am other Mac C
(»mp11er. Generated code la between 70%
A 80%

I  3 ^ H :1 V i\ H II it II iV fK

the size. A runs tn 65% to 9^ of
the time taken by other compilers.
Ugbt6p««d Pascal A UghtBpeed C an
the compilers of choice with most
leading Mac developer* today.

MacNosy version 2
£80
The inliT.K nvf (lisassi-nibtt-r. Only
Milt N'osy li'i'syou sc.'wh.il's r.'ally

Itisiclc rvciy |ir<)Hr.iiii. Now
wilh on insinictlvc.'rc.id.ihlc. .iml
.iiiiiisintliii.inij.il- Yes. rciillv!

MacNosyDebugger
£150
Itiis IS ilic iiliiiiioic c!< lumber; Ihc
i';i.sii -.i to use, the f islesl. .itkI Ule nju
|*)werrij). If you're senoiisiilKiuIar.iiiitiiirni, this Is issen11.il.

nies Vt.K Nosy.

Coming soon;
MacNosy Debugger for Mac n
MacNosy Debugger Card for Mac n
mil fitr iiHtrf iiiloniinlum

XML Pascal £90
Complete Pascal development system that
commies both Mac A Lisa Pascal,
permittang the creation ofstandalone
double-clickable appUcationa and DA's.
And to go with it there's thcTML
Development Tools:
TML Source Coca Lihrakt £70
18 example Pascal applications
Databaeb Toolkit £85
Extensive library of Pascal procedures
MacEzprsm POB Pascal £175
Complete library of Pascal procedures

The MacSerioua Top Ten-June '67
1 — SuMrPaIni
2  WriteNow
3 -- MORE
* —• LssarSpMd
S — UghtSpesd PtKal

o.rkte
3 — Cricket Draw
3 —• Stepping Out
10--. LiglitSpeedC

MacSerious; the source for Mac software. Write or phone for our free catalogue today



I File Fdil Rdjust Options Font Size

Layout 1.0 written by MIcbael C. O'Connor
©1986 Leptonic Systems Design Company
Compuserue 74206,1406 BIH'lepton'
GEnie M.OCONNOR Delphi LEPT0N1CSVS

This application allows you to easily adjust the way the Finder
displays the desktop. The font and size of the teat drawn on the
desktop can be changed, as can the icon spacing and many
other parameters.

Vour custom display specifications are saued within the Finder
itself and from then on they will be used whenever that Finder
is in control.

Please scroll to see more information.

Figure IX: About ||
Layout l.O —

< used Screen Maker to construct a Maddy's
MacPaint Disc title screen - which

impresses her friends no end.
However, you may prefer a different

approach. The shareware application Icon
Exchanger 3.1 allows that familiar introduc
tory message "Welcome to Macintosh" to
be changed to anything you wish, within
length limits.

It also lets you exchange the introduc
tory. or DSAT, icon from the little Macintosh
picture to any icon you like, allows you to
copy icons from other discs and appli
cations. or even to design your own - your
Mac could actually display a little drawing
of you. with the wording "X's Macintosh".
The same application also allows the

Bomb icon and message to be changed
easily, in exactly the same way. I rather like
2001 's HAL computer, so I reset the bomb
icon and message accordingly |see Figure
XI).

Another shareware application. DSEdit
2.0, also allows the Introductory message
and icon to be changed. It will additionally
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Figure X: Screen M3ker works both w^ys

[Get reiourcel I

Creole e new Icon!

[ Edit BOMB Meisngel |

(Edit Welcome Meetsgel

[Open Icon File]

[Replace bomb

Bomb: Only 32 charecters will be utedl

Figure XLEdit the Bomb message
with icon Exchanger

let you display the icon (which can be one
created by Icon Exchanger) at double the
normal size - potentially very useful for easy
company identification.

Finally, the promised digitised clip from
2001 . After all. you've always known that
your Mac. like HAL, was "one step ahead of
IBM", haven't you?

Although all the shareware applications I
have mentioned so far are available from
MacTel, the Mac BBS, they can also usually
be obtained from local clubs and dealers.
The next, Soundlnit. can only be obtained
from MacTel as far as I know.

A large program, it comes in the form of
a compressed Packit III file. Briefly, to make
transmission of files over the telephone
easier, the BBS operator uses a shareware
application called Packit III to combine and
compress several files into one. When you
have downloaded it, running the Packit III
program again turns the package back into
individual files (see Figure Xllj.

The single file Sound.pit (the suffix .pit
denotes a compressed file) actually con
verts into four files - Beeplnit, Soundlnit,
SoundPlay and Sound Doc. a MacWrite file
describing the programs.

Sound files are downloaded separately-
the one we need is called HAL. and con
tains digitised speech from that computer.

There are several others, including a
rather nice Star Trek clip of Ensign Chekov
calling you from the bridge of the Starship
Enterprise. Collecting more could become a
compulsive hobby.

To play the sounds, initiallyyou may use

Application

DSEdit 2.0
Icon Exchanger 3.1

Layout 1.0

Packit III
ScreenMaker 1.0
SoundPlay.Soundlnit,
Beeplnit

n

the application SoundPlay. but to Incor
porate them into your System file the two
files Soundlnit and Beeplnit are needed.
Place them on to your test disc, and simply
double-click.

After installation these applications can
be discarded, but a digitised sound file
must be available. Copy the file HAL to the
disc, and rename it StartupSound.
Whenever the Mac starts up. the sound is
played.

Beeplnit works in exactly the same way,
but is played whenever the Mac would
have beeped.

I wish I could demonstrate to you just
how impressive a Mac modified in this way
can be. but "I'm afraid I can't do that,
Dave."

Us8 Of Packit to
convert one downloaded
rtia to several...

nciH- U
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To pley a digitised sound \
file on startup, —^ t—t.
piece Soundlnit onto QV 1
your startup disk and siJSrtiwe
double-click it.
make sure a sound file called 'Startup Sound' will always be
on the disk. After installation, Soundlnit may be discorded.

Packit shows all the steps

Author

Drew Davidson
John Holder

Michael O'Conner,
Leptonic Systems
Harry Chesley
Bill Atkinson

Fractal Software

Available from

Shareware

Shareware

Shareware
Shareware
Shareware

Shareware

S5.00
"whatever it's
worth"

Free
S20.00
Free

Free (I thinki)

SoundPlay. Soundlnit and Beeplnit make use of the digitised sound files produced with
the SoundCap hardware/software which is distributed by MacNifty Central. ^
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Words and pictures
THE advent of the ligs has spawned a new
range of software for the Apple 11 series of
computers although, inevitably, much of it
is only for the ligs itself. The new software is
very definitely in the WIMPS and WYSIWYG
camp and the lessons learnt from the Mac
intosh approach to life, generally appear to
have been handed down from the old to

the new.

Word processing programs are very cur
rent among the new software and they
have always been to the fore on the Apple,
I have no idea how many have been
pushed on to the market, but only a few
have succeeded.

The most recent, successful word

processor is Multiscribe (Apple User. Feb
ruary and May 1987) and the ligs version of
this is very much what you would expect
given the lle/c version and the extra facilities
of the llgs.

GraphicWriter (here reviewed as version
1.1) IS in the Multiscribe mould, with pull
down menus, windows, and icons but has

the extra facility of graphics. Text and
graphics may be imported into the word
processing document or created from
within GraphicWriter and, as long as an
ImageWriter II is used, up to 48 colours can
be printed on the page.
A program with GraphicWriter's

capabilities sounds good enough to make
anyone's mouth water. So I sat down to

Max Parrott

reviews a package

which promises

the best of

both worids

learn how to use it and on the basis of half

an hour's work (it really is that easy to use) 1
can say that this is definitely the word
processor to buy - but not in this version.
Wait until version 2 or 3 is available. On

second thoughts, wait until version 3 or 4,
Problems with the program fall into two

areas;

First, the program is easy to use. but it is
rather slow at times and several features

which I expect in a word processor are not
available.

Second, and fatally as far as I am con
cerned, the printing is not always correctly
carried out.

Interestingly, the manual has two update
slips. The first points out a few changes
between version I.O - for which the

manual was written - and version 1,1.

which is currently in use.

This it th« 9 point which it tho tmailott size.

This is the 12 point

This is the 18 point

This is the 24 point which is the
biggest size.
You cannot apparently change size in the line without
moving it to accomodate the largest size in it.

9 point

12 point

9 point

12 point

18 point

24 point
18 point

24 point

12 point

18 poittt

24 point
Figure /• The fonts and sittes available Note the poor tabbing.
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The second slip says "Due ro the delay of
printing software being developed by
Apple Computers ... we at DataPak were
forced to write our own print routines.
When Apple Computer releases their print
ing software, we will incorporate them into
Graphicwritcr. Because of this delay, some
of the print features are not currently active.
We will provide a free upgrade to owners
of Graphicwriter version 1,1,"
The printing features which are offered

are the Imagewriter. as a black only or as a
colour printer, the LaserWriter, and a daisy-
wheel printer. The Laserprinter is the option
not currently active.
The daisywheel can only handle normal

printing (no graphics) so that effectively, the
only printer supported is the Imagewriter
(Imagewriter II only, if you want colour).

With the Imagewriter there are three
mam modes of printing. Draft uses the
standard font and treats the Imagewriter as
a normal, text-only printer. The intermedi
ate or standard mode prints a page in
about one-and-half minutes, giving a
printout which is rather pale but a good
representation of what was on the screen,
both text and graphics.

Better to wait

The last mode - high resolution - takes
about six minutes to print a black only page
(longer with colour as well) but gives a
startlingly good output (see Figure I).

It is, however, marred by two things. The
program has trouble calculating where to
print, and when several spaces or tabs
occur together in a line it can get the end of
the page wrong, usually printing two or
more lines more than required.

Curiously enough, the standard print
mode does not make these mistakes -

compare Figures II and 111. That is why I say
wait for version 2 or 3. when a new set of

printing routines should cure these prob
lems.

The reason why I say perhaps it would
be even better .to wait for version 3 or 4 is
that the word processor lacks some impor
tant facilities, ones which I think are necess-

aiy in a modern program.
For example, it lacks the ability to use

superscripts and subscripts. There are no
find or find and replace commands, and
very few tab positions. There are just two
tabs, plus one decimal tab and a left and a

right margin and a paragraph indent tab.
And keyboard control of functions is lim
ited to say the least.
On top of this I would like the program

to be quicker when reformatting text, and
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I'd like to be able to position text to pixel or
near pixel accuracy in the drawing modes.

Before describing all the good things
about the program - and there are many -1
must mention one more nasty.
The program comes on a protected, 3.5in

disc and you are expected to pay another
S15 and fill out the registration card to get
just one backup copy directly from the
manufacturers. Quite who handles the

postage costs, especially from abroad, is
not mentioned.

Easy to launch

Now I don't know how long 3.5in discs
last, but there is no way I would trust my
weekly output of words and pictures to just
one working copy. And in my experience
the most widely bought programs are
those which are not copy protected - just
look at WordStar, AppleWriter, AppleWorks
and Multiscribe in the field of word

processing alone.
The program runs under Prodos 16 and is

launched from the Apple Launcher vl.I.

This may not be familiar to UK ligs users
who were given MouseDesk v2 in place of
the launcher, but it is easy to use and
"intuitively" simple. The slim manual with
GraphicWriter explains its use.
The disc also contains a program to

install GraphicWriter on to a hard disc, and
another to remove files from disc.

Once the program is run, the screen dis
plays the main writing area, a ruler, and
vertical and horizontal scroll bars. There is a

drawing aids palette at the bottom of the
screen and a Menu bar at the top with the
Apple symbol. File, Edit, Font, Style, Format,
Page, Display, Regions and Goodies as the
options.
The mouse will pull down each menu in

turn as long as the button is depressed, and
will move from menu to menu if moved

sideways. Moving vertically highlights an
option if available, and releasing the button
will select it.

In other words the mouse and pull
down menus are fully implemented, as on
the Mac. Unlike most Mac programs,
however, veiy few options are available via
option or control keys and this I consider to

be a fundamental mistake.

I  like using the mouse because it
sometimes frees the mind from thinking,
but I also like using the keyboard if that is
where my fingers are at the time.
There are three fonts: Helvetica,

Bookman and Script, each available in four
sizes: 9, 12, 18 and 24 point. Figure I shows
these printed at the highest resolution (note
that GraphicWriter got the tabbing wrong -
it was correct on screen).

Mixed styles

Each font, at each size, can be used in plain
or italic text, emboldened and/or

underlined. The text may be left, right fully,
or centre justified in single or double line
spacing.

Text styles and sizes may be mixed on
one line which will move vertically to
accommodate the largest size. Page breaks
are shown as a red line and may be forced
if required. A header and a footer may exist
if wanted.

The smaller sizes do not show up weltO

r^igure H: Standard text
3nd graphic output

Figure Hi: High resolution output:
Note the poor registration
between text and graphics.

I  » being used but what

.  . is being used but '"Perscripts and subacripta? Well, thatote that doubie .pace I .a an Intereatlngpolnt. We can Introducepicturea
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< on the ligs screen, so this may be shown
"vertically stretched", in which case they
are pleasantly legible. An option may be
selected to show the page on the screen in
full.

This is not always faithful to the selected
margins and paragraph indents but is
nevertheless extremely useful because sec
tions of text and graphics may be dragged
around the full page and repositioned
giving a PageMaker like feel.
Some of the program's power comes

from setting regions (which could be
columns on the page) and selecting objects
which can be grouped and then moved
together. Objects may be rotated in 90
degree steps, but grouped objects do not
rotate together - each moves around its
own origin. Regions may be fixed in size
and framed or left open ended,
A region can contain text and graphics

objects, or may be designated as canvas in
which case freehand (mousehand?)
drawing is allowed in the area. To help,
you can select ellipses, triangles, rectangles
and curved corner rectangles which may be
positioned and sized with the mouse.
They can be drawn in different colours

and thicknesses and can be filled. There is a

paintbrush option, but no aerosol and,
surprisingly, no rubber. The only way I
could find to remove my errors was to
select white as a colour and paint them out.

Paint can be defined as heavy (cover
everything), watercolour (let that
underneath show through), and dye
(changes anything black to the selected
colour). Colour may also be solid or dith
ered, The screen may be shown in "living
colour" or as "black & white" which uses

Just that plus shades of grey.

Leisurely reformatting

A canvas region can be filled with a picture
generated from outside GraphicWorks and
there is a scrapbook in which pictures may
be saved. Artwork from the scrapbook can
be copied into the more usual Clipboard
and then into the document. Rudimentary
colour editing can be done by removing
the lIgs primary colours from the screen.

Editing involves cutting, copying and
pasting via the Clipboard though it cannot
be saved. There is an undo facility but it is
not always available.

Reformatting, deletion and other
changes are carried out by highlighting a
block (using the mouse to sweep over it or
by double clicking on a word) and then
selecting the required option from a pull
down menu. Sometimes a keyboard
equivalent is given, but not often enough in
my opinion.

Reformatting can be tediously slow. In

fact, even highlighting a block which
stretched over 12 pages took 40 seconds.
Importing this text (created as a disc text file
from Appleworks) took so long that I gave
up timing, but at least it did it.
The Idea of a word processor with inbuilt

graphics abilities is so good and so con
venient for a wide variety of purposes that it
IS obvious that only lack of technology has
held back development. Macintosh word
processors are beginning to approach that
ideal and clearly the ligs is not far behind.

In this program, however, the power
expected of a modern word processor has
been sacrificed to get in the graphics, I think
that a buyer should realistically expect
search and replace, super and subscripting,
half-line spacing, multiple line spacing, fast
formatting and many tabs. A dictionary and
a thesaurus should also be in a modern

package and all of these are missing from
GraphicWriter,
A shame, but hopefully the next version...

Product: Gr^phicWriter version I. /.
Price: € 109.95 or bundled with Notes 'n Tiles

£189

Requirements: lIgs with at least one 3. Sin
drive and 512k of memory. ImageWriter
(preferably ImageWriter 11/ printer.

Manufacturer: DataPak Software. 14011
Ventura Boulevard. Suite 507. Sherman
Oaks. California 91423.
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Conducting from
the keyboard

A MAIN advantage of the Apple ligs over
the Apple lie is its sound, and one program
that utilises this special feature is The Music
Studio, designed and developed by Audio
Light.

It enables you to write music on the
screen and to play it back through the
micro, or through any Midi compatible
musical instrument or synthesiser. The
manual of 120 small pages is easy to
understand. There is no index, but the table

of contents is adequate enough.
The disc is copy protected, and the

manual warns you not to try to save files to
it - in any case, it has only two free blocks.
The program takes almost two minutes to
start up. Thereafter, it does not refer to the
disc unless you wish to change to a differ
ent set of instruments.

The main composing screen shows a
bass and treble staff which can display up
to 24 columns of notes, with up to 15 notes
in any one column. The staff scrolls to the
right, or to the left when you wish to add
more notes. It really needs a colour screen
because colour is used to distinguish the
notes for different instruments.

A piece of music is said to be limited to
8.000 notes, but I managed to enter 2,000
columns with five notes in each. Playback
time depends on the tempo, the size of
notes and whether any passages are
repeated. Without repeats, it could be from
five minutes to over an hour.

Virtually all operations on Music Studio
are controlled by the mouse. The only time
you need the keyboard is to add lyrics to
the music or to respond "Y" to a few
prompts where a hasty click on the mouse
might lead to disaster.

Colour coded

The first step is to select one of the 15
instruments, by pointing to the instrument
palette symbol above the staff. When you
press the mouse button, a menu of 15
numbers drops down, each in a different
colour.

As you drag the mouse to highlight
successive numbers down the list, the
name of each instrument is displayed in the
top centre of the screen. To select an instru
ment, release the mouse button while the
appropriate number is highlighted.

Thereafter, all notes written on the staff
are in the corresponding colour. When you
play the music back, the colour of each
note determines the instrument on which

the note is played.

Geoff Wood reviews

a versatile Apple iigs

package aimed at the

amateur musician

There are four ranges of instruments,
held as files on the disc. The default range
is called Jazz and consists of piano, short
piano, sustained piano, string bass, short
bass, pluck bass, mute bass, tenor sax. alto
sax. two drum kits, vibes, and three guitars.

Ifyou want a different selection of instru
ments, you can load one of the other three
files in from disc. One is called Classical and

consists of violin, viola, cello, string bass,
flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, harp, piano,
acoustic guitar, celeste, pizzicato, vibrato
flute and horn.

Rock consists of phaser. electric bass, slap
bass, guitar, guitar aw and wa. two electric
pianos, hi-hat, open and closed. Simmons,
tom tom, kick, clavinet and echo.

The last range is Voices; The "instru
ments" here make sounds like a backing
group. You can also design your own
instruments or modify existing ones.

Before entering the notes, you may wish
to set the key. time, tempo and volume.
Along the bottom of the screen are symbols
to set these features, and when you click on
the key box, a menu springs up offering a
choice of the 15 keys -just drag the mouse
to select a key.

Similarly, when you click the time
signature box. a menu springs up offering a
choice of seven times.

To set the tempo, there is a slider control
offering a range from 56 to 200 crotchets
per minute. As you drag the mouse to
move the slider, the chosen number Is dis

played alongside a corresponding musical
term ranging from grave to prestissimo.

There is a similar slider control to set the

volume; As you drag the mouse, the display
shows the abbreviation for the setting.

Unfortunately, you cannot have two dif
ferent settings of the key, time, tempo or
volume in one piece of music, which is a
serious shortcoming. You can change the
settings, but any changes affect the whole
piece.

To put notes on the staff, you first select
the duration of the note by pointing to a
crotchet permanently displayed above the
staff.

Pressing the mouse button drops down a >

Figure i. The 5t3r
Spangled Banner
- sample output

from l^usic S.udio
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< menu displaying six notes of different dur
ation ranging, from a breve to a demisemi-
quaver. You drag the mouse to select the
note you want, then position the selected
note on the staff.

As you move the note through the staff,
you have the option to hear the notes
being played, which helps you to position
the note by ear as well as by sight.
When the note is in the correct position,

click on the mouse to display it per
manently. To delete a note, position the
pointer over it and click once.
You can position as many notes of the

chosen duration as you wish, then change
to one of a different duration with the note

menu. Unlike many Macintosh programs.
Music Studio offers no keyboard shortcuts.
It would have been easier if. say, the up
and down arrow keys had allowed you to
change note duration.

Before selecting a note duration, you can
use another menu to add a dot to the note

to increase its duration by half. From the
same menu you can also add an accent (to
play at maximum volume) or a triplet
symbol.

Moving notes
Another menu allows you to add a sharp,
flat or natural to a note. You can also add

ties to play two or more consecutive notes
as one.

There is also a menu of six rests corres

ponding in duration to the six notes. Again,
these can be enhanced with dots to

increase their duration by half.
Having entered some notes, you can

insert vertical measure bars. However, the
program does not calculate the duration of
a bar and insert the measure bar for you. so
it is possible to put them in the wrong
place.
To play the music back through the com

puter you have two choices. If you click on
an ear symbol at the bottom left of the
screen, the tune is played back but the
notes do not move on the screen.

If you click on a note symbol below the
ear symbol, the notes move across the staff
as the tune is played, but the positions of
the measure bars are not shown.

Normally, all the notes are played back,
but you can set each instrument to one of
four tracks and play back one at a time. This
feature is useful, for example for editing the
bass line or drum track.

You can edit the music by deleting and
inserting notes one at a time, but there are
various shortcuts,

A menu at the top of the screen offers a
choice to Insert blank columns, copy a
block of music, move a block, change
instruments, lengthen or shorten the dur
ation of notes, transpose up or down a step
at a time, or to add repeat markers. The last
feature means that you can repeat any bar
or phrase, or even the whole piece, up to
127 times.

Finally, you can add lyrics to the music,
up to three verses. If the words will not fit
into the space available, you can open up
spaces in the music so that the words are
positioned under the corresponding notes,
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When you add lyrics, the maximum
number of notes in a piece of music is
reduced.

Music Studio calls each piece of music a
song, regardless of whether it has lyrics.
You can save each song as a binary file on a
disc, giving it a suitable name with the
suffix .sng.
When you use the file menu to load in a

song, it lists only those files with this suffix.
Files that contain the ranges of instruments
are known as sound files and bear the

suffix .snd.

The disc comes with 20 songs which you
can load and play. They range in duration
from one to four minutes, and in style from
a Mozart requiem to original compositions
in jazz and rock.

Music Studio also features what it calls

the Music Paintbox, an alternative to the

main composing screen. Instead of using
standard musical notation, you paint notes
on to the staff as coloured rectangles. The
size of the rectangle determines the dur
ation of the note.

When you switch from the main
composing screen to the Music Paintbox
screen and vice verse, any music is trans
lated from one notation the the other.

I could see no advantage in the Paintbox,
except that it is easier to switch instruments
because the palette of 15 colours is per
manently displayed at the foot of the
screen. On the other hand, it takes longer to
erase a note because you have to click on a
note eraser symbol first.

If you want to design your own instru
ments, Music Studio offers powerful facili
ties. even while you have a piece of music
in memory. Here the main composing
screen is replaced by the design instru
ments screen.

Sound envelopes
Instrument sounds can be described In

terms of their pitch, amplitude (volume)
and duration. The change in a sound's
volume over time is called a sound

envelope. Music Studio lets you specify the
volume of a sound over time in the form of

a sound envelope graph, displayed across
the centre of the design instruments screen.
The graph is divided into up to seven

segments, each representing a change of
volume over time. It is labelled ASDR to

signify Attack. Decay, Sustain and Release.
The attack is how a sound begins; A

piano has an attack louder than the rest of
its sound envelope because, after the key is
struck, the sound gradually becomes softer,
never louder.

Decay is whatever happens to the sound
immediately after the peak of the attack,
while Sustain is the period when the decay
levels off and the tone is held evenly. A
piano has no sustain whereas a trumpet
has one as long as the player keeps on
blowing.
Release is the end of the sound

envelope, and represents how a tone stops.
The total time (in seconds) for a sound

envelope is shown at the right of the graph
- as you move the pointer through the
graph, a panel below shows the time at its

position. At the left of the graph, a panel
displays a three digit number representing
the volume of the segment.

Designing new instruments really means
modifying existing ones. First you select an
instrument from the current range, then
modify the duration and volume of each
segment of the sound envelope. At any
stage, you can click on the word "Test" to
hear the sound played up and down a
scale.

You can add regular pitch variations to a
sound to create a vibrato effect. The depth
and rate of the variations can be set to give
different sounds.

Midi parameters

If you have a stereo card for your micro, you
can assign an instrument to either the left or
right channel. You cannot assign an instru
ment to both, and the default is the right
channel.

You can also set the octave range of an
instrument. All instruments have a range of
five octaves which can be adjusted within
an eight octave range.

However, the staff can only display notes
over five octaves, so when you set an
instrument to play above or below this, the
notes are transposed up or down depen
ding on the setting of the octave range.
When you are satisfied with the new

sound, you can rename the instrument to
distinguish It from the previous one and
save the current range under an appro
priate name. You can also copy instruments
from one range to another.
One of the options of The Music Studio is

to set the Midi parameters. These include
assigning instruments to the Midi channels,
setting the octave range and selecting
presets.

The Midi parameters are saved with the
song in which you use them. The manual
gives instrucions for setting up a Casio
CZ-IOI. but it should not be difficult to
adapt them for other equipment.
However. Music Studio does not record

back when you play your Midi linked key
board. Thus it cannot be used to compose
at the keyboard and then print out your
composition: It can only be used to play
back pieces you have composed on-screen.
The Music Studio is not really suitable for

professional musicians, ft has limitations,
such as the length of a piece of music.
And. more important, you cannot

change key. time, tempo or volume within
a piece. There is no way of setting it to play
several pieces in succession, and you can
append one song to another only up to the
limit of 8.000 notes.

Nevertheless, Music Studio is versatile,
easy to learn and use. and reasonably
priced. It could give many hours of pleasure
to amateur musicians, especially those
interested in composing or in creating new
instruments.

Product: Music Studio

Price: £39.99

Supplier: MGA Microsystems. 140 High
Street. Tenterden. Kent TN30 6HT.

Tel: 05806 4278

□



KERAL CARDS
■■ - EMORY EXPANSION

Colour Modulator + sound for lie £30
PAL for use wilh colour TV for n
Apple 80 Column Text card 05
REk)LUTIC«M(80coine) 05
RESOLLrnCW64(80col + 64KRAM + DOSRAMdisk)ne £25
RESOLUTION 128 (80 col + 128K RAM
+ IX)S RAM disk) De £35

MultiRam RGB 256K + Ap{deWorks expan.
+ DOS/FroDOSR.diak 029

RamFactor 256K for II, lie (nms AppleWoiks on ID £219
RamWorks 256K for Be (indudes AppleWorks 2 expan) 085
Z-RAM 256K for lie (indudes AppleWorics 2 expan.) £249
GS-RAM GS for II (indudes Apj^eWorks 2 expan.) 059
SCREEN 80 (80 col + Softswitch) II £35
Digitek SCREENMASTER 80 (80 Col + Softswitch) n £49
DMSa2RGBforIlccIIe £45
i:»vlSC30RGBforIlorne £55

PARA-GRAPH printer card + cable £30
Digitek PRINTMASTERin +cable £45
Grappler + compatible + cable £29
Orange Micro Grappler Bufferboard 16 - 64K £29
CACHECARD16 with cable £50

CACHECARD 64 with cable £60
Serial/Communication £48

Serial Printer £24

■  'j-nq &contin)l
IEEE.488 £79

CHock Card (battery back-up) £59
Z80 In-Circuit Emulator £199

6502 In-Circuit Emulator £149

I/O Card (Four 8 bit ports + 2 counter/timers) £59
IC Tester (Recognises & tests most 74 &

4000 series) £99
EPROM Writer upto 27256 (EPROM socket on card) £89
EPROM Writer upto 27256 Single

gang (external pod) £139
EPROM Writer upto 27256 Four

gang (external pod) £199
EPROM Writer upto 27256 Ten

gang (external pod) £299

Z80 Card (U or lie)
GP/M Plus for the Ue.c, or GS (board & software)
Disk (k>ntroller
16K RAM Card for n
128K RAM Card for n

HANTAREX (Quality Italian monitors)
12" Hi-Res (green screen)
KAGA

12" Hi-Res (green screen)
Monitor Base (tilt & Twist)

£25

009

£25

£25

£69

£75

£109

£12

All prices shown exclude VAT & delivery and are
correct at time of press

DELIVERY:
£3.00 + VAT - orders under £100
£5.00 + VAT - orders over £100
£10.00 + VAT - printers, etc.

PEINTEHS
EPSON LX.800

STAR

FX 800
FX 1000
ML 10 with parallel or Apple He
interface

NX 15 with parallel interface
NL10 Cut Sheet Feeder

£239

£339

£454

£239

£339

£55

Apple n compatible drive
Apple He compatible drive
XEBEC Hard disks-Run DOS 3.3, ProDOS,
CP/M and Pascal programs

SIDER 2 (20 MB with controller)
BSIDER (Tape Back-up)

£89

£99

£699

£599

Numeric Keypad for He
AC Cooling Fan
Hitek superfan for II
Metal cased two button joystick II or He
Two tone 5.25" disk box (20 disks)
6.25" Lockable storage box (100 disks)
3.5" Lockable storage box (40 disks)
Diskettes DSDD Non-Branded (10)

09

£24

£30

£25

£2.95

£21

£8

£9

Format 80 Enhanced (DOS & ProDOS version) n or lie
AppleWorks 2.0

Wordprocessor/spreadsheet/database
Pinpoint 2.0 (Appleworks expansion software)
Multiscribe (Word processing with multiple fonts) lie
Font Paks for Multiscribe (6 types)
Picture Manager forMultiscril^
Da2zle Draw for lie
MultiRam CP/M RAM disk
Visicalc Super Expander software
Unimate (allows 3.5" drives to run DOS, CP/M etc.)

•  -';hes
PARALLEL and SERIAL

Two way communication
lto2

ItoS

lto4

Cross Over

Cachebox 266K buffer (parallel or serial)

£99

075

£79

£59

09

£39

£69

£29

09

£26

£49

£59

£69

£69

069

0 ltd
289 Birchfield Road,
Birmingham B20 3DD

Tel: (021) 356 7402

Telex: 334303 TXAGWMG
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THIS MONTH'S

SUPER SAVERS

High Performance, High Capacity
SCSI Disk Subsystem with Streaming
Tape Backup for the Macintosh Plus

The AST-4000 is a SCSI 70 Mbyte
hard disk and 60 Mbyte streaming

tape backup subsystem for the
Macintosh Plus provides fast, reliable
data storage, data management and
data backup, its large capacity and
quick response time allow the user to

manage extensive databases, run
sophisticated applications programs
and use the AST-4D00 as a disk server

or file server in resource sharing
environments. The AST-4000 disk

sub- system's large capacity,
extremely fast response time and
streaming tape backup/ restore,
combined with very high reliability,
makes it the logical choice for
business users. The AST-4000 is the

perfect choice for the power user, in
large database systems, or as a disk or
file server in Apple Talk network
environments.

&2796.50

CP/M PLUS

Cirtech'sCP/M PlusSystem for the He
offers speed and performance with a
super-fast Z80H microprocessor
(operating at twice the speed of a
softcard). No other CP/M system lets
you use such a wide range of software
or has so many advanced features. It's
a completely new version of CP/M
with eleven built-in commands and

20 utility programs. This unique
operating system gives you more
facilities than any other operating
system for the lie.

£89.00

Specifically designed to give you
reliable printing performance to a

continuously high standard the LX-86
dot-matrix printer combines selec

table draft, correspondence and
graphics print together with printing
accuracy, speed an an additional
range of useful features. All at a price
which represents unprecedented

value for money. Stylish features.

Just some of the features which have

established the LX-86 as one of the

best-selling printers are a draft
printing speed around 120 cps; a built
in Roman font for correspondence
print; Pica and Elitecharacter spacing
for all drafting work; graphics
capabilities; built in buffer; a standard
parallel interface and a full repertoire
of useful and attractive typeslyles.

LX-86 quickly produces high-
definition charts and diagrams in
combination with text in typestyles of

your choosing — including sub
and super-script, enlarged and
condensed, emphasised, double-

strike and italics.

The LX-86 carries out a range of word
processing functions — including
highlighting and underline.

For continuous stationery, the tractor
feeder enables the LX-86 to handle

anything from pre-printed forms to
self-adhesive labels just 3 inches
wide.

LX86 £199.00

Tractor Feed £22.00

EPSON LX-86

HYPERDRIVE

FX/20

HyperDrive FX/20 improves the
power-up time of a MacPlus by 66 %
— and boots directly from the hard
disk. A MacPlus with the FX/20 can

load Blyth's Omnis 3 over one and a
half times faster. Aldus' PageMaker
over twice as fast. And Microsoft's

Excel two and a half times faster.

These and other significant
reductions in work time are matched

by a corresponding increase in the
capacity for work. The FX/20's

20-megabyte storage capacity can
accommodate the data that would

otherwise occupy up to 50 diskettes.
And you can add up to seven
peripherals on a single SCSI bus.

But the FX/20 doesn't just provide
access to information faster and in

greater quantities. It's also the first

external hard disk that comes with

software to help you handle it more
intelligently.

A back-up program lets you organize
your data and copy it onto diskettes
to protect it from accidental loss.

There's also a security program that
scrambles the contents of individual

files according to a key to prevent
unauthorized entry.

£649.00

Plea.se add £5 for
P-t-P and 15%
VAT to Total

RCS Ltd

132 Evelyn Crescent ̂
Sunbury-on-Thames
Middlesex TW16 6NA

0932 761815

Mail Order Only



Feature

At your command
THE Stemko system enables handicapped
people to control all kinds of appliances -
typewriters and telephones are just a
couple - by spoken commands.

Based on an Apple He, it has been devel
oped in the Netherlands at the Het Roess-
ingh rehabilitation centre. The Stemko's aim
is to help the handicapped especially those
with muscular dystrophia, and spastics - in
other words any people with little or no
function in their extremities.

The user gives commands via a micro
phone, optionally mounted on a
wheelchair. The microphone is connected
to a speech recognition system which
translates the commands into signals suit
able for the computer.
The system software is completely menu

driven, informing the user of the status of
the process being carried out via the moni
tor so that he knows what is going to
happen.

All applicable commands are shown on
the menus and the control modules acti

vate the appliances as ordered.
The speech system is able to recognise

up to 80 different commands. However,
recognition is user dependent which
means it is restricted to one person's use.
As a first step it is necessary to give the

STEMKO a vocabulary by speaking all pos
sible commands a number of times into the

microphone so that the users voice patterns
are memorised by the computer. Normally
this is repeated every three months, to take
changes in the voice pattern into account.

In use the Stemko compares all spoken
commands with the patterns held in

Martin Keesen meets

the Stemko, which

offers a speech

controiied environment

memory; If a command is to be recognised.
It really has to be made distinctive.
The system is able to control almost all

kinds of appliance for each new one
another control module is added. From the

user's point of view, the top 10 appliances
are:

# Alarm systems where built in relays can
make any system operable.
# Switches are controlled via the normal

domestic wiring and allow lights to be
dimmed and appliances to be switched on
and off. Normal use of the switch Is un

affected.

# Television (with teletext) on a standard
remote control set, using the normal infra
red controller is controllable with the

Stemko.

9 Audio equipment may be controlled like
a television set. although unfortunately the
volume is generally not controllable. One
great advantage is that the system can be
used to operate a cassette recorder to play a
speaking book.
# Word processing is incorporated into the
Stemko system, which makes it possible to
print and edit. The text is spelt out character
by character, using either the normal
alphabet or more commonly a group of

'spellwords'.
The words may be freely chosen which

allows for optimal adaptation to the user's
vocal and mental abilities. The advantage
of being able to generate well laid out text
and of gaining privacy cannot be
emphasised enough.
• Teiephone dialling is automated with a
set of commonly used numbers being
stored in the machine. The normal func

tions of the telephone are still available and
an optional loudspeaker can give freedom
of movement.

• Page turners are easily controiied by the
Stemko. allowing all manner of books and
magazines to be read.
• Video recorders may be controlled like a
television set and are proving popular.
• Electrically controlled doors and curtains
are relay - driven from the command
module, allowing the user a more normal
control of his environment.

• Drawing machines (plotters) may be
controiied by turtlegraphics. The user speci
fies line lengths and angles, and can
create simple or even quite complicated
drawings.

All operations start with the Index page
(shown In Figure II) which Indicates all the
appliances. Then, if for example the user
wanted to control the television and a light,
he would say "television" to start that
option. The Television page will appear
and indicate all possible actions. Saying
"on" puts the set on. "channel" displays all
possible channels and saying the appro
priate number switches the set accordingly.

Other functions are similarly controlled. >

user environment STEMKD

SPEECH RECDGNISERMICRDPHDME

USER

CUMPUTERMUNITUR

CDNTRDL MODULESAPPLIANCES

Figure I: Schematic diagram of the Stemko
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Feature!

< The user can now dim the light by retur
ning to the index page and saying "index"
then "lights". The lights command page
(Figure lllj will show all possible commands
for control of the lights.

Other appliances are controlled in much
the same way. The system is flexible
enough to meet the needs of most users
but the principle of operation remains the
same.

Because of its flexibility it is hard to cost a
modular system like the Stemko but it will
likely be somewhere between £7,500 and
£10,000. Two days of training and a service
contract are included when the system is
installed in the Netherlands but the price
does not include the cost of the appliances
themselves.

Experience shows that the groups of
people most likely to benefit from it are
those with high level lesions, low progress
ive multiple sclerosis, low progressive
amyotrophical lateral sclerosis and spastics
who can make reproducible sounds. These
are normally spoken commands but it is
possible to use sounds without any specific
meaning.

The Stemko is made and serviced by
Huka Developments B. V. of Oidenzaai,
The Netherlands.

INDEX

- Ulordprocessor

- Television

- Ligh-ts

- Alarn

Connand ■ 1

TELEVISION

- On

- Off

- Channel

- Sound

Connand ■ 7

CHANNELS

1 - Holland I

Z - Holland 11

3 - Sky Channel

4 - Videorecorder

Connand -i 7

TELEVISION

^

CHANNEL

^

Figure II: Controlling a television set

C  N
INDEX LIGHTS DESK LIGHT

- Ulordprocessor 1 - Bed light - Dn

- Television 2 - Table light - Off

- Lights 3 - Desk light - Plus

- Alarn - Minus

Connand ■ 7 Connand < 7 Connand't 7

\  J V  J V  J

IT

IT

Figure III: Controlling a light □

DESKTOP
PUBLISHING

AWARDS
1  • 9 • 8 • 7

There will be three awards:

# Best newspaper or
magazine

# Most outstanding
company report

# Best leaflet, newsletter
or brochure

Full details of the awards
and how to participate can
be obtained from:
The Secretary, Desktop
Publishing Awards, Europa
House, 68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove, Stockport
SK7 5NY.

Desktop Publishing is the biggest growth
area in microcomputing today. Many of
the UK's top graphic designers have
embraced it, harnessed its tremendous
potential, and produced extremely eye
catching layouts.

But it has also enabled people from all
walks of life, from owners of small
businesses to club secretaries and
community groups, to become publishers
in their own right.

Pira, the UK technology centre for the
printing and publishing industry, is to
sponsor annual awards for the best
examples of Desktop
Publishing.

The awards will
be presented at
the first Desktop
Publishing Show
in October.

1987\esktop .
mblishim

SHOW

Business Design Centre, London
Thursday October 15

Friday October 16
Saturday October 17
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Review

Point to point
APPLEWORKS is a popular program
because it offers spreadsheet, database and
word processing in one integrated pro
gram. But it doesn't offer graphics.
However, if you want to draw graphs from
data in your Appleworks spreadsheet files,
you can now do so - with Visualiscr.

I've previously [Apple User. June 1986)
reviewed PBi Software's GraphWorks for
drawing graphs and charts from
AppleWorks spreadsheet files. I found it
had some limitations, especially in format
ting the graphs.

Visualiser is from the same software

house, but by different authors. It draws
much better graphs - and overcomes the
problems of GraphWorks.

Visualiser is designed for the Apple ligs,
but there is also a version for the Apple He
and He. For the Apple lIgs the program is
supplied on a 3.5in disc and is not copy
protected. It comes with a 30 page manual
that covers all the basics but is not fully
comprehensive.

Visualiscr needs at least 512k of ram, so

you must have a memory expansion card
with at least 256k installed. Ideally, you
should also have a colour monitor and a

colour ribbon for your ImageWriter II,
Whereas GraphWorks presents menus

similar to AppleWorks, Visualiser presents
screens like a Macintosh, with pull-down
menus, dialog boxes and scroll bars, all
operated by the mouse.

After booting up (which takes just under
a minute) you see a pale blue screen with a
menu bar above showing the words File,
Edit, Graph, Axis, Options. Lines and
Window.

The first step is to use the File menu to
start a new file or to open a file already on
disc. Choosing New opens a blank
worksheet with 1000 rows and 127

columns. You can enter words or figures in
the cells, but if you enter formulae they
appear as labels. Any worksheet you create
can be saved to disc, but only as DIF file

DCKEMIDGETS

Geoff Wood tries out a

package that adds graphs

to spreadsheets

which, of course, can be loaded into

AppleWorks.
Choosing Open causes the program to

access the disc and display a list of its files
and folders. You can change to another
disc drive if you wish, and open a file or a
folder by clicking twice on its name.

Visualiser does not list AppleWorks word
processor and database files, but it does list
other Prodos files such as Apple Writer 2,0
or FlashCalc. In fact it will load in DIF files

created by FlashCalc or other spreadsheet
programs.

However, if you tiy to open a file that is
not an AppleWorks spreadsheet file or a
DIF file, an error message appears.

Unlike AppleWorks, Visualiser allows you
to have only one file at a time in memory.
With large files, it does not hold the whole
file in ram but accesses the disc for the parts
it requires-

Editlng cells

The appearance of the worksheet is more
akin to Macintosh than AppleWorks
because it uses the graphics screen. You
can use the scroll bars to move the matrix of

cells up or down or sideways.
Alternatively, if you place the mouse

arrow outside the matrix of cells and hold

the button down, the matrix rhoves in the

appropriate direction. Scrolling is rather
slow compared to AppleWorks, especially
for large files, but not unacceptably so.
You can edit the contents of any of the

cells of a worksheet. However, if you
change values in cells that affect formulae,
the answers will not change - Visualiser

Jonuari) Febtuonj Hatch

Figure i: Shaded bar
graphs can be
presented in
several formats

loads AppleWorks files as though they are
DIF files with labels and values but no

formulae. You cannot change the column
widths on a Visualiser worksheet, except

via AppleWorks,
If your AppleWorks worksheet has cells

that are formatted with integer or decimal
places, the numbers will be displayed as
formatted. However, if you save such a file
as a DIF file and then load it back, the

numbers will be displayed with as many
significant figures as will fit in the column,

I tried this with some simple worksheets
and had no problems, but some more
complex worksheets were not saved prop
erly and reloaded with zeros in some cells.
In practice, this may not matter to most
people.
To draw a graph, you select the cells

whose values you wish to plot. Selection is
made by clicking on the first cell then drag
ging the mouse until all the cells are
highlighted.
You can also use shift click to select a

block, as with Macintosh Multiplan or
Excel. You can highlight a single row or
column, or a complete block of cells. Vis
ualiser can cope with up to 52 points and
up to 24 ranges in a graph.
The next step is to use the Graph menu

to select one of the eight types of graphs,
namely, 3D Pie, Pie. Bar, Point/line, Area,
High-Low. Scatter and Regression. In a few
seconds, the graph is displayed in glorious
colour.

Three dimensional pie charts take slightly
longer to draw than flat ones, but they do
look more impressive. Bar charts normally
come up as flat columns, but you can select
four alternative types from the Options
menu - three dimensions with shadowing,
three dimensional columns overlapping,
standard format overlapping or stacked
bars.

Point/line charts are normally displayed
with the points for each value Joined
together by lines for each variable, though
you can suppress the points or the lines.
You can choose to have tick marks that

cross the axes, inside or outside the axes, or

no tick marks at all.

Initially, the graph may appear too small.
But if you click almost anywhere on it, it is
surrounded by a scale box with handles at
the corners and in the middle of each side

(like MacDraw) which you can drag to
reposition and resize the graph.

Pie charts with a scale box also have

handles on each pie so that you can drag
one or more sections away from the centre.
However, there is no quick way to draw an
exploded pie with all the sections away
from the centre,
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holdens
Computer Services

191-195 Marsh Lane, Preston, Lanes. PR1 8NL
Telephone (0772) 561321 and 52686

The Apple Specialists

WE NEED YOUR OLD APPLES!
Yes, we are experiencing an unprecedented demand for used Apple computers
and peripherals, In particular the Apple lie and lie. This Is undoubtedly the best
time to obtain top allowances against that new Apple IIgs or Macintosh. Here are

just one or two examples of what you can expect In part exchange.

Apple He
Apple Ho
Apple Disk II
Apple Duodlsk
Apple Monitor II

£200.00 Apple lie (Enhanced) £225.00
250.00 Apple II Europlus 60.00
60.00 Apple Disk lie 75.00
200.00 Apple Imagewrlter I 150.00
50.00 Apple Monitor Ho 50.00

In adcBthn to the above we dso make generous affowances for various ummrieri cards and software,

SYSTEMATICS
One of the industry standards when it comes to business software.
Full range to choose from, including Sales, Purchase and Nominal

ledgers; invoicing. Job costing. Stock control and Payroll.
Fully supported and available for Apple II range and Macintosh.

Originally selling for up to £450 -
but now available from Holdens at a realistic £89 per module.

Supettoly documented • Fact sheets available

PERSONAL TRAflING SYSTEMS
These packages consist of an audio
cassette and a 3.5" Disk, and offer
an ideal of either learning from
saatch or improving your existing
knowledge. Available for
Excel, Vvord 3.0 and PageMaker 2.0
Excellerate
1A Fundamentals (Rrst time user)
1B Fundamentals (Experienced user)

Creating Business Graphs
Adding Power to your Spreadsheet
Using the Database
Macros
Linking Spreadsheets
Advanced Spreadsheets
Advanced Macros

All £34.95each
Word 3.0
1  Beginning Word 3.0
2  Intermediate Word 3.0
3  Advanced Word 3.0

All £44.95each
PageMaker 2.0
1  Beginnirn PageMaker 2.0
2  Intermediate P^eMaker 2.0
3 Tps and Technques

All £44.95 each

We are deGghted to tie among the select number of Apple
dealers who have been spe<±% appointed to operate the
Apple Educational Scheme. This means that we can offer
advantageous prices to Bona Rde Educational estabfish-
ments, indudng Universities, Polytechnics, Colleges,

Schools, Hospitals and Registered Charities.
To quaOfy for toe special prices we must ftave an offidal

written order

m Apple IIGS

APPLE Uqs

Apple liGS 256K
A^le Drive 3.5
Apple Drive 5.25
Apple Hard Disk 20SG
Apple Hard Disk 40SC
Apple Mono Monitor
A^le RGB Cobur Monitor
Apple SCSI Interface Card
Apple SCSI Per^eral Cabb
Apple Perietal Adaptor Cable
Appb Exp Card 256K
Apjole E)^ memory per 256K
Apple Exp Card IMegabyte
Appb Fan Kit
Appb Joystick
//GS Monodwome Sys/tem 256k
IIGS Moncchmme ̂ stem 1 Mb
IIGS Cohta- System 512t
IIGS Hard Disk ̂ stem 512K
IIGS Hard Disk Colour System

£650.00

250.00

175.00

895.00

1295.00

90.00

375.00

85.00

35.00

20.00

95.00

25.00

175.00

50.00

39.00

895.00

995.00

1195.00

1895.00

2150.00

Icrazy llos Software Prices^
Palntworks Plus

and

The Music Studio

lA^ toe exc^ytion of The Apple
CoSecdon, prices do not hdude Vj

The Apple Collection
The Apple Collection is a range of Apple branded products andiiiasyouldfl

expect from Apple every item in the range is of the hlghestiiii^uality
'  '

: £)x0ctitiv€t Eitiaiiiel fiadgo
i Diskette Box

Mug £3.75 Sweat SMrt
Wair Cloclt £19
P$n ORttite SoU^ BiilQ

.50' Jacket

£2.75 Directors Cbatr

Alf prices for The Apple Collection are inclusive diillA#

For Immediate

Part Exchange Quotations
ring

HOLDENS APPLEXCHANGE

0772 561321

STOP PRESS - Just arrived!

Limited number of used Macintosh 512/400k computers,
each with 400k external disk drive and all In Immaculate condition.

£850.00 complete with 3 months parts & labour warranty.
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Figure II: Points snd their connecting lines can
be displayed or suppressed
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Figure III: Pie charts can be complete
or exploded

You can add text to a graph from the
Options menu. This allows you to enter
headings, sub headings or axis labels.

There seems to be no easy way to enter a
vertical heading alongside the vertical axis,
but it can be done by entering and pos
itioning one character at a time. You can
also add lines or arrows to a graph or chart
to link, say. a point on the graph and a
piece of text.

With any type of graph, you can add a
legend to identify the lines, bars or portions
of a pie. If there are no labels in the
worksheet to identify the values you have
plotted, the legend is just a set of coloured
blocks which correspond to the colours in
the graph or chart.

But if there are labels in the column to
the left of the values you are plotting (or in
the row above the values), they will appear
in the legend. The legend block can be
moved around the screen but it cannot be
enlarged or reduced.

Labels for the legends must be in the row
immediately above (or the column
immediately to the left of) the values.
Something not mentioned in the manual is
that if your worksheet has a blank row
between the row of labels and the first row
of values, no labels will be included in the
legend.

This problem can be overcome by using
a command in the Edit menu to copy the
range of labels into the blank row. The
same applies if there is a blank column
between the labels and the data.

If you want to plot two or more sets of
values on the same graph, they must be in
adjacent rows or columns. If you blank out
the unwanted rows or columns, then select
a block, these blanks will be plotted on the
graph or chart. The answer is to use the
range copy command from the Edit menu
to bring the data together.

When I tried this, it worked most times,
although sometimes it plotted the copied
data as zeros. Again, this minor bug may
not matter in practice because you can
always revert to AppleWorks and amend
the worksheet layout.

As with the legend labels, labels for the
horizontal axis must be in an adjacent
column or row.

This means that if you try to plot say. just
the values in column G of your worksheet,
the values or labels in column F will appear

along the bottom of the graph. To avoid
this, you can blank out the values in
column F and replace them with labels.

The Windows menu allows you to
choose between looking at the worksheet
or the graph. Alternatively, you can resize
them to have both on the screen at the
same time. If you then alter a value in the
worksheet, the graph will change accord
ingly, but not until you click on the graph
window.

Another option in the Windows menu
allows you to fill the whole screen with the
graph. This gives an idea of how it will look
on paper.

On point/line graphs there is an option in
the Graph menu to display the mean or
standard deviation of the points. The mean
is shown as a horizontal line across the
graph at the average of all the points
plotted.

Standard deviation is shown as a thick
horizontal line at the average position and
two thinner lines above and below the
average at one standard deviation from the
mean. This means that two thirds of all
values are between these thinner lines.

The mean and standard deviation lines
are normally drawn on top of existing lines
but they can be drawn in the background.
The mean and standard deviation options
do not work if only a single row or column
of values is plotted. There must be at least
two rows or columns.

Best fit lines
With point/line graphs you can also display
a regression line. This is the line of best fit
(presumably calculated by the least squares
method) through all the points plotted.
Again there must be at least two rows or
columns of values plotted.

From the Options menu you can amend
the display of line/point and bar graphs in
various ways. For example, you can change
the colour and the background, lines and
text.

Text is limited to a range of four colours
(black, magenta, green and white) but if
you opt to change the background or line
colour, you are offered a palette of 136
different shades from which to choose.

Another option sets a grid on the graph.
Normally, there is no grid but you can
choose either horizontal lines, vertical lines.

lines both ways or just points at what
would be the intersection of the lines. The
grid can be coloured in any of the colours
on the palette.

A useful feature of Visualiser is the option
to exchange the X and Y axes, which auto
matically changes the labels too, and the
scales can be inverted so that the graph is
drawn upside down and/or left to right.

You can also set the maximum and
minimum values of both axes, the position
at which the vertical axis cuts the horizon
tal. the main divisions (at which numbers
are displayed on the scale) and also the
minor ones, which display only tick marks.

For some people, the most useful feature
of Visualiser will be its ability to display and
print a background picture created by a
program such as Mousepaint to your
graph.

You can move the graph around on the
background by using the grab handles on
the scale box surrounding it. However, pic
tures must be binaiy files and limited to
about 32k.

You can have two or more graphs on the
same background picture. Create the first
graph, load In the background, then
choose the option sei background from
the File menu. You can then no longer
move or resize the first graph, but any
subsequent one will have the current
image in the background.

You can also save the background with
any graphs drawn on it. If you reload this
picture, you cannot change the position or
size of the graphs against the background,
but you can draw more graphs if you wish.

Despite a few minor bugs, Visualiser is a
good program for anyone who wants to
draw graphs from AppleWorks spread
sheets or from DIF files created by similar
programs. Undoubtedly it is more impress
ive in colour, but even in black and white it
draws excellent graphs and charts.

If you want instant graphs from within
your spreadsheet program you should
choose either SuperCalc 3a or VIP Profes
sional. but Visualiser does offer some useful
features that the other packages do not.

Product: Visualiser
Price: £99 for llgs. £89 for He or He.
Supplier: Bidmuthin Technologies. PO Box

264. Harrow. MiddlesCK HA3 9AY
Tel 01-907 8516.
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XPress delivery
"MUMMY, why is Daddy pulling his hair
out?" "Hush. dear. Daddy's playing
desktop publishing."
Of all the areas of computer use in which

I'm involved. DTP Is the one guaranteed to
drive me to distraction. I didn't have half

this hassle when my publishing efforts
were confined to typewriters and Gestetner
masters.

PageMaker was the start of it all. I really
tried with PageMaker - even read the
manual. Try as I may. the correspondence
between the screen and the output of my
LaserWriter never seemed to be more than

about 70 per cent.
I usually finished up printing several

drafts and moving the blocks around until
the paper version was acceptable, never
mind Wysiwyg.

At one point I got so frustrated with
PageMaker that I deleted it from my hard
drive and turned to MacAuthor. Now

there's an amazing program ... at least it
would be if it did everything it's supposed

Dave Russell takes a

tonsorial view of the

latest DTP package

to without falling over.
It has certainly Improved, and version 1.3

is a bit more stable and has a nice preview
mode which looks good on the Mega-
Screen. Maybe Version 2 will be the one
with all the features and no bombs.

Then there was Ready,Set,Go3 which
certainly had promise. In fact I use it occa
sionally for quick Jobs, although always a
little apprehensively since I heard that it's
been blamed for wiping hard drives.
When the Editor said "Have a look at

XPress" I didn't know whether to laugh or
cry. Still. I saw what Stevie and Jos had said
about it (see panel) so I was certainly hope
ful. Rather than keep you in suspense. I may
as well tell you - XPress is powerful and it
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has a host of great features. I'll describe
some of them later, but first, the bad news.

It took me the best part of an afternoon
to get the review copy working and print
ing to my LaserWriter without bombing. As
far as I can tell, if you buy XPress the pro
gram will allow you up to three instal
lations on a hard drive. For some reason,
the review copy would only allow a single
installation - thanks, guys.

Not wanting to lose the review copy
through a drive crash (I've had several in the
past) I decided to drag-copy it to the hard
drive. It seemed to work, asking for the
master disc to verify it before opening, but
then bombed repeatedly in a variefy of
ways. Oh well. I thought. I'll run it from the
floppy.

Having booted once again from the hard
drive, i put the program disc into the inter
nal drive and opened XPress. That seemed
to work with only the occasional lock-up
until it came to printing, which never got
farther than an Unknown Error -8300.

Are there really 8300 negative errors?
How many positive ones are there? Is there
an equivalent number of Known Errors?

At this point I decided that the program
really wanted its own system file, so I
booted from the XPress startup, then
opened the program from the floppy. Now
(hat should have worked, but once again it
encountered the dreaded Error -8300 at
print time.

I thought the printer drivers might have
been corrupted so I replaced them, but to
no avail. Of all the error numbers In all the
DTP packages in all the Macs I have to get
this one. Boot it again. Sam.

With baldness approaching at the
double. I admitted defeat and used up the
one and only hard drive installation. Still it
wouldn't print. In desperation. I replaced
my version 4 drivers with the version 3.1
drivers from the startup floppy, and guess
what - It worked.

I can believe that the program didn't like
the new drivers, but why wouldn't It work
when I ran it from the floppies? Still, what's
an afternoon between friends. I can always
replace everyone else's drivers on the net-
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Figure II: Shade and colour options
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work, I'm sure they'll understand-
Once it was working, XPress worked

well. Although the word processor aspect
was perfectly adequate, I tend to import
text from smaller documents into the news

letter or whatever and XPress was quite
happy to get MacWrite, Word or plain Ascii
files.

I'd have liked the ability to lmport Works
and possibly even WriteNow files, but you
can't have everything.

Like any good publishing tool, XPress
recognises that you want precise control
over your text. To this end, it provides the
ability to control leading (even allowing
negative leading), allows both manual and
automatic kerning and also tracking.

Kerning is usually applied to letter pairs
(like AV), but tracking involves adjusting the
space to the right of each of a selected
group of characters. It's a very useful facility
if you're setting headlines.

Getting headlines to fill the available
space is an art in itself, and tracking offers
the enthusiastic amateur like me the ability
to get a better-looking finish. Negative
tracking will shorten a slightly overlong

Preferences for Ullne-KPress
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Figure III: Text
oreserttation can be
finely tuned

headline while positive tracking will stretch
a short one. Of course, if you use too much
negative tracking you'll overlap the
characters.

The package also offers four methods of
justification expansion - the way white
space is added to a line of text to make it fill
the column. Auto-hyphenation is provided,
with an exceptions dictionary, I found it
quite acceptable and better than some

other packages,
A sophisticated spelling checker lets you

check a single word or an entire story, I
didn't run any precise timings, but it
seemed to check an eight-page document
quite quickly. As far as I can tell, you can't
edit the main dictionary.

However, you can compile auxiliary dic
tionaries which will be be scanned during
checking if they are selected. There's also a >

First impressions
XPRESS has been sitting around the
office for a few weeks already. The
college bought it with the intention of
in-house publishing, and to the best of
our knowledge, that's as far as it got.

Everyone starts with great intentions
when they buy a new piece of software,
but how often are those intentions left
on a shelf with the disc and documen
tation?

The prospect of having to teach short
courses in desktop publishing and to
use XPress with students on BTEC
courses, spurred us into actually sitting

inuai. coped -t:'',:n:TnZuc.,onforus,ng

ri);—

1""*" ""''g'nd publishingZ'oT"bb'ne'eded .e. fun
benefit from XPr^J-

in, Nottingham.

down at the Mac Plus and getting to
grips with it.

Having had some practice at using
Mac software (Jazz. MacWrite. Mac
Paint and so on), we decided to dis
pense with the manual and plunge
straight in. expecting it to be a piece of
cake. Well, we were half rightl

Lots of it was familiar - font, style, the
text cursor, the edit menu - and much of
it was obvious. But what about kern?
Invisibles? Hairline? Gutter? And some
of the tools looked remarkably like'space
game characters.

We realised that some knowledge of
printing terminology was needed, and
turned to the manual for help.

Documentation has a nasty habit of
being written for those already expert in
the system. This manual proved to be
well written, easy to read and
understand, and as complete as necess
ary - at least as far as we have used it.

It gave us the answers we needed,
provided the description of the tools,
and pointed us in the direction of online
help in the shape of About XPress.

Most importantly, we discovered the
basis of XPress - text and picture boxes.

Suddenly it all looked manageable,
and after about two hours exploratory
work we embarked on creating an in-
house IT bulletin.

We successfully imported a design
from MacPaint, linked text boxes, man
ipulated boxes and produced accep
table copy on an ImageWriter - now
much better on a LaserWriter.

mLL Of fnftiaimoans about XPress. First, font
from the Stylemenu but not installed in the
uninteiiigibiesymbols on the screen, and print

/ f"" '■^^orWriter) withthe top chopped off.
J^fcond, i found that a docw

fe^ed to the LaserWriter page
^ truncated ,

stuni"' . l-^^brWrlter\
the right hend page margin -
oA'hh '""ItKtlonOf this on-screen. I

Iaral7t!\ technicalbut an innocuous "quite -
formatted'" Chicago 12 font, which we

ChLl LaserWriter:
in^rjr^ ^ tfff haveInstalled cured the problem.
f^ln fochnician. /OSS a very powerful I
take dm'"'f^r " """"""'ytake time to fully aporeciattk /i '
more subtle features. '

flights of stairs to aid bewii-
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<] word count facility which, as Roger
Blunden pointed out last month, is lacking
in many word processors.
The checker has a few idiosyncracies. For

example. If "naive" has the umlaut over the
i, the checker doesn't seem to see the i at all

and therefore queries the words "na" and
"ve".

It does the same thing when the acute
accent is present in "precis". The dictionary
seems to be American at heart - it doesn't

like "programme" and offers to put a d or
an r on the end - but it contains both the

American "behavior" and the English
"behaviour"

For some reason though, it didn't like
"pupil's", "exams", "experimenter's" and a
few other perfectly harmless words.
The package is also a bit more intelligent

than others when placing text blocks. For
example, if your paragraphs are always
preceded by a blank line, the package will
ignore it if a paragraph appears at the top
of a panel. Similar intelligence is shown
with regard to trailing blank lines.
As far as text is concerned then, the

package performs well. For a page layout
package though, equally important is the
ability to deal with graphics. Here, XPress

't t File EilU ront Style Paragraph Hem Page Uiew UtilKle* ^
HRMMOND H

Frome Spsclticallont

Shade: Co or

Figure IV: Border seleaion

again performs better than most.
For example, pictures can be imported

from bitmap based packages like MacPaint
and FullPaint, or from object-based pack
ages like MacDraw and SuperPaint which
will save in the PICT format. It will also

import pictures from Adobe Illustrator in
Encapsulated PostScript format.
The usual positioning and resizing facili

ties are provided, but XPress scores over
practically all the other packages with its
ability to integrate text and graphics.

If you position a graphic box within a text
box, the text will automatically (and intel
ligently) run round the outline of the box,
which can be a variety of shapes. This is a
facility which Ready,Set.Go3 promised but
never quite seems to get right.

Additionally, by setting the graphic box
to be transparent and also selecting text
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run-round, XPress will actually run the text ol
around the graphic itself rather than the
box outline. This is very useful and oi
something that many people have been a I
waiting for. p,

If you want the text to appear on both
sides of the graphic, you need to position it Fi
between columns or sec up more than one v\
text box, but it is possible. d.

For output, the program can cope with bi
both LaserWriter and Linotronic. It also Iti

supports Che ImageWriter, and colour print- Jl
ing on the ImageWriter II.

If I'd managed to hit the right section of ei
the manual when I was having trouble rr
printing, I might have realised that the rr
drivers were the problem because the page a
setup section shows dumps of the
modified version 3.1 drivers. st

Printing to the LaserWriter is slow - gone fc
is the speed improvement of the new I'l
drivers. The lack of speed is understandable si
when you consider the complexity of it
running text round an irregular graphics lii
shape, but it means that either you don't do p
many proofs or you drink a lot of coffee.
Despite the problems I had getting

started, I was very happy with XPress. It's
got a lot more facilities than I've mentioned
- for example, a frame editor to let you
design custom borders, horizontal rescaling L
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 characters, and linking of text boxes.
There is also page numbering, easy use

of columns for text, and so forth, as well as

all the things you'd expect in a DTP
package.

It also contained a couple of surprises.
For example, when I tried to cut an un
wanted text box, I discovered that Cut was

dimmed out on the Edit menu. This is

because boxes must be Deleted via the

Item menu. It's all there in the manual, it's

Just not what I expected.
The package requires at least an

enhanced (new roms, 800k drive) 512k
machine and an external drive, but a

megatjyte of memory is recommended and
a hard drive would not be wasted.

With PageMaker 2.0 in the offing, I
suppose I might pay the £60 or whatever
for the upgrade. On the other hand, maybe
I'll put the money towards XPress once they
support up-to-date printer drivers. After all,
it might mean that in the long run I'll have a
little more to invest in a decent loupe.

Product: Quark X-Press

Price: £799.25

Supplier: Heyden and Son. Spectrum House.
Hill View Gardens. London NW4 2JQ.

Tel: 01-203 5171

Requirements: Apple Macintosh
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TELECOM GOLD

Take off

with

MicroLink
THE British Airline Pilots

Association - BALPA - has

marked its golden jubilee
by joining MicroLink,
Trade union for 6,000

commercial pilots, BALPA
negotiates with 30 UK
airlines and a similar

number of foreign flag
carriers who employ its
members.

"We celebrate our 50th

birthday this year, so It
seemed an appropriate
time for us to log on to the
new information tech

nology", said a spokes
woman. "Until now we've

depended on the tele
phone - our office didn't
even have telex.

"A very high proportion
of our members are com

puter and communications
enthusiasts when they're
not flying. They'll be happy
now MicroLink has

provided facilities for
two-way electronic mess
aging between themselves
and BALPA.

"Apart from improving
contact with our members,
we'll be able to use elec

tronic mail and telex to

communicate with airlines

and other pilot associ
ations throughout the
world".

Legal advice goes online
MICROLINK has scored yet
another world first by
taking on board a unique
electronic legal and finan
cial service for firms and

individuals.

Insight provides round-
the-clock legal advice, help
with tax and VAT prob
lems, and insurance cover

against the cost of litiga
tion.

It serves a wide range of
personal and business
needs resulting from
minor problems like dis
putes with neighbours up
to full scale Customs &

Excise investigations.
A team of 50 solicitors

and barristers provides a
24-hour legal advisory
service. Any legal problem
can be dealt with either by
electronic mail or tele

phone. Full written advice
on complicated matters is
promised within 24 hours.
There is a legal fees

insurance package cov
ering solicitors' and barris
ters' fees, court costs,
witness expenses, and
opponents costs in certain
cases.

Personal financial advice

Calling all subscribers
THE latest technological
advance on MicroLink

allows subscribers to

enjoy all the communi
cations benefits of

radiopaging for as little as
36p a day.

Thanks to a link-up with
British Telecom's national

radiopaging service, it
means that MicroLink elec

tronic mail and telex trans

missions need no longer
stay unnoticed on reaching
their destination. And

users won't be put to the
trouble of accessing their
mailbox when it's empty.

As soon as an Email or
telex message arrives the
radiopaging service Is
automatically alerted and
the subscriber gets a
"bleeper" call.
The same procedure

takes place in the opposite
direction - messages to
other people can't be
ignored or overlooked if
the addressee carries a

radiopaging device.
There are also all the

other advantages of
radiopaging - like keeping
users constantly in touch
with their base.

CONSORTIUM FOR COMMS
A UNIQUE association of

community groups
involved in computing has
gone on-line with
MicroLink.

Hackney Info Tech Con
sortium is a non-profit
company formed by 45
adult education institutes,
training schemes and local
voluntary organisations in
the London borough.

It supports member

organisations - including
the City of London
Polytechnic - that use
computers for administra
tion, maintaining data
bases, and courses in

programming, business
computing, design and
desktop putDlishing.
Consortium executive

director David Cheetham

said:"MicroLink will help
our assessment of socially

useful applications of new
technology - particularly
the potential for develop
ment of a local online

community database.
"We envisage starting

with a directory of educa
tion, training and leisure
information then gradually
allowing local organis
ations, co-operatives and
trades unions to set up
closed user groups".

- on banking, pensions,
insurance and tax - is

offered during office hours
and available in most

cases through a local
number. Written reports
can be provided within 24
hours and consultants are

available for personal
visits.

Business membership of
Insight also includes a
wide range of special
assistance for companies,
covering such areas as
staff insurance, tax, cash
flow forecasting, pension
scheme analysis and
employee benefits.
Companies can also buy

an Inland Revenue and

VAT protection service, in
the event of in-depth tax,
PAYE or VAT investigation.
Company accountants

can draw on advice from

former Inland Revenue

and Customs & Excise

inspectors and get profes
sional representation at
hearings and tribunals. Up
to £25,000 towards profes
sional fees for preparing a
case is included in the

protection.
Two brand new Insight

services will benefit from

the immediacy of Micro-
Link communications. The

first provides on-line mort
gage quotations and infor
mation for property
buyers.
The other supplies

details about commercial

finance, venture capital
and other forms of

commercial funding for
established businesses

and start up schemes alike.
Insight, operated by

Investment Marketing
Services, is an electronic
mail extension of the IRPC

legal and tax advisory
service which has been

operating for seven years
and has half a million UK

subscribers.

YOUR chance to join MicroLink — turn to Page 17
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Into hyperdrive
with hyertext

EVER since Che days of Engeldart in the lace
1950s and Nelson in the 1970s, the idea of

hypertext has been touted by computer
buffs as the greatest thing since sliced
bread.

But what exactly is hypertext, and why
should we get excited about a recently
released package for the Mac called
Guide?

Quite simply, hypertext in the electronic
medium provides us with a unique
opportunity to move away from the limi
tations of linear book-form information.

By using the concept of "nodes" of infor
mation and "links" as bridges between
them, hypertext permits an almost
unlimited degree of flexibility. This flexibility
is both its great strength and potential
weakness.

Thorough workout

To give Guide a thorough workout. I used it
to create a scientific journal type document,
where readers normally look for specific
kinds of information. Hopefully they would
find using a Guideline (as Guide docu
ments are called) much easier than reading
through the conventional linear journal
format.

To do justice to the potential of the pack
age. I ran it on a A/lacPlus with a 3Mb

Af/Ae Forrester opens

the door on a whole

new world

volume on a hard drive, using a large A4
MegaScreen display.
The package can be run on any Mac

with at least 512k. but with enough
memory to create and navigate through
various kinds of documents you can get a
much quicker idea of the pros and cons of
what is probably the only commercially
available hypertext package.
The first thing that becomes apparent is

that the power of the package comes
about through the combination of four or
five primary functions unique to the hyper
text world. The most important of these are
available under a Make menu; Buttons.

Notes. Inquiries and References. With these,
many things are possible.
However, it is only fair to say that you

really have to "live" in a hypertext environ
ment for a while to get to grips with what
can be accomplished. I'll only be able to
give a flavour in this review,

Button/Replacement is a special key
word/further expansion function: Any word
can be highlighted, and moving the curser
over it changes the cursor to a "button".

File Edit Search Display Format Font Size Make 10:00:13^

iS-
o

About AppleTalk \

^How an Apple Talk Network Works I

Network Know-how (The Rules)

Installing an AppleTalk Network

Altering an Existing Network

Troubleshooting \

Developer's Information

AppleTalk Specifications ^

Figure I: The top level, showing the Burton cursor - press for action
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Tucked away behind the highlighted
words - or graphics - can be any amount
of text, text plus graphics, and so forth.

For example, the chapter headings of a
book can be buttons; by clicking the
Chapter I button, you are immediately
presented with the "replaced" text for that
chapter. Click In the replacement text and it
is folded away, leaving the button once
again.

Replacements

There is no limit to the number of levels

within levels you can construct, but one
problem not explained in the manual arises
when you try to make all the replacements
for a particular button operate as buttons
themselves.

For example, suppose you want the
Chapter I button to be replaced by the
section headings, which are themselves
buttons leading to the actual text.
Once you have clicked the Chapter I

button, you are faced with only buttons.
There is nothing to click to get back to the
Chapter I button since ail the section head
ings will only lead lower down the hier
archy.

There are two ways around this problem,
but neither is really satisfactory. One is to
use the Display Symbols option, which puts
the appropriate cursor symbols at the start
and end of each structure. This very quickly
produces a messy document.
The other approach is to incorporate a

piece of plain text somewhere in each level
of replacement so that it can be used for
folding away that level.
A particular advantage of Guide is that

graphics can be buttons or replacements
with the same ease as text. You have to be

very careful about how the graphics are
created though.

If you wish to have buttons and replace
ments within and between graphics, the
graphic components have to be overlaid
very precisely - no easy task.
On its own. the Button/Replacement

facility might not seem particulary exciting,
but when you combine it with the Inquiries
function you suddenly begin to see the
advantages.

Inquiries allows you to define certain
combinations of buttons as mutually
exclusive document sections. Suppose you
wanted to allow either a yes or no response
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to be selected, but not both; By using
Inquiries in this way, you can build up a
complex branching document - like a fault
diagnosis system.

Report generation

Also, imagine a document which has been
written as an in-house management report,
structured for particular groups of staff.
Certain' sections will be appropriate for
sales staff, while others should only be
accessible to the finance department. Using
Inquiries, your master document can con
tain all the information yet allow different
reports to be generated.
The Guide manual (which is a bit like the

curate's egg - good in parts) uses this kind
of example to demonstrate how you can
structure a document any way you like for
specific groups of readers.

It has to be said though that living In the
hypertext world puts a great deal of
responsibility on to the author of any
document.

Firstly, he must have a clear idea of the
kinds of Information which readers want -

a scientific article might attract browsers
who merely want a quick overview,
whereas others might want very specific
details, say about how an experiment was
carried out, because they want to replicate
it- Different structures are needed to

support the different reading purposes.
Furthermore, authoring a Guideline

demands that the writer has a very good
idea of the interwoven structure of the

document being written.

Task identification

It's a bit like cooking - although you may
have a list of all the ingredients, if you don't
know what you're doing and why, hours of

ifc File Edit Search Display Format Font Size
ID' flppielalk

AppleTalfc Specifications

Topology:
Wiring:
Signllng Standard:

Signaling Speed:
Signal Encoding:
Frame Format:

Maximum Length:
Maximum Number of

Connections:

Node Identificaiton

RFI and Noise Immunity

Cable Specification

Serial bus, transformer iso

Shielded twisted pair
EIA modified RS-422, bal

230,400 bits per second

FMO (bi-phase spec)
SDLC (synchronous Data L
300 meters

10:05:53

Button

Replacement

Inquiry
Note

ll«riniiiori

Reference

Reference Point

Stort link

Link

Set Rttributes...

Self configuring, no user action required
No RFI (passive taps); common mode
noise immunity greater then 500 volts.

Figure III: The Make menu, where all the work gets done

work may end up as Scotch broth rather
than exquisite sauted vegetables.

For a range of documents this is not a
problem and the advantages of a Guideline
structure will quickly become apparent. For
any writers of technical manuals,
guidebooks, thesauruses and so forth -
anywhere where the reader's task can be
clearly identified - Guidelines can make
things considerably simpler.
However, for certain applications where

hypertext could be useful (such as large
library-type databases where whole book-
length chunks of material are being
accessed) authors probably have little
knowledge about how exactly their docu
ments are used. Without this, writing a
Guide document could be very much a hit
and miss affair.

This brings us to the third main function
in Guide, the Note. For my own task (con
structing a scientific paper as a Guide docu-

# File Edit Search Display Format

How an Apple Talk Network Wor
Dev

10:02:10

ice

Any piece of equipment that can be
attached to a network - a Macintosh,

LaserWriter, file server, or other
accessory.

An AppleTallc Network

Figure II: drop-down note within a graphic replacement

ment), this was very useful and could have
a whole range of applications.
Many readers will know what it's like

when they are going through a book or
paper and come across a referenced name,
a footnote or an appendix symbol of some
kind.

Within Guide, notes are created by
highlighting words in the text you wish to
expand on; as you move the cursor over
this word it changes to an asterisk,
reminding the reader it's a note.

Click the mouse and a drop-down
window containing the footnote or
whatever appears, and will remain there as
long as the mouse button is held down.

Creating notes

What you wish to display in the pop-up
window is created in a Definitions docu

ment created along with each Guideline.
This is definitely an advantage, the elec

tronic equivalent of going to the back of a
book, or to a footnote. Of course, you can
create these notes anywhere you like in the
text and thus a whole range of possible
advantages opens up.

Imagine working your way through a
long chapter in a book and coming across
an obscure idea explained in an earlier
chapter. With "noting" you can have an
immediately displayed reminder of what
the idea was.

Consider the implications of a system like
this for students. They could build In their
own notes at various points in the text to
remind themselves of some related point.
The nice thing about this facility is that
documents witten as Guidelines can be

tailored to the needs of the individual

reader.

However. I had considerable difficulty
associating multiple occurrences of the
same Note to the same definition - the >
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LEAP AHEAD
OF THE GAME

The Gazelle
is an integrated communications
program written in Assembly Language
for APPLE lie, lie and iiGS

The Gazelle
offers BRILLIANT COLOUR - and a
Viewdata Frame Editor with Carousel.
Download as many frames as you like,
edit them then carousel the display
with timer control.

• EASY TO USE
Select Commands with Mouse,
Alphabetic or Cursor Keys

• UNIQUE FRIENDLY INTERFACE
Pull-Down Menus

• WRITTEN BY EWEN WANNOP
Well-Known brainy boffin

• DIRECTACCESS TO HELP SCREENS
from any point in program

• SENDS APPLEWORKS files and
DOWNLOADS Email as AWP files

• STATUS BAR DISPLAY
Shows Buffer, Speed, Date & Time
Stays active while online

• FAST IN USE
Memory-resident Program

• FILE CONVERSION from DOS 3.3

• CONTINUOUS SPOOLING
Up to 30 Megabytes

• BUILT-IN CLOCK
(forMousecard&llc)

• LARGE 44k CAPTURE BUFFER

• TEXT EDITING & MACRO FACILITIES

The Gazelle
IS State-of-the-Art Prodos
communications software

Leap sure footed
with the GAZELLE

into File Transfers, Telecom Gold,
Telex and Prestei!

Special
Trade-in Offer

Upgrade your existing comms
Send us the original disc from ANY comms package
fora£20 Trade-in!!

Order by Cheque or Postal Order
£75.00 + VAT (£55 -i- VAT if with Trade- in)

From KOLOUR SOFTWARE LIMITED
52 The Spring. Market Lavington. Devizes. SN10 4EB
Telephone 0380 818667
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< manual's attempt to explain the
technicalities of doing this could have done
with a Guideline help facility itself. I did
succeed, but only by slightly altering every
definition individually.

Reference points

Probably the most important function in
Guide is the Reference and Reference Point

facility, and it is here that the concept of the
Link comes into its own.

This offers you the ability to highlight
words or sections of text or graphics which
point (the cursor even changes to an arrow)
to other sections within the same or in

another Guideline document.

The sequence of operations is quite
straightforward: Select the reference word
or section, pull down the Make menu and
choose Reference. You can then move

within the document (or to another docu
ment altogether) and identify the Reference
Point you wish to jump to.
The Start Link and Link To functions also

permit you to link more than one reference
button to the same reference point - but
remember the Scotch broth.

Again we have a potentially very power
ful facility which contains some inherent
drawbacks.

Imagine reading a certain section of text,
and being able tojump back (or forward) to
a related topic - a kind of electronic book
leafing. Or being able tojump to another
document and from there into something
else.

You can immediately see the advan
tages, especially for people following a
theme, navigating their way through a
large collection of material as in a library
search. This is the power of the Linking
concept of hypertext.
However, we have to contend with

Guide's major problem - disorientation. If
you jump to a Reference Point, the only
way back is by clicking a chevron icon at
the top of the screen. If the document is
anything over 15k this takes time.

Also, although the reference you came
from is left flashing, there is no guarantee
that the positioning of the text on the
screen is the same as before you jumped.

This same point applies to Buttons and
Replacements. Often when you fold away
a replacement, whether you return to the
original layout is a function of how much
material was contained within the replace
ment. A novice reader can easily lose all
idea of where he was in the first place.

Navigating nightmare

How does Guide get around this? It
provides you with two facilites: One lets
you return to the top-level of the document,
the other is a backtrack facility which
records the last 32 actions you made with

^ < File Edit SearchBiTHWHWFnrmm Font Size Make 10:16:07^
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the document and runs back through the
sequence.

While the top-level facility is valuable
because it provides a fixed point which can
be returned to at any time, in practice it is
little more than a panic button.

What is also needed is some form of
map displaying a "you are here" type pic
ture. Navigating through a book is no prob
lem because we have lots of experience of
the structure of books: Navigating through
a complex Guideline can be a nightmare.

The backtrack function is also rather
problematic, because after the first few
action replays you can't really remember
what you were doing there in the first
place.

This disorientation is a problem common
to ail kinds of hypertext systems. Although
there are very powerful advantages to be
gained by using the electronic medium to
move away from the linear book-form text,
these have to be weighed against the fact
that people are so familiar with serial-type
processing that they need support if they
are to learn something else - dare I say they
need Guidance?

Mini Guide

If you return the User Registration card, you
receive a vety useful desk accessory called
MiniGuide which allows you to read Guide
documents (using all the special interactive
functions) without having to have the
Guide application installed on your Mac.
Although a read-only facility, I found it very
useful.

By default, replacement buttons are
shown as bold, note buttons are
underlined, and each button has its own
Style. However, you can alter the style of all
the buttons to suit yourself. If you don't like
the changes you make, you can reselect the
default styles with a single click of the
mouse.

There are also Text Larger and Text Smal
ler options which will move the text
through the installed sizes.

However, when working inside a
Guideline you don't have the same flexibil-

□ Buttons Remain

Tabs jliWiiiil in
Figure IV: Selecting
the for
the structures

ityyou would expect from word processing
packages like MacWrite or Microsoft Word.

For example, you lose the ability to
centre text, and documents can only be
easily formatted as a single entity. Setting
margins suffers from the same limitations,
and most users will probably find if easier
to create the text in a word processor and
then transfer it into a Guideline.

File transfer into Guide can have its own
problems though. If your document is rela
tively large (say 30k). then during the trans
fer Guide has the annoying habit of
creating its own buttons and folding away
up to half of the document. This can make
things very tricky when you are structuring
that part of the document using nested
levels.

Conclusions

However, as a first approximation to the
potential of hypertext. Guide does a rea
sonably good PR job. And as the only
hypertext package available, it is a rea
sonably cheap introduction to the
environment.

With a fair degree of familiarity and a
careful plan of what you wish to offer your
readers, very powerful interactive docu
ments can be created.

The dynamic nature of a Guideline has
particular appeal over more static forms of
linear text and it could point the way for
ward for the electronic medium.

Although Guide lets you see and experi
ence some of the unique advantages of
hypertext for readers of electronic docu
ments, the author certainly has to fhink very
carefully about what the reader wants.

It's the effort required in the authoring
stage which may deter a lot of people;
documents created without careful thought
will simply give hypertext a bad name.

Product: Guide
Price: £155.25
Supplier: Office Workstations. McOueens.

Distribution Division. Buckholm, Galas-
hiels. TD! 3NL

Tel: 0896 9866
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Desktop Publishing!

NEW developments in the application of
micros are Inevitably accompanied by their
share of hype and hot air. The more revolu
tionary the idea, the greater the exagger
ation of their claims. People get excited.

Desktop publishing is one of the most
exciting, innovative and significant devel
opments in computer applications for a
long while, and it will remain so for some
time.

That's not hot air. but fact - or at least a

valid and Justifiable opinion. The Mac DTP
system and others like it are changing the
face of conventional publishing at a pace
that has not been seen for more than a

century.

An important aspect of that change, or so
we are led to believe, is the production of
publications will cease to be the exclusive
privilege of large publishing houses and
anyone with £8000 to spare can become a
back-room Beaverbrook,

Look at the TV advertising of Apple and
Rank Xerox. The message is clear: Sit an
accountant or marketing manager in front
of his machine and half an hour he'll

produce something of which Harold Evans
would be proud.

It's ludicrous. Imagine the same com
panies suggesting you sit the advertising
copywriter in front of a spreadsheet to
compile the end-of-year accounts.
A DTP system is a powerful creative tool

and the end product is dependent on the
skills which went into creating it. A good
desktop publisher needs to be a journalist,
sub-editor, typographer and a layout artist
rolled into one. That's a tall order, but a

modicum of the above skills is essential.

It's no surprise, therefore, that many
desktop examples at best look amateurish
and at worst contain the kind of errors that

would make anyone in the trade throw up
their hands in horror.

The most obvious shortcomings are in
the design and layout.
The shame is that by following a few

guidelines and even fewer basic design
principles the look could be improved dra
matically.

Let's consider the two main areas in

DIY design
Ken McMahon offers

some tips for would-be

Beaverbrooks

which we can lay down rules for good
desktQp design - type and layout. Then we
can discover what not to do by examining
some of the common desktop pitfalls.

First in designing your publication, what
is your objective? At the most basic level it
must be to get someone to read it.
You would probably also want to convey

a certain impression - your newsletter is up
to the minute and dynamic, your company
is safe and established, but forward
thinking or your product is an innovative
market leader.

Design plays a large parr In conveying
these concepts to the reader (often without
realising it). For the moment let's see how
to avoid the kind of thing that ensures your
efforts will be consigned to the bin without
a second look, or worse, convey entirely the
wrong impression.

Choice of type

The LaserWriter plus offers a choice of 11
typefaces in plain, bold, italic, outline and
underline. Some people feel obliged to use
as many on one page as possible for no
other reason than that they are there.

This entire magazine is set in one
typeface, with occasional use of bold and
italic for crossheads and introductions. For

most things you should be able to manage
with one serif and one sans serif face.

Only use bold or italic text where you
want to emphasise a word or paragraph, or
to make larger text elements like crossheads
stand out from the page - and then only
sparingly.

Excessive use of different typefaces
makes the page look messy, cluttered and

This headline does

not look very
impressive

%

%
bv a Bad Designer

J
Figure /; A good example of using rexr effects for the sake of it. Clarity of die headline is drastically
reduced by the shadow effect. The rounded box and multiple lines look dated and amateurish.
Finally the byline becomes confused and messy by the use of a bold/italic/underline combination.

difficult to read. Similarly if you have
dingbats all over the place they will detract
from what's written on the page.

Another manifestation of the desktop
publisher's preoccupation with gimmickry
is overuse of outline, underline and

shadow. Outline can look good and is cur
rently fashionable. The problem Is that
laserwritten outline is fairly weak and
emboldening does nothing to improve it.
My advice regarding shadow would be
don't use it - ever.

It is ugly, and often difficult to read - two
very good reasons why you don't see it
used anywhere else. Similarly, underlined
text looks scrappy. A better alternative is to
underline manually with a one point or
hairline rule. It takes longer, but the result
looks looks better.

As well as Style, type size is important. In
an attempt to cram as much text as possible
on to a page many people use too small a

The LaserWriter

Plus offers you
a choice of 11

typefaces in
plain, bold,
italic, outline

and underline.

Some people
feel an

obligation to
use a multitude

of them on one

page as is
humanly
possible for no
reason other

Figure II: The column guide is too narrow tor
the type size chosen. This result in poor
spacing and bad legibility.

point size, and make things worse by
setting the column width too wide.

There is an ideal relationship between
type size and column width. Generally
speaking, on an A4 page, (assuming you
have two to four columns) body copy
should be in the 9-12 point range. Don't be
afraid to use leading to open up the text
and make it more readable. It may mean
you get 20 per cent less on page, but at
least it will be read.

The term layout is generally used to
describe the positions of the various
elements - body copy, headlines,
crossheads. rules, pictures and white space
on the page. Once again, the objective is to
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Bi^Desktop Publishing

It's ludicrous. Imagine the same companies suggesting you sit the advertising copywriter
in front of their spreadsheet to compile the end of year accounts. A DTP system is a
powerful creative tool and,like anythmg else, the end product is deprndent on the skills
which went into creating it. A good desktop publisher needs to be a journalist, sub-editor,
typographer and lay-out artist all rolled into one. Thai's a tall order, but a modicum of the
aTOve skills is essential.

It's no suprise therefore, that many desktopped examples at best look amateurish and at
worst contain the kind of errors that would make practitioners of any or all of the above
trades throw up their hands in horror. The most obvious shortcomings are in the design
and layout And the shame of it is that by following a few guidelines and even fewer basic
design principles the look of such publications coifld be improved drastically. We will be
considering the two main areas in which we can lay down some rules for good desktop
design; type and layout. We can discover what not do do by examining some of the more
common desktop pitfalls.

Figure III: This is really hard going
for the reader. The column is far

too wide, the type too small and
there is insufficient leading.

convey the message of the copy In the best
possible way.
To achieve this the layout must be attrac

tive, guide the reader to those parts of the
text which are most important, or inter
esting. and help to maintain the reader's
interest. All of these factors will be influ

enced by the way in which the page is
composed.
The layout for an advertisement would

be very different to a magazine article, or a
newspaper front page. What follows
applies particularly to newspapers and
magazine type features, but there are some
general principles.

Bearing in mind that people usually read
from left to right and top to bottom of the
page it follows that, if you have several
stories, the most important ones should be
at the top. Let the reader know they are
important by using a big headline. As a
general rule headline size should diminish
as you go down the page.
The monotony can be broken up by

setting all. or at least the beginning of a
story across two columns. As with pictures,
this helps to break up the regimented look
of straight columns running up and down
the page.

If necessary, columns of text can be
broken up by using crossheads. And avoid
the pitfall of placing crossheads next to
each other in adjacent columns.

Matter of balance

When placing pictures and illustrations
the best guide is to put them where they
will give an overall balance, although obvi
ously the picture must be instantly recog
nisable as part of a particular feature. Also
make sure they are big enough.
On a four column A4 page your smallest

picture needs to be two columns wide. If a
picture is worth placing it's worth a caption.
When splitting columns of text with a

picture avoid leaving widows or orphans -
gaps of white space or single words at the
end of a paragraph. Move the picture up or
down so that it dissects lines of full column

width both at the top and bottom.
Don't be afraid of white space. When

used appropriately it can add weight and
emphasis to the text.

There are several other things you can
use to improve overall look and readability.
Vertical rules are an effective way of
separating stories, but don't put them
down every single column. Horizontal ones
above and below text add emphasis.
Reversed text is an acceptable way of

The LaserWriter Plus offers you a choice of 11 typefaces in plain, bold,

italic, ©ullDine and underline. Some people feel obliged to use as many of

them on one page as is humanly possible for no reason other than that they

are there. This entire magazine is set in one typeface, with occasional use of

bold and italictor crossheads and introductions. For most things you should

be able to manage with one serif and one sanserif face.

Figure IV: In an attempt to emphasise various words, the designer has assaulted
the reader's eye with excessive use of the variety of type styles available.

highlighting headlines or crossheads.
The question to ask when considering

these features is: Does it help the page and
make it easier and more interesting to read?
If it doesn't it has no business being there.
Desktop publications are often let down

because not enough attention is paid to
alignment. Make sure that columns,
headlines and illustrations are all squared.
Shoddy alignment is a desktop giveaway,
as is the inclusion of certain uniquely
desktop elements.
Shadow text, certain tints, rounded

panels and excessive dingbats on your
page let everyone know that your publi
cation has been produced on a desktop
system. What's wrong with that you might
ask? Well, for reasons good or bad many
people view desktop publications as in
ferior to "the real thing".

Perhaps it's nothing more than snobbery,
but you don't want your work associated
with the word inferior. And there is no

reason (apart from the comparatively low
resolution of the laserwriterj that desktop
Duplications shouldn't look as good as
those produced conventionally.
MacDraw and MacPaint images are fine

for some things, but the bitmaps produced

/

in %'ceok-

/

liwO
t\o\

oy the latter can take an age to print and
are the signature of computer art.

For half tones the best solution, if you are
supplying pages to a printer, is to have
them photographically screened and sized
by a commercial repro house. You can then
paste the print on your completed page.
Even if you are only producing a short run
in-house publication, these will reproduce
very well on a photocopier.

If what I have just said strikes you as
sacrilege remember that the Mac is only
one of a number of tools at your disposal. I
have fallen into the trap of spending
endless hours trying to produce something
in PageMaker that with Letraset. a scalpel
and a can of Spraymount could have been
done in 10 minutes.

A beautiful example of inappropiate
design and method is shown below
Ironically it comes from an article about the
benefits of desktop systems in producing
advertising and window display material
for travel agents.
The handwritten advert is bright, fun,

informal and cheap. The design says
everything about the holiday it is adver
tising.
By comparison the desktopped example

is positively dull, funereal even, and it prob
ably took 10 times longer to produce. □

SARga/N BR£/
TWO WEEKS IN CC

£109
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Utility

Labels for ail

your requirements

IT seems that everyone needs labels at
some time, but requirements vary con
siderably. I designed this label-making pro
gram so that it would:
# Produce large or small quantities.
# Print either multiple copies of one label,
or one copy of several.
# Use the features of Epson JX, FX, or MX
printers as required.
# Save labels in separate disc files (and
indexfiles) for different purposes.
# Allow label search and editing facilities.
# Produce subroutines that could be used

in other programs.
# Allow customisation as label require
ments change.

Figure I shows the initial outline of the
program. Line numbers for the subroutines
are the result of fairly extensive renum
bering, using the Renumber program on
the Dos 3.3 System disc.
The following description relates to a

version that I named LabelMaker24/6. This

produces labels with 24 characters per line
and 6 lines. As far as possible, I have

Harry Brown

addresses a

common problem

atttempted to structure it so that changes
may be made fairly easily. The description is
more or less in the order that I developed
the program.
MENU (subroutine 200): The menu is
required twice and could be adapted for
further use. This is made possible by the
setting up of an appropriate value for MM,
the number of menu options.

I decided to use either the up or left
arrow to move the cursor and the

highlighting upwards through the menu,
and therefore used down or right arrow to
move downwards. The actual selection is

carried out with the Return key.
For the main menu there are eight

options and for the index there are three:
The choice of printer was added later and a

simple GET statement was chosen rather
than selection by arrow keys.
START NEW LABELFILE AND

INDEXFILE (subroutine 300): At this
stage. I needed to make some decisions.
Which labels should be used, how many
characters per line and how many lines per
label?

Figure II shows the necessary measure
ments for my choice. Any other type of
label could be used with a few program
changes. The dimensions are as follows:
width = 2.6"

depth = 1.4375"
3 labels across

form width = 9.5"

form length = 12"
horizontal separation of labels = 0.1"
vertical separation of labels = 0.0625"
(for example Fisher Clark : code
MC66363W)
The program is written to use the normal

printer settings of 10 cpi and 6 Ipi, giving a
label width of 26 characters and horizontal

separation of exactly one character.

CSTHRT

SOO

3

MCNU

300 350
START a new

Label-file

600
MAKE

New Labels
SAVE
Labels

700 800
PRINT

.Labels

PRINT

Some Label

1500

1000
MDDlfV
Labels

CheeK no.of labels

in Record RO

1600

Choose Print Mode

Epson Codes

1700

Read doto from

labelf ile

laoo
READ

Index

800

QUIT

MENU

1300

cSTOP 3

1400

List aU Label

1st.lines Seoren

O return TO START
^ OF PROCRRM

Figure I: LabelMaker/Epson JX/FX/MX80
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This produced a horizontal tabulation
(between beginning of labels) of 27
characters and I specified 24 characters/
label line. The vertical distance between

tops of labels is 1.5 inches and I specified a
label of six lines followed by three empty
ones. These dimensions are the basis of the

program Labell\/laker24/6.
Each labelfile record consists of record

number NM three characters maximum, six

lines of 24 characters (LS(NM.LN| for LN=I
to 6) and label colour (CL$(NM|). giving a
record length of 148 characters.

LabeJ colour is only needed for the JX80
printer, but is entered as a default value 0
(black) for other printers.

Each index record consists of record

number and line 1 (LS(NM, I)) only, giving a
record length of 27 characters.
To make file handling easier, I decided -

to divide my labels into different files. For
example APPLEWORKS, PASCAL, GREET
INGS. ADDRESSES.

For a given file name NFS, for example.
"APPLEWORKS", the corresponding index
file will be FIS="I. "+NFS, for example
"I.APPLEWORKS".

This subroutine opens the file and its
index and sets the count of number of

records in the file as zero, in each case

writing to record RO.
READ INDEX (subroutine 1200): This was
developed to use the menu routine and

Figure III: Examples of LabelMaker26/4

o

o

o

PASCAL FILES

Apple He

O

lUtility

£.6 " ,
'  ' ' •/

0.]II
•

r~*

2E CHRfiRCTERS

LRBEL WIDTH.
U5INB SO CHR.

PRINTSR MODS.

10 C.p.i.
fi l.p.i.

T
1.5 "

'1'

Figure II: Label dimensions, LabelMal<er24/6

provide three choices. At this stage only
option 3, Return to Main Menu, was imple
mented and the other options simply dis
played a message "Routine to be written".
MAKE NEW LABELS (subroutine 350):
Another decision was required here -
should a label be saved immediately after
being created or should the saving to disc
be menu-driven? I decided to allow several

labels to be written before returning to
menu and selecting the save to disc option.
The file name is entered (this also desig

nates the index file) and the program
checks the number of records (PR) in the
file. This value is incremented by one for
each new label.

For the JX80 printer, the colour required
is chosen from O(black), l (red), 2(blue).
3(violet), 5(orange), 6(green). Colours are
my descriptions - not Epson's. Colour 4
(yellow) is not really suitable for printing on
a white label.

Up to six lines of 24 characters may be
entered. Return ends the current line and

Escape returns to beginning of current line.
It is possible to enter as many records as
required, then return to the main menu to
select "Save Labels"

SAVE LABELS (subroutine 600): The first
record to be saved is FL and the last is LL

(=new value of PR). The new value of PR is
again written to record RO in both the file [>

Figure IV: Examples of LabelMakerlO/3

BUSINESS BRAPHIC|
FILES

Apple He

J V

Apple User
Database Publicns-Ltd.
6B Chester Road
Hazel Grove
Stockport SK7 5NY

Apple User
Database Publi
68 Chester Ro.
Hazel Grove
Stockport S

O

o

o

Labelmaker

Apple He
Epson JX80/FXB0
Written by

J.H.Brown

September 1986

Label Maker
Apple He
Epson JX80/F|
Written by
J.H.Brown

Sept. 1986

V.

O

n

apple user
DATABASE PUBLICNS.LTD.
europa house
68 CHESTER ROAD

Apple user! O
Database P

Europa Hou

68 Chester! O
U  qI Rr-n-
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SALE

sale sale
Apple II
CARDS

Top quality cards at
SPrciAL PRICES

U-Z80 Microsoft compatible £20.00

U-RAM 32 32K RAM card (ii+ only) £20.00

U-Print 64 Printer buffer cord
(parallel & serial)

£40.00

U-2 Expand 80 Col display & 64K
RAM

£20.00

U-CENT Parallel l/F £15.00

U-S232 Serial l/F £20.00

U-BCD Panel meter (BCD)
interface

£50.00

U-PORT Eight serial l/F £100.00

U-CCT Clock, calendar and
timer

£30.00

ACQSOFT Data Acquisition
package for U-A/D
(as reviewed in Apple user)

£100.00

VGP2 Digisolves high-res card £250.00

Limited Offer

Prices subject to change. Quantity, discounts - ask.
Prices exclude del (£1.00 per board) and VAT.
Cheque with order or credit cords. (Access +
Barclaycrd) only. Ask for Mark! 0925 54117.

U-Microcomputers Limited
Winstanley Industrial Estate, Long Lone,

Worrington, Cheshire, WA2 oPR
Telephone 0925 54117 Telex 629279 UMICRO G

TOP 20
lie lie SOFTWARE

KT

TOP 20

RICES
APPLEWORKS

RETAIL

175

OUR PRICE

165

MULTIPUN 95 75

VICOI^ COUt^UNICATIONS 80 75

APPLE ACCOUNTS 195 169

COPY II PLUS 50 38

OMNIS 3 445 269

SPELLING CHECKER 85 64

CP/M PLUS for lie, He. lIGS 119 95

DBASE II WITH CPM 395 254

SUPERCALC 3A 199 169

TURBO PASCAL 70 57

PRINT SHOP 49 37

SIDEWAYS 50 39

COMPUTER CHECKUP 55 43

FLIGHT SIMULATOR II 45 36

CROSSTALK 145 124

WORD PERFECT 175 149

APPLE COMPILER 175 149

POCKET WORDSTAR 95 69

THINK TANK 110 87

PAYROLL 195 145

HARDWARE

20MB HARD DISK He, He. GS 995 790

SPEED DEMON ACCELERATOR 195 176

PLUSRAM XTRA1MB 198 179

CP/M+WORDSTAR M/MERGE 205 165

1MB RAM CARD-256K 99 89

DMP3000 PRINTER NLO - 175

APPLE II GS BUNDLES From 890

CACHE BOX 256K PRINT BUFFER 198 159

Mcm $hown «xclud0 post andpocking and VAT and
an comcl al «fn« ol printing

WHYPATMORE)
%CaUu$tototu tamoiaayo'lPttngPricoUit

wilt over2,000(tons inc:
Apple, IBM, Apricot, BpsomsoBwate and
ttardwaie, printers, tmnilots, disks. All at
greatsavbigs.

# fastdeUvery.
^ OuaBy diseoails

# Cndilaeeounis tor nc eompaniet,
governmentdepts, fiespivob, herd
aulltorHles, school coBeges,
universHles.

# Cnpotl aspeciality.
# Protosslorral advice.
# Hotlinesr^porlonalprettoclstM.

AC. INTERACTIVE
FREEPOST, LEAMINGTON SPA, WARWICKSHIRE

CV32 5HH, ENGUND

0926-313345
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<] and Its index file.
LIST ALL FIRST LINES (subroutine
1300): This option is obtained from the
index menu (subroutine 1200). The
complete index file is read to provide record
number and first line of all records for a

specified file. CALL -756 is used to allow
browsing through the file to see if an
appropriate label exists.
LABEL SEARCH (subroutine 1400): This
is the second option of the index menu and
was written as an alternative to the listing
of all the first lines of labels in the file.

The routine was developed so that it
could also be used in other programs and
enables a search to be made by entering
any part of line one of a label (from a single
character to the complete line). Only one
file can be searched at a time.

All possible matches of the search string
are displayed together with a count of the
number of labels found.

MODIFY LABELS (subroutine 1000):
This editing facility was developed to give
an alternative to re-entering a complete
label. The label number is entered, using
the search facility if necessary, and the label
is displayed on-screen.

Lines I to 6 may be changed in any
order. When the line number is selected,

the replacement is typed below label
and inserted in its correct position.

Label colours may also be changed. This
is useful if the label was originally written
for the FX or MX printer and is now
required In colour using the JX80 printer,

In this case, the file and the indexfile are
automatically updated.
PRINT DIFFERENT LABELS (sub
routine 700): Inputs needed are filename,
number of first label and number of last

label. Subroutine 1500 checks the number

of labels in the selected file and displays
this value.

Print mode is selected by subroutine
1600 and the label file is read by subroutine
1700.

Printer codes for JX/FX80 printers are

selected by subroutine 2000 and for MX80
by subroutine 2200. In all cases, labels are
then printed by subroutine 2400. It is pos
sible to print more labels before returning to
main menu.

PRINT SAME LABEL (subroutine 800):
Inputs needed are filename, number of
label and number of copies. Subroutines
used are the same as for "Print different

labels".

CHECK NUMBER OF LABELS IN RO

(subroutine 1500): This routine is useful in
ensuring that no attempt is made to print a
record that does not yet exist.
CHOOSE PRINT MODE [subroutine
1600): I restricted the choice to three types
of normal size print. Many alternatives such
as condensed, expanded and italic are pos
sible. For the JX80 printer, colour may be
changed line by line or even character by
character.

READ LABELFILE (subroutine 1700): All
records between FL and LL are read from

the specified file. To use the routine for
printing the same label, it is necessary to
make LL equal to FL.
READ INDEXFILE (subroutine 1800):
The complete index file is read so that it can
be used in the search routine.

JX80 & FX80 CODES (subroutine 2000):
Printer mode is selcted by:

PRINT CHR${27);''!";CHR$(n);

where n has a value from 0 to 63.

I chose n=0 (normal), n=8 (emphasised,
and n= 16 (double-strike). All these produce
lOcpi and 80 characters width. Other
modes can be selected to different widths,

for example 40 or 132 characters.
The number of lines per inch can be

changed by:

PRINT CHR$(27);T;CHR$(iii);

where m is line spacing in 1/72 inch.
For the JX80 printer, colour is selected by:

PRINT CHR$/(27);T";CHR$(c);

where c has values between 0 (black) and 6
(green). The FX80 printer ignores colour
codes,

MX80 CODES (subroutine 2200): The
MX80 does not accept modes and colours
used by the JX/FX80 primes, and I have not
used it as often as the other two. However,

the following codes apply to 10 cpi, 6 Ipi:
Emphasised on

PRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(69);

Emphasised off

PRINT CHR$(27);CHR${70);

Double-strike on

PRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(71);

Double-strike off

PRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(72);

PRINT LABELS (subroutine 2400): For
the labels chosen, it was necessary to print
three across. I used the variable TP to dis

tinguish between multiple labels (TP=I)
and the same label (TP=2). Examples are
shown in Figure III.

If Che number of labels is not an exact

multiple of three, the final row is adjusted
to print only the number of labels needed.

It is only necessary to insert the colour
and mode commands in the appropriate
places in the progam to give any combin
ation of colours and modes.

I  considered writing a program to
produce all the possible options as a menu:
However, there are so many combinations,
many of which would be seldom used, that
I wrote separate programs on separate
discs for different purposes.

Listing II shows a method of producing
multicoloured labels of three lines of 10
characters in expanded mode of 40 cha
racter width and 4 Ipi. This could be used to
write a program LabelMaker 10/3. Examples
are shown in Figure IV. □

10 REH Label Prograra / V
ersion 1.4

:J.H.Brown/March 1987
20 DIN LS(200,6),CL$(200)

:DS = CHR$ (4)
: PRINT D$;'PR#3-

30 FXd) = 0
:FX(2) = 8
:FX(3) = 16

40 EP$(1) = 'JX80'
:EP$(2) = "FX80"
:EP${3) s "HX80"

50 VTAB 1
: PRINT "LABEL MAKER
:EPSON JX/fX/HX80
:APPLE lie"

60 VTAB 2
: PRINT '

70 VTAB 5
: PRINT "Choose Printer T

: POKE 36,22
: PRINT "D JX80"

POKE 36,22
:  PRINT "2) FX80"
: POKE 36,22
: PRINT "3) HX80"

VTAB 7
: POKE 36,32
: GET XP
:  If XP < 0 OR XP > 3

THEN 90
I  VTAB 3
: POKE 36,1
: PRINT 'C PRINTER TO BE

USED
:  ";EP$(XP);" ]"

I  POKE 34,4
:  HOME
: VTAB 5

: PRINT " * MAIN MENU * "
120 MM = 8

:A$n) = "START NEW LABE
LFILE"

:A$(2) = "MAKE NEU LABEL
S'

130 A$(3) = "SAVE LABELS"
:A${4) = "PRINT DIFFEREN

T LABELS'
140 A$(5) = 'PRINT SAME LAB

EL"
:A$(6) = "MODIFY LABELS"

150 AS(7) = "READ INDEX"
:A${8) = "QUIT"

160 60SUB 200
:  IF CH = MM THEN 180

170 ON CH GOSUB 300,350,600
,700,800,1000,1200

:  PRINT
: GOTO 120

180 POKE 34,0
:  HOME
: END

200 REM

210 VTAB 7
: PRINT "Select by arrow

keys
:<RETURN> to go '
:CK = 1
:L = 7

220 FOR N = 1 TO MM
: VTAB N * 2 + L
: PRINT A$(N)
: NEXT N

230 INVERSE
: VTAB CH * 2 + L
: PRINT A$(CH)

240 K = PEEK ( - 16384)
:  IF K < 128 THEN 240

250 POKE - 16368,0
: NORMAL
: VTAB CH * 2 + L
: PRINT A$(CH)

260 IF K = 141 THEN
HOME

: VTAB 22
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Snapshot and the
Art of Apple "
Switching
The Snapshot card unleashes
your Apple's hidden power to
interrupt-and-resiime any run
ning projjram. When you load up
Snapshot's on-board RAM with
one of Dark Star Systems' srow-
inj; family of easy-to-use, menu-
driven software packs, you get
awesome switching power at the
press of a button....

Ciitll/sU H Snapshot Shuttle
OWIlCn 1 lets you kccp/lNlTour
programs in your RAMcard and switch
back and forth among them — instiintly!

CiiiUaU O The Snapshot Printer-
dWIlCn fa rupl lets you interrupt
.-tATrunning program, print its display
using a galaxy of great menu options,

and resume running it as though nothing
happened-

CiiiltAk 0 The Snapshot Copykit
wWllwII 0 lets you make archival
backups ofyiiur copy-protected software
in less than 25 seconds.

Switch 4Vftilwii ̂  memory-manager and
mini operating system which allows
Snapshot stiftware to work within an
interrupted program.

PRICKS (e\ \ ATI

.Snapshiil ti-r>i(in "e card trequirvs MiFtuam
L 95.00

Kacli sortuari' pack (ri'<|uircscHrdl £ 2ll.tH)
AlUMiflHuri-packs £ 55.00

MKMOKY KXPANSrON CARDS

TlicShullIc viill Iclsim liudl s 64K programs inlo

;i I2KK Apple .S'jiurjilj. Ihc more memory you have.
Ihc more programs you will (w ahic lo load The
Shutlle works wiihali ihc popular RASt cards.

Clrtrrch 64 i-slcnded lie HO-ciitunin curd £ 42.00

CIrtech PlusRAM 256K RA.Mcard £ 9ll.tlO

Clrtech PlusKA.M I Mre KAMcard £144.00

1! ordering ilirecl. please enclose cheque or quoie
delails of your Visa. MusicrCaril or American
K*press accouiu

.SHIPPINC;

Pirsi Class posiagot packing free of charge in UK
Add C2.(X) liir airmail lo tin rope
Add £511(1 lot .iiniuiil lo .in\ where else

SYSTEMS

Dark Star Systems l.td.,
78 Rnbin Hixid VVav. (ircenfurd, Midds.

LB670\V. Tei.iOl-yOOOlIM

ito.s

eOGSMPUiMJS

KIGSMMCROP

70 QSM MCm P

TOGSMPLNMUS

2PART NCR

UiU.S

60 GSM PIWMUS

TDGSMPlNtMUS

TRUEM

MGSM

70 GSM

PER

BOX 1 BOX 5 Plus

aXO Cn£0 C9t3

ax (12.40 (iota

aXO (13.90 (11.92

2000 (1310 (11.12

1000 (19.53 (1593

2000 (17.00 ei2.es

1750 (17.40 (12.74

1500 (17t0 (16.09

2C0D (19.50 £14.40

''ijvorrcwsMCwo

sum

IWCE

<>4VDirE4|.StlittllS

1WDE

RIBBONS
1-5 1-5

8512^5256 3.71 Epson MX/FXfflXIOOO/IOS 3.15

Coloured 4.82 Coloured 4.23

Longlrfe 4,76 LQ/LP 1500 2.95

Coloured 6.27 LQ2500 4.83

M1009 3.10 Coloured 3.60

Coloured 4.45 Stilnwa CP0O 3.78

HR15r25/35 3.03 Coloured 5.01

Coloured 3.81 Star Gemini 10/15 1.40

PW1156/1080 2.89 Coloured 1.90

FXAtX/FT/RX80/85 ̂ 2.75 NL10 4.63

Coloured 3.31 Coloured 5.60

LX80 2.52 Radix 15 2.65

Coloured 3.50 Coloured 4.45

Oifer Parrott DS/DD 48tpi £39.50 for 50 *
• More quantity - More discoimt •

• All prices inc. delivery - Just add VAT *
* Ring for full price list and samples*

• Try us for size *

Phone CLP on (0258) 89 400

Freepost Blandford Dorset DTll 7BR

Call MacLine (Ol) 642 4242 p
For Price Busted MacSoftware

All enquiries are most welcome.

•Payment is by cheque,

money order or C.O.D.

•Please allow 7 days for

cheques to clear.

•Payment is only banked
if the software ordered

is in stock. If out of stock,

the customer will be

notified about delivery
•If a partial order is de

spatched, the balance is

posted free of additional

postage charges.

•All Goods sent by Regis

tered First Class Mail.

•Courier services are

available.

•Defective software is re

placed immediately.

•To order call Monday -
Friday, 9.30 to 5.30.

•Add VAT and £2.50 per

order to cover postage.
•Prices are subject to

change without notice.

Wren House

Sutton Court Rd

Sutton

Suney SMI 4TL

1 DEMONSTRATION STOCK TO CLEAR |

Macl.ine
Borland

Reflex £99.95 £63.00
Turbo Pascal £99.95 £63.00
Bravo

MacCalc N/A £90.00
Criektl Soflwar*

Cricket Draw £295.00 £189.00
Cricket Graph £175.00 £136.00
Forrlhought

Filemaker Plui £265.00 £168.00
PowerPoint £325.00 £291.00
Hayts

Smartcom 11 £138.30 £95.00
Living VIdtoltx

More £295.00 £169.00
Microsoft

Excel 1.04 £395.00 £239.00
Works 1.0

£295.00 £200.00
Word 3.0 £295.00 £253.00
Sliieon Brack

Superpaint £90.00 £59.00
Salulions Inc.

Glue N/A £48.00
Survivor Seflwart

MacMoney N/A £48.00
Symmrtry

Picturebase
N/A £48.00

T/Maktr

Write Now
£165.00 £126.00

GAMR.S

Dark Castle
£29.00

Flight Simulator
£34.00

MacGolf
£38.00

Leather Goddess
£25,00

Apple lie 64k Comp
Apple 11+48k Comp
Apple lie Disk Drive
Apple lie Monitor
Apple Fortran
Apple Pilot Longuoge
Quickflle lie

80 Col. Cord He

80 Col. Cord Ext. Mem He

Apple He Flat Panel Dlsp.
Apple H Serial Cord
Apple 11 pdr. Int. Cord
Apple Dot Motlx Printer
Fan Kit

Hand Controllers

Joysticks
Access 11

I  APPLE IIGS
WORD PROCESSING

PACKAGE

APPLE HGS
256K Computer
Apple Drive 3.5"

Monochrome Monitor

Apple Works Softwore

£995.00

Squire
Tycoon

Boron"

MHHonoire

Boll Blazer

Wish Brlnger
Planet Fall

Applelll 128k (Ex-Demo)
Apple III (Still Boxed new)

Apple HI Monitor
Vislcoic HI

Apple Writer ill

Business Graphics HI
Catalyst
Apple HI Disk Drive

Apple Plotter

Moclntosti II
Moclntosh SE
Apple StKire File Server
Apfte Talk PC Cord
Label Stx3re

Quark Express
Pogerrtoker
OJckOrow
Mac Auttof
Moc Link +
Tops
Rie Maker Plus
Powerpdnt
Ormus

APPLE CENTRE CHISWICK
118-120, Chiswick High Road, London. W4 IPU

Tel: 01-994 7424
Prices ore excltrding VAT and con be changed without prior rtolice

MACINTOSH I



: lUtility

<1

:  PRINT "Selection is ';A
$(CH)

:  RETURN

270 IF K = 136 OR K = 139

THEN CH = CH - 1

:  IF CH = 0 THEN CH

= HH

280 IF K = 149 OR K = 138
THEN CH = CH + 1

:  IF CH = HH + 1 THEN CH

= 1

290 GOTO 230

300 REH

Start new labelfile S

indexfile

310 VTAB 23

:  INPUT "File name •;NF$
:FI$ = "I." + NFS

320 PR = 0

: PRINT D$;"OPEN *;NF$;*,
L148"

; PRINT 0$;*HRITE ";NF$;*
,R0"

: PRINT PR

330 PRINT D$;*OPEN *;FI$;",
L27*

: PRINT D$;"HRITE *;FI$;*
,R0'

: PRINT PR

340 PRINT D$;"CLOSE "
:  PRINT

:  HOHE

: RETURN

350 REH

Hake new labels

360 INPUT 'File name ';NF$
;FI$ = '1/ + NFS

370 VTAB 5

CALL - 958

PRINT DS;"OPEN ";NFS;",
LI 48'

PRINT DS;'READ ';NFS;',
R0'

INPUT PR

PR = PR + 1

FL = PR

PRINT DS;'CLOSE"
380 VTAB 7

POKE 36,1
PRINT 'LABEL #';PR
IF XP < >1 THEN CLS(P

R) = '0'

GOTO 420

390 VTAB 9

POKE 36,1
PRINT 'Choose colour (0

,1,2,3,5,6)';
GET CLS(PR)

KY = ASC (CLS(PR))

IF KY < 48 OR KY

= 52 OR KY > 54 THEN 39

0
410 VTAB 9
:  POKE 36,32
: PRINT CLS(PR)

420 VTAB 11
: PRINT '6 lines of 24 ch

rsloax.) or <RETURN>

;  FOR LN = 1 TO 6

430 L$(PR,LN) = •"
: VTAB 12 + LN

:  POKE 36,2
;  CALL - 868

:  FOR CO = 1 TO 24
;  PRINT '.*;

:  NEXT CO

440 PRINT

: VTAB 12 + LN

:  POKE 36,2
:  FOR CO = 1 TO 24

450 GET CS
:  IF CS = CHRS (27)

THEN 430

460 IF CS = CHRS (13)
THEN 480

470 PRINT CS;
:LS(PR,LN) = LS(PR,L

N) + CS

: NEXT CO

480 PRINT
:  NEXT LN

490 VTAB 23

:  POKE 36,1
:  PRINT 'Another ? (Y/N)

: GET YNS

500 IF YNS = 'Y' THEN PR

= PR + 1

: VTAB 7

:  CALL - 958

: GOTO 380

510 IF YNS < > 'N' THEN 49

0
520 LL = PR

:  HOHE

:  RETURN

600 REH

Save labels to disk

610 HOHE
:  PRINT DS;'OPEN ';NFS;",

LI 48'

620 FOR RC = FL TO LL
:  PRINT DS;"HRITE ';NFS

;",R*;RC
:  PRINT RC

630 FOR LN = 1 TO 6
:  PRINT LS(RC,LN)
:  NEXT LN

: PRINT CLS(RC)

: NEXT RC

640 PRINT DS;"HRITE ';NFS;'
,R0"

:  PRINT PR

;  PRINT DS;'CLOSE ';NFS
650 PRINT DS;'OPEN ";FIS;',

L27 '

660 FOR RC = FL TO LL

:  PRINT OS;'HRITE ';FIS
;',R';RC

:  PRINT RC

:  PRINT LS(RC,1)
.  (j^XT RC

670 PRINT DS;"HRITE ';FIS;'
,R0'

: PRINT PR

:  PRINT DS;'CLOSE ';FIS
:  HOHE

:  RETURN

700 REN

Print different labels

710 TP = 1

:  INPUT 'File name ';NFS
;FIS = 'I.' + NFS

:  GOSUB 1500

720 VTAB 7
:  POKE 36,1
:  PRINT 'Number of first

label ';
:  INPUT FL

730 VTAB 9
:  POKE 36,1

740

750

760

770

790

PRINT "Number of last I

abel ";
INPUT LL

IF PR = 0 OR LL > PR

OR FL > PR THEN

PRINT CHRS (7)

VTAB 7

CALL - 958

GOTO 720

GOSUB 1600

:  PRINT

: GOSUB 1700

:HN = 2

:X = FL

:Y = LL

ON XP GOSUB 2000,2000,2
200

PRINT

:  PRINT DS;'PR#3'
: VTAB 5

:  PRINT 'RUN HORE LABELS

?  (Y/N) ";
: GET ANS

:  PRINT ANS

IF ANS = T THEN

PRINT

: GOTO 710

RETURN

REH

Print same label

810 TP = 2

:  INPUT 'File name ';NFS
:FIS = 'I.' + NFS

: GOSUB 1500
820 VTAB 7

:  POKE 36,1
:  PRINT 'Number of label

:  i'nPUT FL
830 IF PR = 0 OR FL > PR

THEN PRINT CHRS (7)

: VTAB 7

: CALL - 958

: GOTO 820

840 LL = FL

: VTAB 9

: POKE 36,1
:  PRINT "Number of copies

:  INPUT NN

850 IF NN < 1 THEN HOHE

:  RETURN

860 GOSUB 1600

:  PRINT

: GOSUB 1700

:HN = 2

870 X =1

:Y = NN

: ON XP GOSUB 2000,2000,2
200

880 PRINT

: PRINT DS;'PR#3'
; VTAB 5

:  PRINT 'Run more labels

?  (Y/N) ";
: GET ANS

:  PRINT ANS

890 IF ANS = 'Y' THEN

PRINT

: GOTO 810

900 RETURN

1000 REH

Hodify labels

INPUT 'File name ';NFS
•  :FIS = 'I.' + NFS

1020 HOHE

: VTAB 7

:  POKE 36,1
: PRINT 'Number of label

to be modified ';
;  INPUT NH

1030 PRINT DS;*OPEN ';NFS;',
L148*

:  PRINT DS;"REAO ';NF$;',
R";NH

:  INPUT NH

1040 FOR LN = 1 TO 6

:  INPUT LS(NH,LN)
: VTAB 12 ♦ LN
: PRINT LN;
: POKE 36,4
: PRINT LS(NH,LN)
. next LN

1050 INPUT CLS(NH)
: PRINT DS;'CLOSE ';NFS

1060 VTAB 22
;  CALL - 958

:  POKE 36,1
:  PRINT 'Change which lin

e ?'

;  PRINT "Enter 1 -6 or <

return > ";
: GET LCS

:  IF LCS = CHRS (13)

THEN PRINT

:  GOTO 1090

1070 IF ASC (LCS) < 49

OR ASC (LCS) > 54
THEN 1060

LN = VAL (LCS)

: VTAB 12 + LN

: POKE 36,4
:  CALL - 868

: VTAB 22

:  CALL - 958

:  POKE 36,1
:  PRINT "Re-enter line ";

LN

:  INPUT LS(NN,LN)
:  VTAB 12 + LN

; POKE 36,4
: PRINT LS(NH,LN)
: GOTO 1060

IF XP < > 1 THEN 1150

1100 HOHE
:  VTAB 7

:  POKE 36,1
:  PRINT 'Change label col

our ';
: GET CCS

:  IF CCS < > 'Y' THEN

PRINT

: GOTO 1150
1110 VTAB 9

:  POKE 36,1
: PRINT "Present colour i

s #";CLS(NH)
1120 VTAB 11

:  POKE 36,1
: PRINT 'Enter new colour

number (0,1,2,3,5 or 6
) ';

1130 GET CLS(NH)
:KY = ASC (CLS(NH))
:  IF KY < 48 OR KY

= 52 OR KY > 54 THEN 11

30

1140 VTAB 11
:  POKE 36,45
:  PRINT CLS(NH)

1150 PRINT DS;"OPEN ";NF$;",
L148'

:  PRINT DS;'HRITE •;NFS;"
,R';NH

:  PRINT NH

1160 FOR LN = 1 TO 6
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Utility!

<1
: PRINT L$(NHAN)
: NEXT LN

: PRINT CL$(NH)
: PRINT D$;-CLOSE"

1170 PRINT D$;*OPEN ■;FI$;*,
•  L27'
:  PRINT 0$;-HRITE •;FI$;*

,R';NH
1180

:  PRINT NH
:  PRINT L$(NH,1)
:  PRINT 0$;"CL0SE'

1190 HOHE
:  RETURN

1200 REN

Read index

1210 INPUT "File name •;NF$
;FI$ = "I." + NFS

1220 HOHE
: VTAB 6
: PRINT 'READ INDEX'
: PRINT ■==========•
iHN = 3

1230 A$(1) = 'LIST ALL FIRST
'  LINES"
:A$(2) = 'LABEL SEARCH'

1240 A$(3} = "RETURN TO NAIN
MENU'

1250 GOSUB 200
:  IF CH = 3 THEN HONE
: GOTO 120

1260 ON CH GOSUB 1300/1400
:  PRINT
:  HONE
:  RETURN

1300 REN

List all first lines

1310 HONE
:  VTAB 22
:  FOR I = 1 TO 79

: PRINT
; NEXT I

1320 VTAB 24
: POKE 36/10
: PRINT 'C Press any key

to continue listing/ret
urn to menu ]'

1330 POKE 35/20
: GOSUtl800
:  FOR RC = 1 TO PR

1340 IF RC / 12 = INT (RC
/ 12) THEN CALL
- 756

: REN wait for any ke
y press

1350 PRINT RC;
: POKE 36/6
; PRINT L$(RC/1)
;

1360 PRINT "(* End of file *
)'

:  CALL - 756
: POKE 35/24
: RETURN

1400 REN

Label search

1410 HONE
: VTAB 7
: PRINT 'Enter search str

ing ( line 1 ( all/par
t )•

:  INPUT SS$
1420 IF LEN (SSS) > 24

OR SSS = •" OR SSS

= " ' THEN 1410
1430 GOSUB 1800

:CT = 0
:  FOR RC = 1 TO PR

1440 FOR PN = 1 TO
LEN (LS(RC/1))
-  LEN (SSS)
+ 1

1450 IF SSS = NIDS (LS(
RC/1)/PN/ LEN (SSS)
) THEN CT = CT
+ 1

: VTAB CT + 9
:  PRINT "Record #';RC

:  POKE 36/15
:  PRINT LS(RC/1)
:  GOTO 1470

1460 NEXT PN
1470 NEXT RC

:  IF CT < >0 THEN
PRINT •[ •;CT;' labeKs
)  found ]'

1480 IF CT = 0 THEN PRINT *
* Search not successful

*"

1490 PRINT 'Press any key to
continue"

:  CALL - 756
:  RETURN

1500 REN

Check # labels in R0

1510 VTAB 5
:  CALL - 958
:  PRINT DS;'OPEN ";NFS;'/

L148"
1520 PRINT DS;'READ ';NFS;'/

R0*
:  INPUT PR

1530 PRINT DS;'CLOSE ';NFS
1540 VTAB 23

;  POKE 36/1
:  PRINT °C';PR;" LABELS]"

:  RETURN
1600 REN

Choose print niode

1610 VTAB 11
: POKE 36/1
; PRINT "Choose mode

1620 'poke 36/15
: PRINT "D Draff

1630 POKE 36/15
:  PRINT *2) Emphasised'

1640 POKE 36/15
:  PRINT "3) Double strik

e"
1650 VTAB 14

:  POKE 36/38
; GET PT
:  IF PT < 0 OR PT > 3

THEN 1650
1660 RETURN
1700 REN

Read labelfile

1710 PRINT DS;"OPEN ";NFS;"/
LI 48"

1720 FOR RC = FL TO LL
:  PRINT DS;"READ •;NFS;

1730 i'nPUT RC
:  FOR LN = 1 TO 6

;  INPUT LS(RC/LN)

1740

1750

:  NEXT LN
INPUT CL$(RC)

: NEXT RC
PRINT DS;*CLOSE "pNFS
HONE
PRINT DS;"PR#1"
RETURN
REN

Read indexfile

1810 PRINT DS;"

1820

1830

1840

OPEN ";FIS;"/
L27 *
PRINT DS;"READ ";FIS;*/
R0"
INPUT PR
FOR RC = 1 TO PR
:  PRINT DS;*READ ";FIS;

"/R";RC
INPUT RC

:  INPUT LS(RC/1)
: NEXT RC
PRINT DS;"CLOSE •;FIS
PRINT
RETURN

REN

JX80 & FX80 Codes

2010 PRINT CHRS (27);"!";
CHRS (FX(PT));

2020 PRINT
: GOSUB 2400
:  REN PRINT LABELS

2030 PRINT DS;"PR#0"
2040 RETURN
2200 REN

NX80 Codes

2210 IF PT < >1 THEN
PRINT CHRS (27);
CHRS (PT * 2 + 65);

2220 PRINT
: GOSUB 2400

2230 IF PT = 1 THEN 2250
2240 PRINT CHRS (27);

CHRS (PT * 2 + 66);

2250 PRINT DS;'
2260 RETURN
2400 REN

Print labels

2410 POKE 1657/80
2420 FOR RC = X TO Y STEP 3
2430 IF Y - RC < 3 THEN HN

- Y - RC

2440 FOR I = 1 TO 6
:  FOR CR = 0 TO NN

2450 IF TP = 1 AND XP
= 1 THEN POKE 36
/(CR *28+2)

:  PRINT CHRS (27);
"r"; CHRS (
VAL (CLS(RC
+ CR)));

:  PRINT LS(RC
+ CR/I);

: GOTO 2490
2460 IF TP = 2 AND XP

= 1 THEN POKE 36
/(CR *28+2)

: PRINT CHRS (27);
"r"; CHRS (
VAL (CLS(FL)));

:  PRINT LS(FL/I);
: GOTO 2490

2470 IF TP = 1 THEN
POKE 36/(CR
*27+2)

: PRINT LS(RC
+ CR/I);

2480 IF TP = 2 THEN
POKE 36/(CR
* 27 + 2)

:  PRINT LS(FL/I);
2490 NEXT CR

: PRINT
2500 NEXT I

:  IF Y - RC > 2 THEN
PRINT

2510 PRINT
:  PRINT
: NEXT RC

2520 RETURN

Listing if: Demonstration of LabelMaker10/3

10 REN

Hulticolour labels

150

20

30

HONE
:  INPUT 'No. of label row

s •;NU
C = 0

:LS(1) = "LABELNAKER"
;LS(2) = "Apple lie*

LS(3) = "JX/FX/NX80'
FOR K = 1 TO 3

S = 13 - LEN (LS(K))

FOR LL = 1 TO 3
: REN label lines

GOSUB 300
NEXT LL

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
NEXT RP

200 PRINT DS;'PR#0'
210 END
300 REN

160
170
180

190

70 SPS = •* Nulticolour print
80 FOR J = 1 TO S

;SPS = SPS + " 310 FOR I = 1 TO LEN (LS(L
: NEXT D)

90 LS(K) = LS(K) + ' ' 320 C = C + 1
+ SPS + LS(K) + SPS 330 IF C = 4 THEN C
+ LS(K) = 5.

100 NEXT 340 IF C > 6 THEN C
110 DS = CHRS (4) = 1

120*
PRINT DS;'PR#1' 350 PRINT CHRS (27);'r';
PRINT CHRS (27);'!"; CHRS (C);

130
CHRS (56); 360 PRINT NIDS (LS(LL)/I
PRINT CHRS (27);'A*; /I);
CHRS (18); 370 NEXT I

140 FOR RP = 1 TO NU
:  REN sets of labHs

380 RETURN

□
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THIS low resolution graphics
game by Duncan Morris demands
some strategic thinking. You'll
probably find It easier to play
with a colour monitor or TV. It is

possible, however, to play It on
a monochrome system. The
game runs under Dos 3.3 or

Prodos.

Battle of

the robots

E

A(J,29) = D
NEXT

FOR J = 1 TO 29

A(1,J} = D
A(50,J) = 0
NEXT

A(29,29) s I
HO = 29

:N0 = 29

290 FOR J

:OS(J)
: NEXT

300 FOR i

310 F =

FOR i

ONERR GOTO 1610

TEXT

HOME

GOTO 1510

DIH A(30,30)
DIH B(6],0B(6)
FOR I = 2 TO 29

FOR J = 2 TO 28

A(I,J) = 15
NEXT

NEXT

y : e

X = 5

Y = 1

B = 11

FOR J = 1 TO 30

A(J,1) = D

= 1 TO 20
F : INT ( RND (
PEEK { - 16287))
*27+2)

6 : INT ( RND (

PEEK ( • 16287))
*26+3)

A(F,G) = B
NEXT J

H = 2

360 N = 2

370 B(2) :

408 B(1) = 4

410 B(3) = 3

420 B(5) = 2

430 GR

: GOSUB 1070

440 FOR J = 1 TO 5 STEP 2
450 A(B(J],8(J + 1)1

= E

460 NEXT

470 GOSUB 950

;  IF N > 100 THEN

GOTO 1140

REH Start of gaee
PRINT "Enter Hove ";y
PRINT '(You can go N,S
E or y)'

GET AS

1 TO 100

PEEK ( - 16336)

560 IF AS = 'N" OR AS
n' THEN GOTO 610

570 IF AS = "E" OR AS
= "e" THEN GOTO 640

580 IF AS = 'S" OR AS

= -s' THEN GOTO 680
590 IF AS. = T OR AS

= V THEN GOTO 710
600 GOTO 840

610 T = N - 1

620 U = H

630 GOTO 730

640 T N

650 U = H + 1

660 IF N = 29 AND H = 29

THEN GOTO 940

670 GOTO 730

680 T = N + 1

690 U : H

700 GOTO 730

710 T = N

720 U = H - 1

730 IF A(T,U) = Z THEN
GOTO 810

740 IF A(T,U) = 0 OR A(T,D OR A(T,U)
= B THEN GOTO 790

IF A(T,U) = C THEN
GOTO 880

760 IF A(T,U) * E THEN
GOTO 920

770 GOTO 810

780 PRINT CHRS (7)
790 PRINT 'That way is bloc

ked"

800 GOTO 480

810 A(N,H) = Z
820 N = T

830 H = U

840 A(N,H) = Y
850 FOR J = 1 TO 6

:OB(J) = B(J)
: NEXT

860 GOSUB 1180
870 GOTO 440

880 PRINT "You've fallen in
to"

890 PRINT 'one of your own
traps*

900 FOR B = 1 TO 2
:A = PEEK ( - 16336)
-  PEEK ( - 16336)

+  PEEK ( - 16336)
-  PEEK ( - 16336)

: NEXT B

910 PRINT 'Boooi, urk robot
dead';

:  END

920 PRINT "Boooi, urk, you'
re dead";

930 END

940 PRINT "You've done it,
well done';

: END

950 A(N,H) = Y
960 HOHE

970 R s N

980 S = H

990 y = y + 1

1000 IF y > 100 THEN
RETURN

1010 COLORS Y

: PLOT H,N
1020 COLORS 2

: PLOT HO,NO

1030 If BS s T OR BS
= "y" THEN COLORS c

: PLOT HO,NO
«BJ s "ij*

1040 COLORS 2

:  FOR J = 1 TO 5 STEP 2
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Game

X = X - 1

A(R,S) = C
COLORS c

PLOT S,R
FOR J = 1 TO 5 STEP 2

T = 8(J)

U = B(J ♦ 1) •
IF A(T,U + 1) = Y
THEN GOTO 920
IF A(T,U - 1) = Y
THEN GOTO 920

IF A(T - 1,U) = Y
THEN GOTO 920

IF A(T + 1,0) = Y
THEN GOTO 920

IF A$ = T OR AS

= V THEN GOTO U90
IF (AS = T OR AS

= -s") AND A(T

+ 1,U) = Z THEN

GOTO U60

IF (AS = T OR AS

= -n') AND A(T

- 1,U) = Z THEN
GOTO U70

IF (AS = 'E' OR AS

= V) AND A(T,U
+ 1) = Z AND H

> U THEN GOTO 1430
IF (AS = T OR AS

= "e") AND A(T,U
- 1) = Z THEN

GOTO 1440

GOTO 1490

6(J * 1) s B(J

+ 1) + 2

B(J * 1) s B(J
+ 1) - 1

GOTO 1480

B(J) = 8(J) + 2
8(J) = 0(J) - 1

A(T,U) = I

PRINT "The walls are gr
een, there are also
rocks (pink) which no
robot can love."

PRINT

PRINT 'But there is one

more snag. There are
eneiy controlled addig

eo robots about. Can y
ou escape from their la
ser guns?"
PRINT

PRINT "Press any key to
start";

GET GAS

HONE

VTAB 10

HTAB 14

PRINT "Please Hait'

GOTO 40

TEXT

HONE

PRINT

PRINT 'An error has bee

n found*

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT 'The code is

PEEK (222)

PRINT

PRINT "There is a table

of errors on page 331"
PRINT "of the Apple II
User's Guide'

: PLOT OB(J + 1),0B(J)
: NEXT

COLORS E

FOR J s 1 TO 5 STEP 2

:  PLOT B(J + 1),8(J)
: NEXT

RETURN

FOR I = 1 TO 30

FOR J = 1 TO 29

COLORS A(I,J)
PLOT J,I
NEXT

NEXT

RETURN

PRINT "Power, Power, Po
weerrrrrrrr"

PRINT "Your power unit
has broken froi"

PRINT "extensive use.";
PRINT " Gaoe over"

END

IF X = 0 THEN GOTO 130

1490 NEXT

1500 RETURN

1510 PRINT • ' R 0 B

0  T S

1520 PRINT ' (0) R 0 B

0  T S (0)"

1530 PRINT '(...)R 0 0

0  T S(...)'

1540 PRINT

: PRINT "By D. Harris'
1550 PRINT

:  PRINT "You are in contr

ol of a siaall Astro-

Aaeculion Robot. Your

robot is the oagen
ta block on your radar.

It can only go nor
th, south, east, or wes
t. It can set black

hole traps for other
robots."

1560 PRINT

:  PRINT "Your mission is

to guide your robot out
of the area through th
e gap in the walls'

1190 PRINT

1200 PRINT 'Hould you like t
0 set a'

1210 PRINT "trap (Y or N)

1220 GET BS

1230 FOR A = 1 TO 10

1240 AA = PEEK ( - 16336)

1250 NEXT

1260 IF BS < > T AND BS

THEN GOTO 130

software distribution //GS software
an(d more

5 Cattle Market Hexhiam NE461NJ tel: 0434 605925

SPECIAL PROMOTION on DATAPAK SOFTWARE

GraphicWriter £109.95 BUNDLE
Notes 'n' Files £95.00 £195

Visualiiser

Sensible Writer

Sensible Grammar
Sensible Speller.
MultiScribe

TML Pascal

VIP Professional

fi^USiC StLKJIO

Paintworks Plus

Tass Times in Tonetown.

Super Macroworks
Music Construction Set...

MovieMaker.

89.00

95.00

95.00

104.95

89.95

125.00

245.00

69.95

89.95

39.95

45.00

45.00

14.95

Adventure Construction Set.

Pinball Construction Set
Archon

Arction II

Realm of Impossibility
Kidstime II

Deluxe Paint II

GraphicWriter
Notes 'n' Files

34.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

14.95

34.95

89.95

109.95

95.00

and don't forget
LASER TONER CARTRIDGES (recond.)

ONLY £69

PRICES ARE RRP EXCL. VAT....ORDER DIRECT OR PHONE FOR NEAREST DEALER...ACCESS ACCEPTED

PHONE: 0434 605925



Feature

To pay or not to pay

IN the two previous issues of Apple User,
we have discussed various facets of the

phenomenon of honorware - software dis
tributed freely, but which you must pay for
if you decide to keep it. The system clearly
has advantages: At least we can try soft
ware out at home before deciding whether
to buy it.
However, there do seem to be clear dis

advantages for the programmers - namely
that they sometimes don't get paid.
Apparently, especially in Great Britain,
people don't always pay for what they use,
despite the wishes of the software author.
After all, why should we pay? What is to
keep us from getting the benefits without
the costs?

Cliff McKnight's article last month
mentioned perhaps the single most impor
tant motivation for the payments that
actually have been posted; Guilt. This
month I'd like to mention a few more,

hopefully more positive, reasons for paying
your shareware debts.
Paying for honorware is forward-
looking: The benefits of the honorware
system are obvious, but the future of the
institution is far from secure.

Cliff mentioned the IBM PC shareware

products that have been released as
commercial mail-order software packages
in the UK because of the low percentage of
payments from this country. Software that
you can obtain free for trial in the USA now
has to be paid for "up front" in this country.

But even in the States, products are being
withdrawn from the shareware circuit and

instead released as commercial products:
Fedit is perhaps the most famous, and now
Font Librarian has gone the same route.
And if programmers are actively turning
away from shareware distribution, will new
programmers try it at all?

Software authors will probably go on
making little programs for their own use
and enjoyment, but it is doubtful that they
will go to the extra trouble to install user
interfaces, write documentation, spend
time uploading them on to bulletin boards,
or pay postage sending them to user
groups.

In short, we won't get anything until we
pay for it, and then only what the mar-
ketrng people in software companies
decide we want.

Sending payment for honorware is a vote
for the whole experiment. Shareware
authors are motivated to write more

shareware when they receive letters, not
only because of the money, but because of
the knowledge that what they've done has
helped someone.

Conrad Cempf argues

that honesty really

Is the best policy

Wouldn't you like to receive a dozen
letters in the morning post telling you that
you've done a good job? We can keep
honorware alive or we can let it die. I know

which I prefer.
Paying for honorware can be
rewarding: Last month we mentioned
the case of DiskTop. When you send your
registration payment to CE Software, you
are given two bonus programs as well,
applications not available through any
other channel (see Figure I). This kind of
bonus is becoming more popular, but it is
by no means the only extra obtained by
paying for shareware.
Most developers are constantly improv

ing their creations - the honorware system
encourages this in a way that the commer
cial system does not. Payment for an hon
orware package usually entitles you to
upgrades and user support.

Additionally, it is a good bet that the
author of your favourite piece of shareware
has written other bits of freeware or

shareware. If, when you register, you send
along a disc and postage, orjust send extra
money for a disc and postage, you can
usually obtain not only the most recent
version of the program you know you

want, but also a disc full of new things to
evaluate as well.

Figure II shows what Cliff received when
he registered as a user of Other with Loftus
Becker. Obviously you remain responsible
to pay for any of the new shareware which
you decide to keep, but this is a very cost-
effective method of obtaining new
products.
Once you've obtained a disc full of

things in this way, you are in an excellent
bartering position. Most User Group
libraries are willing to trade to get
shareware not contained in their collec

tions, and you can usually choose which
discs of theirs you want in exchange for a
copy of your latest from Programmer X.

In this way, you can amass quite a
collection without spending a fortune for
User Group discs or on telephone/BBS
charges. The programmers are happy
because they get the fee and free distri
bution, the library is happy because the
collection is extended, and you are happy
because eventually you'll wind up with
your own library of inexpensive and useful
software.

Paying for honorware Is a lot easier
Chan it used to be: Some of us are

convinced that part of the reason Britain
has such a poor record in terms of paying
for honorware is because of the difficulty
and expense of obtaining a cheque in US
dollars in order to pay some fellow in
somewhere called Ohio the SIO we owe

him. O

Insta DiskTop 2.Q IDl EKamples =Hi
A 3 items S89K ir ft 6 items S89K in disk 9IKeveiUb1e A 5 items 689K in disk

DiskTop 2.0

LaserStetus 2.0

Font/DA Mover

ReedMe (DiskTop) Vidgets 2,0

liiWiiiiHijii :

Install vith Font/DA Mover Examples

•ill n
You mag eopg v. 1.2 for friends Sgs

—  Vou may copy u. 1.2

DT March.paint

DT March.PICT

a  litem 689K in disk 9tK available r" Postscript Examples

DiskTop 12

Figure I: iVhatyou see is what you get - when you pay for DiskTop

PS Examples .set
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< There are now two institutions that make

the process easier. The first is the Macintosh
User Group UK. which publishes an
exchange rate in its magazine MacTimes.
The number, typically something like 1.2. is
used to calculate how much to send to the

Group in pounds.
You just pull down the Calculator and

type Fee -divide by- 1.2 -equals-. The
Group will need the name of the
shareware product, the name and address
of the programmer, your name and address
and a cheque in pounds.
They will convert to dollars and register

you with the author of the software, so that
you are eligible for upgrades and so forth,
just as if you had sent the dollars yourself.

John Lewis, who is behind this scheme,
has agreed to open this offer up to non-
members of the User Group as well. The
Macintosh User Group can be contacted at
55 Linkside Avenue, Oxford, OX2 8JE, 0865

58027.

MacTel, the Mac bulletin board, has just
started a similar service. The magic number
can be obtained over the wires on 0602-

455444. Mactel can be reached at 15 Elm

Tree Avenue, West Bridgford, Nottingham,
NG2 7JU, voice-phone 0602-810237.
Paying for honorware is civilised:

It is not just a matter of avoiding the guilt
that we feel when we use products whose

Shareurare Treeiuare

A Name Sice Kind A Name Size Kind

D DA Key 2.1 .Doc 30K MacVrit C □ ATalkKey 1K document

D DA Key 2.15 9K documen D Change Font D.A. 1.03 3K Patched FD

D Date Key 2.0 Docs 4K MacVrit ^ ChangeApp 4K application

D Date Key 2.05 3K FKey Ma ^ CISNisnbers Application 6K application

D Date-Time Key 2K FKey Ma □ Clipper DA 1.0b2 6K Patched FD

nizsraaES 56K folder D Clipper Key 1.5 4K document

<3t install Date Key 1.0 3K applicati D Clipper Key 1.5 Doc 4K MacVrite <

D LaunchKey Plus 1.00 5K documen D Clipper Key 1.6 3K FKey Mana

Q LaunchKcy Plus Does 3K MaeVrit D Dvorak Keyboard 2K Patched FD

D Other... 3.0 doe 28K MaeVrit Q FKEY Runner demo 4K Patched FD

D other...3.09 I2K Patched ^ FkeyMaker Application 5K application

D Time Logyer 2.10 22K Patched Q Formfeed Key 1 IK FKey Mana

D Time Logger DA Doc 50K MacYrit □ INIT-Patch-OpenResFile IK document

D Time Logger INIT 1.46 2K doeumen D INIT-ResumeKIT IK document

D TimeLogger INIT 1.1 IK documen _. D Launch DA Key Docs 4K document

Figure //. Payment for Other produced 3 lot more

creators haven't been paid. There is also a
bit of gratitude involved when a shareware
product successfully makes extra room on a
disc, or allows us to print a giant banner, or
what have you.

Presumably, most of us feel that
craftsmen deserve thanks for thejob they've

done. If they ask a modest fee, let us pay it
with thanks, not because we might feel
guilty otherwise, but from gratitude.

Isn't there someone who has written a
piece of honorware you're thankful for?
Why not let them have their next pint on
you? □

Apple Users in Scotland!
Do you have a sick Macintosh?
Problems with your Apple II computer?
Printer not working?

The obvious place to contact when you need help with
your Apple Computer hardware is the Apple Centre, Glasgow.
We can provide field service, workshop repair, maintenance
contracts, warranty work and AppleTalk installation.
Now that should make your Mac happy again!
(But don't wait imtil you have problems — Before you call us!)

m

Bain Business Solutions
Ltd - a member of the
Bain Group. Apple Centre

X. X SECC, Finnieston, Glasgow, G3 8YW

Telephone: 041 226 3250
Fax: 041 2263569

Telex: 779074 BBSSEC G
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Apple User Classifieds
Has upgrading your computer given
you hardware you no longer need? Or
have changing interests left you with
unwanted software? Then THIS is

the place to advertise your surplus
items. Apple User readers are always
on the lookout for a bargain and this
is the first place they look!

An added bonus!

Your advert will also be automatically displayed
on MicroLink, the electronic mail service
operated in association with Telecom Gold. This
means it will be seen by thousands of computer
enthusiasts who can send an instant response.

% Apple II Europlus Late Model 64K,
Z80, Rom Plus, Colour Cards Two
Drives, Printer, Monitor, Software
Joystick Paddles C550 Tel: 0246
824177

# Apple 11+ And Disk E70. Microsoft
16K Language Card £25. Rosco Par
agraph Printer Card £25. Tel: L. Buz
zard 0525- 381377 Evenings

# 128K Apple Me System With Twin
Apple Drivers, Sanyo Monitor.
Apple Parallel Card, Microsoft Z80

CPM, Apple 80 Col + 64K, All Man
uals. £500. Pace Mastercard, Night
ingale Modem, Data Highway
Software £50. Superserial Card,
Apple Colour Plotter, Manuals £150.
Multiplan, Appleworks, Business
Graphics, Format 80, Quickfile II,
DBaseil, Datastar, Supersort, Home
Accountant, Widespread, ile Diag
nostics, Ail With Manuals £250. Tel:

0923 47182

• Mac Goodies Half Price: Profes

sional Composer £200, Inside Mac
intosh Hardback 1200 Pages £35,
Microsoft Basic Books; Creative Pro
gramming, Midnight Madness £7
Each. Tei 01 289 4111 Anytime
(Answerphone)

• Wanted Ile Pius D/D £170 Also

Lots Software Barter/Swap. Tel; 01
692 147.3 After 6pm.

# Brand New Macpius (Unwanted
Prize) With Stacks Of Software
including Excell Pagemaker And
Much More, Only £1300. Phone
(05827) 69152

• Macintosh 512K Only £700 And

New Boxed Apple 800K External
Disc Drive £300. Sell Together For
£900. Tel: 01 609 3404 After 7 PM.

# Apple Ile, Sanyo Monitor, Three
Disk Drives, Two Disk Cards, 128K
Card 80 Col, Card, Super Serial Card,
Various Software Manuals, Sell

Seperately, Offers. Tel: Tadley
(07356) 2742 Evenings And
Weekends.

# Apple HE 128K Twin Apple Drives
Apple Monitor 80 Col, Z80, Grap-
pier+ Books, Manuals, Business/
Games Software Wordstar, PFS
File/Report, Copy II Plus £550 ONO.
Tel: Trevor 01 759 3487 Daytime.
0895 633931 Evenings And
Weekends

• FOR SALE Apple li Computer
Complete with V D U, 2 Floppy
Disks, A 10 Megabite Hard Disc And
An Anadex Printer 132 Column. £995

ono. Tei: Finn Chrrstensen Pilton

(074 989) 263.

• Apple ME 128K 2DD Monitor DOS
Appiewriter Quick File Multiplan 50
Blank Discs 80 Coi Card Printer Card

£350 Tei: 031 441 3738

Classified advertisements will be accepted
under the following conditions:

• This service Is EXCLUSIVELY for the use of

private readers. No trade ads will be allowed.
• To avoid encouraging software piracy, all ads

will be carefully vetted before they are
accepted.

• Ads can only be accepted on this form (or a
photocopy of It).

• There is no maximum to the number of

words you include In your ad. If there Is
insufficient room on the form, continue on a

separate sheet of paper.
• The cost is 20p per word, with a minimum of

10 words.

• We GUARANTEE your ad will appear in the
September issue (on sale August 26)
providing it is received by July 29.

• Apple 2E System Includes Disc
Drives, Profile Hard Disc, Monitor
Cards, Software, CPM Printer £2000
Or May Seperate. Tel: 01 359 7666
• Apple 2E + Twin DD Green Moni
tor, Z80, 16k, 80 Col, + Serial Cards.
Paper Tiger, Printer, Pace Modem
Plus Software. Lots Of Manuals

DBase II Wordstar ETC/ £550 o.n.o.

The Lot. Tel: Bracknell 56574.

• Apple Ile 128k Twin Apple Drives,
Apple Monitor 80 Col, Z80, Grappler
+ Books, Manuals, Business /
Games Software Wordstar, PFS File
/ Report, Copy II Plus £550 o.n.o. Tel:
Trevor 01 759 3487 Daytime or 0895
633931 Evenings And Weekends.
• Apple III 256k With Monitor,
Profile Hard Disc And Software.

Offers. Contact Michael Askew: York
(0904)799388.
• Apple He With 3 1/2 Inch Uni-Disc
Complete With Image Writer, Prin
ter, Disc Stoiage Box, Files And File
Holder, Castor Tables For All Units,
Large Quantity Of Paper And Full
Instructions. £1,100 o.n.o. Tel: Mon-
mouth (0600) 2733.

• Apple 2E System Monitor 2 Discs
Cost £2000 Plus PFS File, PFS
Report, PFS Graph, Appiewriter As
New Little Used Bargain £500. Tel:
Barrie Wood 0908 661000 or 0525

210653 Apple Printer And Manuals.

9 Apple S/Ware, Originals, Appiew
riter II, £42. Plusworks XM £16.

Triple Dump £20. Apple Mechanic
£16. Extrad K £26. Take 1 £32. Beagle
Graphics £29. GPLE £25. Typeface
£10. Alpha Plot £15. Tel: Tom Dragic
01 994 7507.

9 Apple lie. Two Drives, Phillips
Monitor, 80 Column /64k Card, Prin

ter Card, Z80 Card £495 o.n.o. Tel:

Bath (0225) 25778.

9 Peripherals: ALF Compat, 9 Voice
Music Synthsyser, Mockingboard
Music £45 Each. Disk Controller Z80

(Runs CP/M), Speechcard £24 Each.
Grappler + , 6522 PIG Cards. £32
Each. 16k Language 64k/80 Col Ile.
£25 Each. Joystick £15. Graphic
Mouse £40. 128k Ram Ic Tester £55

Each. AD/DA Card, IEEE488 GPIB,

Buffered Grappler+ £60 Each. Disk
Drive £80. Tel: 01 736 7809.

9 Apple II + , 2 Drives Phillips
Orange Monitor 128k Card, 280 Card
Epson RX-100+ Printer Parallel Prin
ter Card, Prism Modem And Card
£750 Will Sell Separate. Tel: Richard
Hall (0272) 333424.

9 Europlus Monitor, Twin Drives,
Controller, Word Processor, Mail
Merge, £290. Tel: 01 633 3095
(Daytime).
9 Wildcard, 1982 Elite Software Co.
£30. Tel: Tom At 01 994 7507.

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

10 words C2.00

IS words C3.00

20 words £4.00

2S words CS.OO

30 words £6.00

Cheque enclosed for £_

Name. . Address.

rOST TO: Appfo CWiMifiede, Europe Howee, 68 Cheetor Roed.Heiel Orove, Stoekport 8K7 SNY.
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Feature!

Ian Byfield finds an Apple

in control at the National

Museum of Photography

FIREWORKS, fountains and film feature in a

new generation of multi-media entertain
ment put together with Apples.
Indeed visual presentations for pleasure

or to promote products have now become
so sophisticated that it is virtually impos
sible to compile them without a computer.
And it is at the home of more popular

media, the National Museum of Photo

graphy, Film and Television, that special
entertainment programmes are being
prepared with a He at the centre of the
creative process.
Curator of Film and Audio Visual,

Michael Harvey, puts together special pres
entations for the Museum's giant Imax

For your
eyes only

ICf
sun*

The National Museum of Photography. Bradford, W. Yorkshire
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screen. He uses 16 slide projectors, all of
which are controlled individually, plus a
host of sound and lighting effects.
"You program the Apple to put into

operation a series of instructions to, say.
switch on and off, flash, or dim to specific
levels. The computer also controls at which
point these things happen", he said.
The latest result is a six-minute piece

called A Museum for our Times about the

museum, in Bradford, West Yorkshire, and

Imax, the biqqest screen in Europe.
With only a little knowledge of com

puters and Basic, Mr Harvey finds it rela
tively easy to program the Apple for the
productions.
"The day the system arrived, I was asked

to do a very simple show, very quickly. My
background is as a producer and so I had
some knowledge of how such presenta
tions are put together.
"But in order to complete the task I very

quickly had to learn the programming lan
guage; I found it was easier to pick up than
Basic".

He explained the way he goes about
producing a presentation - the program
ming stage is usually reached after the
soundtrack has been prepared.
"You get your story together and develop

a story board, which Is a step by step visual
representation of each image which will be
on screen.

"Then you have to work out how you
create those images and make the com
puter ensure that effect happens at the right
time.

"All the mechanical devices can be made

to move to a particular point in the
proceedings at once".
There may be a series of slides in the

carousels of all the projectors. Any one can
be found quickly and projected on to a
screen to tie in with the music, sound, light
ing effects, and any other slide being
shown at the same time. The result is

recorded on film.

"There are certain special effects to set up
and certain rules to follow. But once you
get into the swing of things it is most satis
fying.
"People ask me how I feel about using

scientific devices to create art.

"it doesn't worry me. You still have trial
and error. Once you get used to it, it is just
another mechanical object you use to
create; it doesn't separate me from the job.
It is a tool.

"After a while you forget about the
process andjust get on ana do it. it can start
to respond to what you want to do."
The museum uses System 4000 from

multi-media experts Electrosonic. Manag
ing director Bob Simpson explained that the
systems were designed especially for pres
entations of all kinds, such as conferences
and seminars, as well as in theatres and

outdoors. Electrosonic itself has oeen using



1 Feature

Slides

from Light
Fantastic

Apple computers since 1980 as the basis
both for audio visual, multi-image and
multi-media programming.
Once the company had commited itself

to using computers, it decided to work with
just one type of machine.

The Apple I! was chosen because of its
wide international distribution, it was the

right size for most applications and it lent
itself to accepting additional cards!
Bob Simpson said; "The communications

requirements of these applications are such
that you cannot really get a reasonable
result just using the standard computer
cards. All our programs depend on these
add-on cards to provide the time code and
high-speed communications facilities".
The 4000 package, for instance, includes

an Apple lie, two disc drives with disc con
troller card. Electrosonic communications
card. Electrosonic clock card. I2ln monitor,
and Esclamp III - the language used to
program the Apple to drive the other
devices.

The cards and the language are available
separately for existing Apple Plus and lie
users. Esclamp (Electrosonic Computer
Language for Multivision Programming) is
disc-based and self booting.

Events are stored as cues, each of which

is a statement that can include two differ

ent projector commands and the time to
the next cue.

The I.IOO-cue capacity tn working
memoty is sufficient for most audio/visual
programs says Electrosonic. Unlimited cue
capacity is available on disc, and working
memory can be expanded to 3,600 cues by
the addition of a memory card.
Cue, clock time and fade instructions can

be edited. And the program listing allows
for plain text remarks to be included. The
activities of up to 36 auxiliary devices can
also be programmed.
The monitor can display lamp status,

slide tray position, tab status, cue contents,
program catalogue, program listing and the
command syntax. Program commands are

abbreviated to use the minimum number of

key strokes for cue entry-
Most of the programs sold are used for

shows employing multiple slide projectors.
But the firm has been Involved in a great
deal of other mixed media presentations
controlling lighting effects, fountains,
fireworks, searchlights, and even animated
figures.
And the company is not above

producing special presentations itself. Its
visual extravanganza. Light Fantastic,
recently had a six month season at the
museum.

Meanwhile Mr Harvey is preparing a
new presentation featuring the work of the
museum's Fellow in Photography. Faye
Godwin, who specialises in landscapes - a
branch of the art considered perfect for the
Apple-based multi-media shows.

I

The System 4000
package with
Apple He □
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Fun & Games

Monsters

on the

THE lights dim. the curtain lifts. A few
adverts flash across the screen, then the

plot of the monster movie starts to unfold.
As the huge creature stalks the city you grip
the edge of your seat...

Actually, I never gripped the edge of my
seat. I was always too busy avoiding the
ice-cream cartons as I huddled on the floor.

I was the one who was terrified by Bambi.
The Movie Monster game starts just like

the old days at the cinema, complete with
lights, curtains and adverts before a series
of text descriptions which set the scene. At
the end of the game there are some final
words before the credits roll and the lights
come up.

Before starting out on the road to fame
you have to choose the storyline of your
epic. You have a choice of six monsters, six
locations and five plots. This means that
you have a choice of 180 different games in
which to fulfil your wildest monster
dreams.

The monsters are headed by the world
famous Godzilla. In fact, as far as I can tell

he IS the only genuine star, the others being
typical of the genre but not (yet) box office
pin-ups.

Spectra, the giant wasp, and Tarantus.
the giant spider, represent the insects while
Mechatron understudies for all the robots-

on-the-rampage. The Glog is a none too
subtle double for the Blob, a 1958 "little

piece of glop" which co-starred Steve
McQueen.

The reason I can drop such interesting
snippets of cinematic gossip is that the
manual contains a potted history of
monster movies to put you in the picture.
The only monster which doesn't ring any

bells either from reading the notes in the
manual or from any other source is Mr
Meringue, a "tasty hunk of monster" they
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Title: Movie Monster

Author: Jon Leupp and a cast of thousands
Price: £19.99

Publisher: Epyx
Requirements: Apple II with 128k
Supplier: US Gold. Units 2 & 3. Hoi ford Way.

Holford. Birmingham 86 7AX
Tel: 021-356 3388

say, even though he "looks like a cream
puff".
Enough of the cast and scenery, what

about the plot? You play your chosen
monster in one of six major cities. You can
go berserk, smashing everything in sight or
try one of the more subtle character parts.
One scenario is a simple escape - try to

leave the city before someone gets you.
More subtle still, you can search for your
missing offspring or locate and destroy a
landmark. You can also choose to take an

extended lunch-break and find out what

monsters really like to eat.
The manual contains maps of the various

cities, although to be honest they are little
more than boxes showing water [river or
sea) and rough locations of the various
landmarks. This is fine if you are playing
with a colour monitor because you can
work out roughly where you are by striking
out until you find the blue bits.

In monochrome there is little to dist

inguish between grassy bits and water.
Fortunately none of the cities is very big so
you can easily find an edge by walking
straight in any direction, but it's unlikely that
you would stay alive long enough to walk
all round the city.
The monsters have different characteris

tics so some are easier to work with than

others. Mechatron, for example, is power
ful, tough and of average speed but he

march
doesn't recover from damage. On the other
hand, the Glog recovers fast but has only
average strength.

Incidentally, fast is the programmers
term, not mine. Three speeds are listed for
the monsters: Fast, average and slow. I
would say they were slow, very slow and
hardly moving at all. I suppose that is
meant to show their great ponderous size
but It doesn't make for an exciting game.
The program needs 128k to run but I

can't see that you get anything better for
the size. The graphics aren't marvellous -
not double hi-res despite the memory
requirement - and the monster shapes
seem to be defined in blocks, so you get
strange effects when they pass over certain
colours, particularly around water. I've seen
better running on 64k or even 32k
machines.

The game uses both sides of the disc so
you have to do a fair amount of swapping.
All the atmospheric adverts, text and so on
come on the first side after choosing the
monster, location and plot. The action is all
on the flip side but you have to go back to
side one for the finale and your score.
No high scores are saved and if. like me,

you think the program has hung after your
death or victory and indulge in a few key
presses you can miss your score as it takes
the buffered input. I'm not usually
impatient and I am not a nimble-fingered
arcade addict - but this was slow.

At first glance. Movie Monster was an
interesting idea. Why not be the monster
for a change rather than zap hordes of alien
beings and other assorted monsters?

After a few plays however, I had second
thoughts about the wisdom of encour
aging people to smash famous buildings,
cars and innocent passers-by. Listening to
the kids saying "Ouickl There's a person -
squash himi" and gloating because they
had demolished the Empire State Building
began to have sinister overtones.

All in all, I can't recommend Monster

Movie, although I have to admit that my
kids liked it. The final insult was the man

ual's blurb about London. After a reason

able few lines about London's history and
present situation they say its trademarks are
double-decker buses, taxis and "the dense

London fog."
No wonder all those American tourists

arrive with the wrong impression.
Denise McKnight



Fun & Games

AppteU Y
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OGRE IS a game of mechanised warfare set
in the 2Isc century. A cybernetic fighting
unit called the Ogre rules the battlefields.
Totally computer-controlled, and com
pletely merciless, it is a cold, calculating war
machine, whose prime objective is the des
truction of your only Command Post,
Your objective Is to protect yourself - and

destroy the Ogre. Achieving this is pretty
hard when it is you versus the computer.
But you can choose to be the Ogre and
have the computer assume the role of
defence, or you can even choose a two-
player game if you want some human
competition.

Most of the screen is taken up by the
map display which is made up of a hex
sheet reminiscent of table-top games. The
total play area is two-screens worth - you
can flip between the two halves vertically
or scroll up or down. Occupying about one
fifth of the screen is your options display.
The game is played with a little black

arrow cursor, which is moved around via

keyboard, joystick or AppleMouse If. The
mouse option works particularly well and
makes the game very easy to play. Ogre
utilises pull-down menus, as well as the
usual clicking and dragging features associ
ated with Mac games.

In fact this is just like a Mac game, and

Program: Ogre
Price: £19.95

Supplier: Origin Systems c/o Microprose. 2
Marketplace. Tetbury. Gloucestershire GL8
8DA.

Tel: 0666 54326

Requirements: Apple II with 64k.

It's very impressive indeed. I wish more
companies would adopt the system, as it
makes play easier and faster.

Initially the terrain is pretty blank. You can
start filling it up with various objects such as
nuclear craters (impassable), rubble, gun
emplacements, mobile infantry (rather like
the ones in the sci-fi novel Starship
Troopers) and various tanks, as well as your
Command Post.

Once you have created a field you can
play It, save it to disc, load a previously
saved one or use one of the game's preset
options. Then the battle commences.

Within each side's turn are various move

ment and attack phases. During the former,
any pieces that haven't been disabled can
move up to their maximum limit.
To get information on a particular unit,

just click on it and statistics will appear -
moves allowed, attack strength, defence
strength and so on.

The all

action

Ogre
You can even ask for the piece's move

ment and firing ranges to be graphically
shown on the play area. Firing is accom
panied by good sound effects and
followed by a status report.
You can choose which part of the Ogre

to attack, such as its treads, missiles, or

guns. Some take several hits to disable or
destroy, depending on which of the two
types of Ogre you are up against. Addedto
this you can decide the method and dis
tance of your attack, and there's even a
random factor for good measure,
A total Ogre victory occurs if the Ogre

destroys your Command Post and all your
other pieces: A marginal Ogre victory is
awarded if it destroys the Command Post
but is itself destroyed before it can escape.
These arejust two of the various degrees of
success and failure given at the end of the
game.

Included in the package are a well laid
out, clean Play manual and another con
cerning Strategy and Notes. Also provided
are cut-out badges for the various types of
attacking unit. These have room on them
for little yellow spots - radiation detectors,
which come in a protective black bag.
The spots are designed to respond to

gamma radiation from Cobalt 60 and elec
tron beam radiation, which make them go
red. Luckily mine are still yellow, but I'm
told that after a few weeks of exposure to
sunlight they turn red anywayl Now that's
worrying.

Apart from the novel packaging the
game is great fun to play, even for those
not into strategy games. The display is very
clear and the gameplay fast and absorbing,
although as far as strategy games go it is
not a very exciting concept.

Yet Ogre has instant appeal which most
strategy games lack. With the more trad
itional type of strategy game, a lot more
time and effort is required before you really
start to enjoy it. With Ogre, you can be
playing a full game in a few minutes. I
highly recommend it, >

Leon Seltsfkas
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Computer

Coloting Booh

tjy Brian Rice

Illustrations by
Rich mcrocci

Point and clich
to cboose colors

and 'ill in
pictures

Prints pictures
in color

Prints picture
calendars

30 pictures
on dish

I

P@LARWARE

< THE itJea of an electronic colouring book
has been around for some time. Apple User
reviewed Color Me in May 1984, for
example. By a strange coincidence, that
Issue of Apple User featured the Apple lie
whose 128k seemed quite big at the time.
Now from PolarWare (nee Penguin Soft

ware, but the book publishers got nasty
about the name) come three Electric
Crayon packages. These all require 128k in
which to run. suggesting that Parkinson's
Law applies to computer memory too.
The three packages each have a theme

there's ABC's. Fun on the Farm, and This

Land is Your Land, in this last case, the land

in question is America, but the pictures
have a fairly broad appeal.
The ABC set contains 26 pictures, as you

might expect. They are well-drawn, and
they're not always the obvious ones. It's A
for Acrobat rather than the usual A for

Apple,
Fun on the Farm and This Land is Your

Land both have 30 pictures. These too are
well drawn, with a different artist being
responsible for each package.
The possible actions are depicted at the

top of the screen and the two direction
arrows control movement through the set
of pictures. This can be rather slow if the
pictures have already been coloured,
because you have to wait for all the colour
fills to be performed before you can move
to the next picture.
The alphabet keys can be pressed to

move to a specific picture, but you still have
to wait for the colour fills between pictures.
With ABCs, the alphabet keys move to the
obvious picture, but with the other pack
ages it's not quite that simple.

For example, T will take you to The
Ozarks; press T again and you get The
Redwoods. Still, if you can. remember the
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Program: Electric Crsyon ABC's: Fun on the
Form: This Lsnd is Your ipnd

Price: £ 18.99 each

Supplier POtarware/MGA Microsystems. 140
High Street. Tenterden. Kent TN30 6HT

Tel: 05806 4278

Requirements- Apple II with 128k and
preferably colour display

titles it's a quicker way of getting to a pic
ture than cycling through using the arrows.
The Erase option clears all the colours

from the currently displayed picture..so they
can be recoloured time and again. The Stop
option quits the program after saving all the
current colours of the pictures. The Oops
option undoes the last fill, so mistakes can
be rectified.

Colour is selected from the palette at the
bottom of the screen. Also, the current

colour can be mixed with the entire palette,
so in principle up to 256 colours could be
produced. Clicking the Mix option a second
time returns the palette to the pure colours.
You can move the selection arrow and

the crayon using keyboard, joystick or even
the lie mouse. This needs to be set up at the
beginning, as does the choice of printer
(ImageWriter or Scribe) and printer slot.
However, once it's set up for your configur
ation you don't have to bother again.
The other thing available from the set-up

menu is the calendar option. With this
selected, any picture you print will have the
chosen month's calendar printed beneath
it.

The only slight draw back with this is that
the month and year is input in the set-up
menu which can only be accessed at
boot-up. To produce a complete year's
calendar you'd have to boot up a dozen
times. The programs support a colour prin-

Tempt
your

palette
ter. but if like us you've only got black-and-
white then the pictures are printed without
any fill detail. The idea is that you (or pref
erably your kids) can then colour them by
hand.

However, anything coloured black
will be printed black, and any colours
mixed with black will have the shading
printed.

For colour display, we used a Sony Trini
tron TV which gives reasonable resul5. In
fact, the colour from the He was very good,
but the output from the lie was a little
strange browns tended to look green,
which produces some very strange hair.

This is obviously a function of the
machine, not the packages, and it's only
because we have both machines that we

realised the difference. If it had been the lie

producing strange effects, it would have
been relatively easy to fine-tune.
However, opening the He and trying to

locate the relevant pots to tweak didn't
seem worth the effort.

Well, that's the technical side, but what

do kids think of it? We let a group loose on
the packages and their comments were as
follows; "It's good fun. Younger children
would need to have it explained to them.
The colours are very nice and there's lots of
pictures to colour in."
One of the kids also noticed that the B on

the Balloon picture shown on the front of
the box was back-to-front. On closer exam

ination, the photo has obviously been
printed in reverse unless the children
shown were using a unique combination
of back-to-fronr He and ImageWriter the,
latter apparently not needing a power lead.
It's Irrelevant to the contents, but it shows

what kids notice.

From a parent's point of view, Electric
Crayon has the advantage that it never
appears on the wallpaper or carpet, never
needs sharpening or clean water providing
and (hopefully) never falls down behind
the radiators.

It doesn't let kids learn the skill of staying
within the lines, but they do need a fair
amount of coordination to position the
crayon accurately in some of the small
details.

Ail in all, these packages are probably the
best set of electronic colouring books we've
seen. What's more, if you get the kids
organised they could provide you and your
relatives with calendars for years to come. □

Denise McKnight
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The first Apple User

Games Disc was one of the

most popular packages we've
ever offered our readers. Now comes

Apple User Games Disc No. 2 - more great
games that we thought were Ideal but which

were just too long to be printed In the magazine. And
the price Is still £5.95 for 7 games — that's just 85p a game!

k^^Wser
games

o

No. 2

ALIEN ZAP-Good, old-fashioned machine code arcade game by Peter
Ibbotson. Clever Apple graphics, and plenty of action.

SATELLITE CONTROL - A game of skill on the hi-res screen by
Edwin Long. You're challenged to change the shape of a shuttle's orbit.

LIFE-This ubiquitous game has seen many forms. This latest, by
Gerrard Manning, uses the hi-res screen to create new challenges.

TYPING TEST - A nice, simple game from Lawrence Tan, but one that
will help improve your typing and keyboard skills. Ideal for beginners.

CARD TRICK - The computer is an excellent medium for performing
feats of sleight of hand. Play tricks with cards with J. Taylor.

NOUGHTS & CROSSES - The graphics may not be sensational, but
Frank Lewis shows how to play a fast game using only the lo-res screen.

THE PERILS OF PRINCESS EMMELINE - Denise McKnight invites
you to face unknown foes as you immerse yourself in this adventure.

MURDER - Can you deduce who the murderer was? Roger the Lodger,
maybe? And what weapon did he use - an exploding cigar?

BOMBER - Flatten the deserted city to provide a landing strip for your
plane. If you're in a destructive mood you'll have a field day!

PELMAN - A two-player game of memory. Pit your wits against
another human for a change - and let your Apple be the referee.

DINGHY SAILOR - We've all seen flight simulators. Now for some
thing completely different. See how you can handle this sailing dinghy.

NIM - It may look like « straightforward game. In fact, nothing could be
simpler. But YOU try beating this challenging program.

MASTERMIND - No, not the black leather chair version, but the much
older, brain-bending code-breaker. It's just as compulsive!

WORD SEARCH - Hook up your printer and use this program to
create your own word square puzzles to try out on your friends.

3D ENERGY FIELD - A superb three dimensional maze game. Can
you escape from the labyrinth or will the energy field catch you?

AppJef&r
GAMES

o

No. 1



CP/M

Accessing random
record files

WE started our tour of CP/M's disc function

calls last month by looking at how to open,
read, write and close simple sequential
files.

We also began a listing of a word count
ing utility program which uses these BDOS
calls. The full listing using 8080 mnenomics
is given now for those who know how to
enter it but if you do not we're afraid you
will have to wait until next month when

we cover the use of CP/M assemblers and

DDT.COM.

Sequential files, while simple to use.
impose the restriction that we can only read
or write them from the start, one record

after another.

Often we will want to get at a particular
record in the middle of the file, or we'll
want to add information to the end of an

existing file. To do this we must use
random record access.

Reading a file

Let us first look at reading a file. As with
sequential access we use BDOS function 15
(open a file) to tell CP/M which file we are
going to be reading. We use It in exactly
the same way as described last month.

Note, however, that instead of using
function 20 (read sequential) to read data

.  starting from the beginning of a file, we will
call function 33 (read random) to extract
information from the middle.

This would obviously be a much more
useful method than reading records
sequentially if we were writing a database
program, for example.
As with read sequential, we pass to the

BDOS the address of the FCB in memory.
This time, though, we put the record
number we want to read into the random

record field of the FCB (bytes 33 and 34.
referred to as rO and r! respectively).

This is a 16 bit number, stored in the
usual 8080/Z80 order of less significant byte
first (rO) and more significant byte second
(rl). Byte 35 (r2) must be zeroed, as a non
zero value indicates an overflow beyond
the end of the file.

So, for example, if we wished to read
record number 67 (43h) from a large file
B;OURFILE.DAT (counting from the start of
the file with the first record as number 0).
we would lay out our Memory FCB as
shown in Figure I.

Function 33 (read random) will then read
the record from disc Into our specified DMA
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buffer [or into the default DMA buffer at
80h if we have not previously specified one
using function 26).
On return, register A will contain a code

indicating whether the operation was suc
cessful, The values this can rake and the

meanings are listed in Figure II.
We use function 34 (write random) in a

similar way. Again we set up an MFCB
complete with rO. rl as record number in
bytes 33 and 34. Calling the function writes
the data in our DMA buffer to the specified
record position in the file, overwriting
exactly the data which was there
previously.
The return codes from this function and

their meanings are also shown in Figure II.
If we wish to create a new file, then as

before we must use function 22 (make a
file) rather than open file. Using random
access, however, we can write data to it in

any order, rather than one record after
another from the beginning as we had to
with sequential access.

So. for example, we could write data to
record numbers 2. 45. 23 and 14 only, and
in that order. Our file would then have

record number 45 (the highest written) as
the last one and all the records we didn't

put data into will be present - but blank.
If we want to add new information to

the end of an existing file, maybe
appending data to a sequential file, we can
use function 35 (compute file size) to help
us.

If we supply this function with the
address of our MFCB as before the BDOS

will fill in the rO. ri and r2 bytes for us. with
the number of records in the file. This is the

same as the number of the record

immediately following the end of the file,
as the numbering starts with zero.

Note that if r2 is returned non-zero then

the file already contains 65536 records,
which is the maximum file size allowed by
CP/M, This is why the word counting utility
program sets aside four bytes for counting
characters since we have elected to use

binary coded decimal to do so.
The use of four bytes to count records

and words follows as a consequence to
make the coding easier. This situation of
having an 8Mb file is unlikely to occur on a
floppy disc, but could occur on a fixed disc.

Writing data

If we now call write random, we can write
our data straight into a new record which
will be attached to the end of the file. We

are now free to add as much data as we

want, so long as we increase the value of rO
and ri by one each time thus faking
sequential access.

It Is not necessary to call function 16
(close a file) if we have only been writing to
existing record positions within a file.
However, if we have either created a new

file or added data to the end of an existing
one we must call close file once we are

OURFILE DAT

+ 12 0

+ 13 0

+ 14 0

+ 15 0.0.0.0

0.0.0,0

0.0.0,0
0,0,0,0

+32 0

+33 43,0,0

code - 0=current logged,
I =A: etc

Filename and type in
Upper case

Extent number

Reserved by CP/M
Record count

Data allocation blocks,
d0..dI5

Current record byte
Random record number

Figure I: MFCB for random access of record 67 .



Value

In A Random read

00 operation successful
01 reading unwritten data
02 not returned in random

mode

03 cannot close current

extent

04 crying to seek unwritten
extent

05 not returned by a read
06 trying to seek past

physical end of file

Random write

operation successful
not returned by write
not returned in random

mode

cannot close current

extent

crying to seek unwritten
extent

directory full
trying to seek past
physical end of file

Figure II: Return codes for random readAfl/rite functions

finished or the information in the file's

directory entry will be incomplete.
This is unfortunately only a very brief

examination of random record access.

Some of the more subtle aspects, such as
combining sequential and random access,
make good exercises in programming.
Random access is an extremely powerful

feature of CP/M but also holds many pitfalls
for the unwary. The best way to learn more
- as with anything - is to Cry doing it
yourself. And don't give up when your first
efforts fail!

A good debugger is invaluable for this
sort of work. Next month we will cover the

use of DDT.COM which is useful for

debugging 8080 code but is very tedious
(next to impossible) to use if trying to
debug 280 code. There are several such
products available for 280 code debugging
in the public domain which are available
for a nominal charge through the various
user groups. Try CP/M Users Group UK at
II, Sun Street, Finsbury Square, London,
EC2 20D. if you need one.

Directory search

The last topics within the BDOS disc func
tions are those of directory searching and
controlling disc accessing.

Obviously we will often need to know
whether a file exists on the disc - for

example, if we have been asked to read it
or to make sure that we do not create a file

with the same name as an existing one by
mistake.

To do this, we use BDOS functions 17

and 18 (respectively, search for first match
and search for next match).

If we supply an MFCB containing the
name of the file we want to look for, search

for first match will search the disc directory
until it finds a match.

It will then return the directory record
containing the first FCB entry which
matches with the usual register A codes of
0, 1, 2, or 3 to give the quadrant of our
DMA buffer which contains it. It will corres

pond to the first extent of the file we are
looking for.

If CP/M cannot find the name in the

directory which we specified in the MFCB
then the function will return with a value of

OFFh in the A register.
Once we have found the first extent in

the directory which matches our filename
we can repeatedly use search for next to
look for any other extents the file may have.

This function is used In exactly the same
way as search for first, and returns the
directory record containing the next extent
and the appropriate directory code in regis
ter A in the same way.
Both these functions will accept

wildcards in the filename, allowing us to
use ambiguous filenames. We can use a
question mark in place of any or all of the
letters in the filename in our MFCB: this will

force CP/M to ignore those letters when it
matches filenames.

Thus, for example, searching for OUR-
FILE???? will return matches with OUR-

FILE.DAT, OURFILEl.DAT, and

OURFILE3.BAK if these are on the disc.

If the drive entry in the MFCB (byte 0) is a
question mark, then a supersearch is made
on the current default drive for matches

with files in all user areas. Normally, only
the current user area on the specified drive
is searched.

Associated function calls are 19 and 23,

which are delete a file and rename a file

respectively. The first of these, as its name
suggests, will make the drive bytes in all the
extents of the file we specify in the MFCB
into ESh which signifies to CP/M a deleted
extent.

The file will no longer be returned in a
directory search and the directoiy and data
space occupied by it on the disc will be
reclaimed as unused by the BDOS. This
means that when data is next written to

disc, or a new extent of a file is opened, the
old information is likely to be overwritten.

Therefore, if you ever delete a file by
mistake, it is vital that you undelete it by
changing the drive E5h bytes in all the
extents back to a valid user number (0..I5)
before using any write operation on that
disc.

Disc repair and sector edit programs will
allow you to do this although on the Apple
most operate under the DOS 3.3 or ProDOS
operating systems and so you need care in

selecting which sectors; if possible stick to
using physical sectors rather than software
skewed (logical) sectors. You will find the
directory on track 3.

Function 23 (rename a file) requires us to
supply an MFCB somewhat different to the
normal type. The first 16 bytes contain the
drive and filename of an existing file as
usual, but the second 16 must also contain

a drive and new filename, laid out in

exactly the same way as the entry in the first
16 bytes.
The file specified by the first filename, on

the drive specified by byte 0, will then be
renamed to the second name. Although a
drive value must be specified in byte 16 it is
not used, obviously the file name is on the
same drive as the old one.

System reset

Function 13 (reset disc system) is vitally
important. This requires no parameters and
returns no results. As its name suggests it
resets the BDOS to a state in which no

drives have been logged in and sets the
status of all drives to R/W.

This means that the first time that we

access a disc or drive after a call to function

13, the BDOS will automatically log it to
allow us to write to it. We must reset the

disc system in this way whenever we chink
a disc may have been changed in one or
both of the drives.

If we change discs without telling the
BDOS that we have done so then CP/M will

abort with the infamous

'BDOS Err on x: R/C

message the first time that we attempt to
write data to Che new disc.

We can find out which disc drive is cur

rently selected as the default by calling
function 25 (return current drive). This
requires no parameters and returns the
number of the current default drive in regis
ter A; 0 for drive A:, I for drive B: and so on.

Alternatively, we can just look at the byte
at address 4 of the SPA which is where

CP/M stores the default drive number.

The default drive is the one used in disc

operations where we put a 0 in the drive
entry of our MFCB (in byte 0) rather than
specifying either A: or B: or so on explicitly.
We can then use the related function 14

(select drive) to change the current default
at any time to switch the I/O from our
routines to another disc.

There are several other assorted BDOS

disc functions which are mainly concerned
with file attributes and system data. We
have, however, looked in detail at all of the

more complex functions which you are
ever likely to need in normal programming.

Functions such as get DPB address and
get allocation address are really only of
interest to system programmers who need
to delve deeper into the workings of CP/M. >
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Uord Counter Program.
when invoked by the CCP takes the command tai
and counts words and characters in that file.

0179 C36401

017C E5

017D 216402

0100 3A5D00

name

0103 FE20

0105 CA4202

0108 0E08

010A 215D00

010D 7E

cards

010E FE2A

0110 CA4B02

0113 FE3F

0115 CA4B02

0118 23

0119 0D

011A C20D01

011D 0E0F

011F 115C00

0122 CD0500

0125 3C

0126 CA5102

0129 AF

012A 327C00

012D 0E0C

012F 216802

0132 77

0133 2B

0134 0D

0135 C23201

0138 47

type'
0139 0EU

0136 115C00

013E C5

013F CD0500

0142 C1

0143 A7

accumulator

0144 C2DA01

of file

0U7 11C202

0UA 0E09

014C C5

014D E5

014E CD0500
0151 216802

0154 CDC601

0157 216502

015A CD0F02

015D E1

015E C1

015F 0E80

record

0161 217F00

0164 23

0165 0D

0166 CA3901

need be

0169 7E

016A E67F

016C FE20

016E CAB501

0171 D27C01

0174 fE0i)

0176 CA6501

loopch:

equ 5 0180 C[)C601

equ 5Ch 0183 E1

equ 0ah 0184 FE2E

equ 0dh 0186 CAB501

0189 FE2C

org 100h 0188 CAB501

Ida FCB+1 jcheck first char of 018E FE3F

0190 CAB501

cpi 20h ;is it blank? 0193 FE21

jz errorl 0195 CAB501

mvi c,0bh 0198 FE3A

Ixi h,FCB+1 019A CAB501

mov ;check name for wiId 01911 f£3B

019F CAB501

cpi ■*' 01A2 FE50

jz error? 01A4 CAB501
cpi '?' 01A7 FE7I)

jz error2 01A9 CAB501
inx h 01AC FE29
dcr c 01AE CAB501
jnz loopch 01B1 47
mvi c,15 01B2 C36401
Ixi d,FCB 01BS AF
call CPH ;open the file 0166 B8
inr a ;0ffh goes to 0 0187 CA6401
jz error3 was also eow
xra a ;zero accumulator 01BA 47
sta FCB+32 ;zero record counter 01B6 E5
mvi c.0ch 01BC 216002
Ixi h/wordcount+0bh 01BF CDC601
mov m/a 01C2 El
dcx h 01C3 C36401
dcr c 01C6 F5
jnz loopz 01C7 C5
mov b,a ;init the 'last char 01C8 0E05

01CA 0D
■vi c,20 01CB CAO701
Ixi d,FC0 01CE A7
push b 01CF 7£
call CPH 0100 3C
pop b 01D1 27
ana a ;check value of 0tD2 77

01D3 2B
jnz EOF ;if not zero then end 01D4 DACA01

01D7 C1
Ixi d/String5 011>8 FI
myi c,9 011)9 C9
push b 01DA 11CF02
push h 01DD 0E09
call CPH 01DF CD0500
Ixi h,reccount+3 01E2 0E04
call increase 01E4 2151)02
Ixi h^reccount 01E7 CO0F02
call wrdec 01EA 117B02
pop h 01ED 0E09
pop b 01EF CD0500
mvi c,80h ;counter for chars in 01f2 11E102

01F5 0E09
Ixi h,7fh 01F7 Ct)0500
inx h 01FA 0E04
dcr c 01FC 216102
jz loopr ;get the next record if 01FF CD0F02

0202 0E10
mov a^m ;9et the char 0204 115C00
ani 7fh ;cLear the high bit 0207 CD0500
cpi 20h ;is it a space? 020A 3C
jz eow 0206 CA5702
jnc letter 020E C9
cpi cr 020F 0600
jz eow than zero

nextch ;ignore if control char
h
h,charcount+3
increase
h

mov

push
Ixi
call
pop
jmp

increase: push

b^a ;store as 'Last char'
nextch
a

b
nextch ;i9nore if last char

b/a ;else set b as eow f Lag
h
h,wordcount+3
increase
h
nextch
psu ;store the char

;clear the carry
;get present count

d/String6
c,9
CRM
c,4
h/Mordcount
wrdec
d/down
c,9
CPH
d,String?
c,9
CPU
c,4
h,charcount
wrdec

;nou close file

;0ffh goes to 0

;flag for space rather
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0E04

7E

F5

IF

IF

IF

IF

CD2602

F1

CD2602

23

0D

C21302

C9

E60F

F5

A7

C23302

nibble

psw

nibble

h

nibble

C23302

F1

C9 ;do nothing if first and
zero

0233

0234

0236

begins
0237

0238

0239

023A

023C

023F

0240

0241

0242

0245

0247

024A

0249

024E

0251

0254

0257

025A

0250

0261

0265

0269

027B

027C

0270

027E

0294

0295

0296

0297

02A5

02A6

02A7

02A8

02SF

02C0

02C1

02C2

02C3

02CF

0200

0201

0202

02E1

02E2

02F6

pop psu

adi 30h

raov b/a ;flag in b that printing

F

5

5

E02

00500

1

1

9

16902 errorl: d,string1
c,9
CPH

0E09 general:
CO0500

C9

117E02 error2 d,stnng2
general
d,string3
general
d,string4
general
4

C34502

119702 errors

C34502

11A802

C34502

error4

wordcount

charcount

reccount:

4E6F206669stringl;
00 down:

'No f1le name given'
cr

57696C6420string2:
00

'Ui Id cards not allowed'

cr

If

'Fi le not found'

cr

If

'Error when closing file
cr

If

cr

'Record no: $'

cr

If

46696C6520stnng3:
00

4572726F72string4;
00

00 string5:
5265636F72

00 string6:
0A

'No. of Words: $'4E6F2E206F

00 string7:
4E6F2E206F 'No. of characters; $'

VERY QUALITY

mMTWimnmR milSIKO = BUIUS PACESIO - TOP (^UJALHW

QTY SS48TPI SS 96TP! DS48TPI DS96TPI DS48G'R DS96CVR

10 £5.95 £6.95 £6.95 £7.95 £8.95 £9.95

25 £10.99 £11.99 £11.99 £12.99 £14.99 £17.99

50 £19.99 £20.99 £20.99 £21.99 £27.99 £32.99

100 £36.99 £37.99 £37.99 £41.99 £45.99 £57.99

150 £52.99 £55.99 £55.99 £57.99 £63.99 £80.99

250 £85.99 £87.99 £87.99 £91.99 £103.99 £126.99

C/Rs Coloured or reversible disks - reversible disks have two holes and two notches!
Boxes of 10 disks ere supplied in plastic cases (worth £1.49).

l^iese disks are packed with a protective jacket (envelope) and come with a full user
set, including a label and a write protect tab. The disks are manufactured to top

international standards and have a hub ring for added protection.

with labels etc TEE mm" EMS

QTY SS135TPI DS135TPI Lockable Storage Boxes from Centec

10 £14.95 £16.95

25 £29.95 £35.95 3.00" Lockable-Holds 60 £9.95

50 £55.95 £62.95 3.60" Lockable-Holds 40 £7.99

100 £105.95 £119.95 3.50" Lockable-Holds 90 £9.95

150 £149.95 £169.95 5.25" Lockable-Holds 50 £7.99

250 £239.95 £269.95 5.25" Lockable-Holds 100 £9.95

COMPUTER MONITORS - FULL RANGE STOCKED - BEST PRICES!
Philips CM aSayCM 8833 - Colour Monitor IRGB for Nimbua/BBC etc £269.95
Philips CM 8852 - Colour/RGB/TTL/Linear Inputs £299.95
Philips BM 7502 - High Res Green Screen Monitor - Composite £79.95
Philips BM 7522 - High Res Amber Screen Monitor - Composite £89.95
Philips BM 7542 - High Res White Screen Monitor - Cknnpoeite £69.95
Mierovitec 1431 - Standard Resolution Ckilour Monitor £179.95
Microvitec 1451 - Medium Resolution Colour Monitor £229.95
Microvitec 1441 - High Resolution Ck>lour Monitor £379.95

REMEMBER - Ail Monitors are delivered free by Securicor! No extras to pay!

CENTEC ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LTD
UNIT 3, THE METRO CENTRE
BRIDGE ROAD, ORPINGTON

1  KENT BR5 2BE UIU
TEL: (0689) 61947/62103 (24 hours)

Remember • aU prices include VAT and delivery!
There are no hidden extras to pay!

f^'SPECTRAGRAM" - iNTELLiGENT^
RGB COLOUR CARD

FOR APPLE 11 & lie

255 user - definable colours - 16 text/foreground colours -
16 full flood background colours - reduces or removes colour
anomalies - colour under full software control - commands in
programs can change colour while running - simple pseudo-
animation of graphics by changing colours without re-plotting
- included monitor cable and demonstration disc with utility
programs to control colours - extensive manuals explains

programing, animation, true 3D pictures.

RGB COLOUR CONVERTER FOR //e & lie
(TTL OR LINEAR)

Plug in module for lie connects to slot of the mother board OR
plugs to video socket of lie - no additional power supply
required - XR XG XB X4 TTL available - SOFTWARE

TRANSPARENT - high definition, saturation & sharpness -
240 useful combinations of colours - switch selectable
functions: 16 foreground/text colours : 16 full flood

background colours - DUOCHROME - cleans up fuzzy hi-res
text - solid or striped video reduces fringes.

Prices are exclusive of VAT (Postage £1.50)

KEYZONE LTD !■
U14, Acton Business Centre,

j  School Road, Park Royal. I
London NWIO 6TD "

hcvzona Tel: 01-965 1684/1804 Tlx: 8813271
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UNBEATABIE
t^VERBATm

7 OFFER
• Life-time guaranteed, double-sided, double density 135 TPI
verbatim discs for your machine. (Single-sided available.)

• Don't be put off by the low pricel These discs are not recertified^
but top quality media direct from the warehouse at bulk rates.

Quantity 10
Price £15.95

25

£36.95

50
£69.95

100 250

£129.95 £289.95

(Deduct 10% for single-sided discs.)

• Absolutely no extras, price includes VAT, label sets plus first class/
Datapost to your door.

PHONE
24

HOUR0903776000 vrsA

OR CHEQUE/P.O. TO P.O. BOX 66
EASTPRESTON WESTSUSSEX BN162TX

Disc Value

Avro Systems
Technology Ltd
Apple* IBM»flpricot«Epson»flmstrad

128K - 512K RAM Upgrade £ 175
Dataframe20XP £895 40XP £1550

Disk Head Cleaner SS £12DS£14

Mouse Pad 8.95 Mouse Cleaner 7.95

ImageLUhter Ribbons (5) £15.50
Sony SS 135 TPi 3.5" (10) £17.00
Sony OS 135 TPI 3.5" (10) £23.50

All prices exclude VAT & Carriage

MacMemory products now available.

Macintosh rental

Daily, LUeekly, Monthly or Yearly

Please call for our latest catalogue

01-848 1407 j
^ ̂  79 Coldharbour Lane.
^ T Hayes, Middz. UBS 3EF

MacTel offers
you this Bundle
of Summer
Goodies!!

MacTel BBS
MacTel is Europe's most comprehensive 24 hour on-line infor
mation system for Macintosh Users — four lines, featuring a mass
of News, utility, educational and games shamw^, technic^ info,
and free Electronic Mail facilities. Subscription is £15 per six
months, £25 for business users. General news & mail access is
free, (see below for all the data numbers, but try 0602-455444
for starters!) We also do a small range of Postal packs!

Miracle Modems from MacTel
At MacTel, we know a thing or two about modems.

As you'd expect. M^ch is why, wiAout exception, we work
widi Miracle modems.

If you're taking your first stqps into the world of
Communications, or if you want to upgrade, talk to us first.

Because well give you the ri^t modem, free advice ■— and 20%
prices. All you have to dio is call (0602) 810237 to

start the bytes rolling. Miraculous isn't It!

V21/23 V22 V22bis
WS4000 MacTers Price £139.00 £320.00 £444.00
WSSOOOMacTers Price £236.00 £396.00 £520.00

Cable * £15.00 extra, P&P • £6.50 extra

QISK Hard Disks from MacTel
The best value for mon^, made in Britain, and the
fastest SCSI Hard Disk on the UK market - with a

security lock to ensure confidentiality and protection
of records. MacTel BBS uses QISK!

m

O
MacTel HQ 0602-455444 (Nottingham), QreenBox 0602-817698
(Nottingham), Note In Wall 0742-350319 (Shaffisld), Phoenix 0473-
610139 (Ipswich)
V21,22,22bis, 23, 8 bit, No Parity. 1 stop, Full Duplex

20meg • £575,40meg £895, spediy beige or platinum. Intemal SCSI for the SE (DIY fit)
20meg £425,40meg £795 P&P is free. Add £30 and P&P for Macintosh if we install.

ClipBoard
Magazine

ClipBoard is one of Britain's most lively
Macintosh user magazines containing the
best of MacTel's news area with many
additional reviews and features. You can keep
up with the news without needing a modem
or ad(^g to your phone bill.

MacSeptember!
MacSeptembcr is a new learning experience!

It's the UK's fist resident summer sduxd fax Mscintf^ Uses,
■t Nottingiuin University, packed with woricshops, good food and friendly

convenatioa, from 18th to 20lh Sqitemba 1987. £75 all-in forin^viduals, £120 all-in for
those paid for by their companies, £30 /day fox those not lequinng sleeping accommodatian.

There are DO additional diaigea - all the tutmiali and wodcshops are free!

£12 for six issues, £10 for MacTel/ Apple 2000/
AppIeUser Subsalbers. No VAT on ClipBoard Magazine
Overseas readers add £3.60 for postage.

Please send for a brochure, or book with:
Jo Vnmas. HaBfortLtd, 93 Belper Road, Derby DEI 3ER phone 0332-S64574

Phone 0602-810237 for details of any of these. For Payment, please send Cheque
with order, (please addl59b VAT to ail prices excqX ClipBoard magazine) to:
Ex-Mlcro Ltd (MacTel), 15 Elm Tree Ave,
West Bridgford, Nottingham NG2 7JU.

MacTel is not a User Group, it is a Users BBS, so we recommend you join Apple 2000 for the fiiU range of user support
services. Funds raised by I^cTel's commercial activities are invested in improving the equqnnent or subsidising ClipBoard.

TheS
You can be Mother!

in the
ware and software technical combinations required to run a

File Transfer System/Automatic Messaging service. Call Qavid
Nicholson-Cole on 0602-810237 to discuss your requiremoits.

This advert was donated
by Apple User magazine
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letters from JohnJfuni

Barbma MacHioang..
Adrian Demaid

The cat

sat on

the Mac
IT is important to keep the top vents of your
Mac clear of obstruction (coffee cups,
newspapers and so on) especially if you
leave the machine on for extended periods.
Blocking them can lead to sudden failure of
Che internal power supply.

1 have a very good friend whose cat
sleeps on his Mac. It is a black cat. and you
might think it inevitable that he would
block the vents.

He doesn't, because the top of the Mac
IS too small for him actually to stretch out
on, so he has to sleep sitting up, his nose
and ears Irritably atwitch from the warm
updraft.
Sometimes, probably being half dead on

his feet by the time he has climbed the
chair, the desk and the disc drive to reach
his goal, he nods off while still facing
backwards. Then my friend has to move his
tail out of the way of the screen, and to
hold it there with a blob of Blu-tack.

The cat will do this even on hot days, the
sun streaming through the window on to
his back and making him sweat from every
paw. Sony, pore. If your cat does this too,
you should probably buy a fan to go inside
your computer,

Finders keepers

DOES your Finder sometimes irritate you?
For example, do you snarl every time it asks
"Do you really want to remove the appli
cation XVZ"? The new Finder (version 5.4
and up) has a special LAYO resource which

allows you to change many of the Finder's
defaults. It allows you. among other things,
to put a stop to the warning messages for
good, to have the names of files and folders
displayed in a different font, or to have the
desktop windows appear in new places
and in new sizes.

To make use of the LAYO resource you
need ResEdit, an Apple product available
from your dealer or from many public
bulletin boards. If you've been following
Duncan's exploits over the last few months
you'll have a good idea of what to expect.

Here's what to do. First of all, copy your
System Folder on to another disc. That way
you'll be able to restore your Finder to its
original form if things go wrong. Start up
your Mac using the disc whose Finder you
want to change, then insert a disc which
carries ResEdit.

Open ResEdit by double-clicking on it as
usual. When it is up and running you'll see
a fairly normal-looking file selection
window listing your files and folders as
they appear on a normal desktop.
Open up your System Folder if necessary

(again by double-clicking on It) and then
double click on the Finder. This time the

selection window will list all the Finder's
resources. Scroll through to LAYO, and
double-click on it. You'll get yet another
window containing only the one resource;
"AYO ID = 128".

Double-click on that too, and you'll be
rewarded with a template full of text-entry
boxes and radio buttons. Scroll through it to
see what it will do, and feel free to change
any which appeal to you.
When you're happy, close ResEdit's win

dows one by one. As you close the Finder's
window you will be asked if you want to
save it before closing, and of course you do.
Then Quit from ResEdit to return to your
(customised) Finder.

All should be well, but when messing
around with system resources for the first
time it is all too easy to end up with an
irrecoverable crash. If this happens, the best

thing is to restart the Mac using the copy of
your original System which you made ear
lier.

Then insert the disc with the damaged
Finder, throw the latter away and copy the
good one over from the startup disc.

ResEdit is a fascinating and powerful tool
- for example, it can change the entire
appearance of a dialog box. Try using it.
more or less as above, to open up a dialog-
driven application such as the Font/DA
Mover.

From the resulting resource-list, open
DITL (dialog item list). Whereas there was
only one LAYO resource in the Finder, the
Font/DA Mover contains a number of DITL

resources.

The first of them should be "DITL ID =

10". Open that. too. You should see the
familiar screen of the Font/DA Mover, with

spaces for file-selection boxes to left and
right, an Open button beneath each of
them, and so on.

Try single-clicking on any item which
contains text. You'll see that it becomes

selected, and can then be resized or

dragged around much as the objects in
MacDraw can be moved around. If you
double-click on the item, you'll find that
you can change the text within it. too.

Rich man, poor man,
beggar man ...

MOST of us know by now that copy
protection, which used to be applied
indiscriminately to all software and at the
customer's expense, rarely appears on
anything other than games these days.
And since software houses are sec up

with the objective of making a profit, it
may seem surprising that they have now
largely dropped a vety effective means of
preventing unfair and illegal copying of
their products.
However, this is no contradiction but >
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< merely one of those rare instances where
the law of the market place accidentally
benefits the small customer.

What seems to have happened is that
large-scale consumers of software - busi
nesses, universities, schools - found that

they could pay £500 or more for some new
product, only to find that it came on a disc
so full that there wasn't even room for an

extra font or desk accessory (let alone room
for less AppleTalk-wrecking versions of the
System files). And the poor purchaser could
do nothing about it.
Worse still, copy-protected software

would almost never run from a hard disc,

even when a special installer was included.
And what does a large Lab like ours do

when It has paid several hundred pounds
for a copy of SuperSmackyBotty II and finds
that it can't even get the thing to run? Why,
it does nothing at all.

Under different circumstances, it might
instead have bought a few dozen or a few
hundred more copies. Lying around our
Lab there are two or three thousand

pounds' worth of unusable software,
collected since mid-1984, each item a mute

testament to the profit-killing efficiency of
software protection schemes.
From my own point of view, the least

pleasant effect of copy-protection was the
way it forced me to pay for someone else's
assumption that I was a thief.

This Is the modem world

IN a similar vein, many of us go in for what
IS affectionately called BBSing and is more
pompously termed computer conferencing.
Via a piece of hardware cajled a modem
and a suitable piece of softvvare running on
our Macs, we contact via the telephone
other Macs using similar software and
modems.

The two Macs, the remote one and

mine, can then exchange text (messages,
cries for help. Jokes, news and so on) and
program files. If you've been following
Cliff's articles, you'll know there is a mass of
freely available shareware software for the
Mac. but I'll talk about that another time.

The question this time is the degree* to
which text created by you and placed by
you on some such Bulletin Board System
remains your property.
As far as I've been able to find out. the

particular law which applies is the ordinary
law of copyright. If you were to copy this
article (though Lord knows why you should
want to) and then distribute the copies in
any form, we would be able to sue you for
infringement of our copyright.

Similarly, were someone to download
some message of yours to a BBS and per
haps edit It ever so slightly before showing
it to your boss, wife or husband in such a

way as to do you harm, you would have a
perfect case.

If you took your case to court, you'd
probably win. But you might not.
whereupon you would find yourself
saddled with a huge bill for costs, since
copyright cases are notorious for dragging
on and on.

Of course, the overwhelming majority of
the sysops. or system managers, of such
BBSs are civilised human beings who
wouldn't even think of committing such
devious crimes against their contributors.

But I have come across one little Hitler of

a system manager (whose BBS shall never
be recommended in this column) who felt
that anything posted to "his" board
became his own property, to do with as he
wished.

And, even more insidiously. 1 have heard
of a case where one of the contributors to a

BBS was downloading other people's
remarks and using them in a campaign
against the BBS itself.

1 must talk to you more about BBSing
soon: Like photography or hi-fi. it Is one of
the world's most addictive and most

expensive hobbles.

Ifyou've got a problem related in some
way toyour Mac and its many uses, send it
to Tony Hasemer at Apple User. 68 Chester
Road. Hazel Grove. Stockport SK7 5NY □

FORMAT-80 USERS

If you are using a PC compatible computer,
FORMAT-PC offers you the same ease of use
and power that you currently enjoy with
FORMAT-80. There are generous discounts for
registered FORMAT-80 users, and a conversion
service for text and mailing lists is available. For
more details contact :

Elite Software Company
4 Hawthylands Drive,
Hailsham,
East Sussex,
BN27 IHE Tel: (0323) 845898
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Helping hand
/ HAVEjust resd the Feedback section of
the June Apple User issue. I see that J.
Shippam is having trouble with the Wizard
and Princess adventure game and hope
that the following hints might help.

Try saying a woman's name while
standing next to the bridge (she might have
lost a locket}. Cross the bridge and go to a
cave for a rest: I won't harp on about
getting past the giant.

/ hope these suggestions are of some
help. ~ Alan Martin, London.

IN answer to J.Shippam about Wizard and
Princess:

Don't drop everything in order to cross
the bridge. Instead. "Say and your
possessions will disappear. When you've
crossed the bridge, find the cave and your
things will be inside it. You can then use
the -— to deal with the giant.

IfJ.Shippam is interested. / can provide a
full solution to this adventure, as well as

many others. I'd be grateful if you could
pass on my address as I'd like to exchange
tips and ideas with fellow llc-owning game
player.

Incidentally, two glaring errors in May's
issue. Dave Russell's review of Prince claims

that the price of £49.99 includes ribbons. It
certainly doesn't: The four ribbons shown
in the photograph will set you back another
£51.80. as MGA Microsystems wearily
pointed out to me.
And on page 8. you state that "Pawn for

the Apple 11" has won awards for - among
other things - "best graphics". As Rainbird
confirmed, the Apple II version doesn't have
graphics.

The June issue is excellent, but an awful

O

lot of space Is devoted to the Macintosh.
Could we not see Apple User dedicated
solely to Apple II owners in the future? -
Sally Bowen, London.
• We have passed your address to Mr
Shippam. We cannoc agree char space
devoted to the Macintosh is wasted -

surely it's worth seeing what's happening
in other areas, particularly as there is an
increasing tendency to draw the software
approach of the machines together?
On the subject of Prince, Dave Russell

replies: I'm staggeredl If you look at the
photo which was printed with the review,
you'll see two boxes. The thicker of the two
held the ribbons and the thinner one held

the manual, disc and paper.
However, they were supplied to me in a

further sleeve which held them both and

gave the impression of a total package. I
expressed a reservation about the price at
the end of the review, but if that price
doesn't include the ribbons I'm afraid I

wouldn't recommend Prince to anyone.
If you want to print T-shirts, buy the heat-

transfer ribbons separately - if you want
coloured pictures, buy a pack of felt-tip
pens.

Sheer frustration

PERSONAL experience and Apple User
Feedback letters made me realise that the

Apple II expansion slots are a mixed
blessing for the average private user.
Compatibility has proved to be a major
frustration.

Starting with the Apple He. extended 80
column card, dual disc drives, monochrome

monitor. Joystick and Epson FX 100 printer
and parallel interface card gave me and my
family a year of happy personal computing.

The installation of Keyzone's Spectagram
RGB card to drive a Microvitec colour moni

tor created the first inconvenience, as this

card intermittently prevented the use of the
printer from QuickFile (a Pascal 1.1 based
program}. Neither Epson nor Keyzone
could offer a solution.

Buying AppleWorks 1.2 forced the issue
and i had to install a new parallel interface
card as Epson admitted that its card was
not compatible.

Trying to prevent future problems /
bought Keyzone's interface card, which
worked after a trail and error approach
(credit to obscure manuals} in defining the
interface command in AppleWorks.
When running out of memory and

filesizes I chose Ramworks as a replace
ment for the extended 80 column card.

RamWorks III does not fit the European
Apple He as slot 0 is not in the same pos
ition as in the American Apple.

Applied Engineering therefore produced
RamWorks HI which got round this problem
by repositioning the memory chips and
cutting a corner out of the PCB.
RamWorks H (512k} claims to offer a

substantial printer buffer if Pascal 1.1 proto
col is used for status checking of the printer
interface. Keyzone claims Pascal
compatibility so the buffer option should
work. Only It doesn't.

Trying to use VisiPlot for some graph
printouts / found this program no longer
prints graphics, which was no problem
before the installation of Keyzone/Applied
Engineering cards. / have yet to identify the
culprit.

With the arrival of the Hgs. / wonder how
Apple can possibly claim a high percentage
of hardware and software compatibility
when He (US. Euro), enhanced He and
numerous add-ons in the Apple family
were never fully compatible in the first
place.
My bottomline question: Are you in a

position to give me a bit more confidence
that waiting will eventually allow me to
buy a basic Hgs and still use most of the
hardware described, or. even better, that /

could expect a substitute motherboard
converting the He into a Hgs?
Or IS it probably better to admit defeat

dump all the hardware (and software} and
research the market for state-of-the-art and

better-value-for-money alternatives? -
WIm Verwijmeren, Surrey.
• VisiPlot is not dumping graphics
because it does not recognise the interface
card. This is the cause of the frustration, not

the slots themselves.

Unfortunately, different manufacturers of
hardware and software do things differ
ently.
The ligs will solve a lot of these problems

- as long as you stick to the on-board ports,
simply because every piece of software is
going to support what's already in the >
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< machine. We agree there are problems
with some older software, but not generally
with newer products.

Longer link
/ HA VE an Apple // + and wish to connect it
about one metre from the keyboard.
/ don't know if I can use the same old

keyboard, if / need an adapter, or if I must
buy a new keyboard. I have heard an
adapter is needed, and that is why I have
not yet tried to modify the machine.

Please tell me if there have been any
relevant articles in the magazine. - Fer-
ruclo Lorato, Verona.
# There have not been any articles tn Apple
User, but 1 have seen Apples with the key
boards removed and connected with a

ribbon cable about 0.5 metres long.
I would try it. especialy if you can keep

the cable as short as possible.

Which switch?

/ A/W the owner of a bilingual (Hebrew-
English) Apple He (128k. 80 column), an
ImageWriter / and an Apple Super Serial
card. / use all kinds of programs, including
the Hebrew version of PrintShop.

/  bought my printer and card
secondhand without the manuals, and /
am not sure whether / set the switches

correctly. / think J could print in different
fonts by changing the switches, but I do
not know how.

I find your magazine very interesting, and
closer to my needs than the American ones.
- A.Yanlv, Hove.

# You can change some of the characters
of the ImageWriter by setting the DIP swi
tches. Briefly, the characters of
the American set can be changed into
others using DIP switches l-I, 1-2 and 1-3.
They can also be changed using soft

ware control codes - the table below

shows how.

In addition, you can load the Image-
Writer with your own, custom-designed
font and use that in place of the default
font. Unfortunately it's too lengthy a
process to describe here, but we will send
you details.

Print probiems
HOW can I print italics and near letter
quality using AppleWorks?

I am using version 1.0 on an Apple He
connected to an Epson LX-80 printer.
Whenever / want to print a letter in NLO
mode. / have to start from Basic.

If / accidentally switch off the printer. /
have to save the file / am working on. go
into Basic, give the command for making
the printer enter NLQ mode and boot
AppleWorks again. Isn't there an easier
way?
Whenever / print a title for one of my

reports, using the AppleWorks word
processor. / use five characters per inch
(emphasised mode), tissue I Ocpi at the end
of the title: However, the entire report is
printed in emphasised mode.

What is causing this problem? How can /
print the report in smaller characters?
And how can / print pictures created by

IVIousepaint version 1.0? - PrintShop works
all right with the printer.

Also, how can I make screen/text

dumps? Are there any utilities which could
help me? - H.Zinzuwadia, Dar es
Salaam.

• You can put the printer directly into NLQ
mode by pressing the online and line feed
buttons. Then press the sequence;
OL,FF,OL.FF,LF,OL, where OL is online. FF

is form feed and LF is line feed.

To revert to draft mode use GIVLF then

OL, FF.LF. OL for pica, and OL/LF, OL, OL,
OL. OL, OL, FF. LF, OL for elite.

Try putting the I Ocpi comand at the start
of the next line rather than at the end of the

title.

I do not know how to dump pictures
from MousePaint. Perhaps you can save
them to disc, then print them if you get
hold of an Epson graphics dump program.
We will try to publish an Epson dump in
Apple User.

That ban

/ READ your report "Support for a ban on
South Africa", in the Decemtrer 1986 ed
ition of Apple User with some dismay.
While /. and a reasonable proportion of

InageWrltef DIP switches

Language !•! t-2 1-3 Ascii decimal code to send

American open open Open 27, 90, 7, 0
British closed closed open 27, 90, 4, 0. 27, 68. 3, 0
German open open closed 27, 90, 3. 0, 27. 68, 4. 0
French open closed closed 27, 90. 1, 0, 27. 68, 6. 0
Swedish closed open closed 27. 90. 2, 0. 27, 68, 5, 0
Italian closed open open 27, 90, 6. 0, 27, 68, 1,0
Spanish closed closed closed 27, 68. 7, 0

people living in South Africa do not support
the policies of the government, the impos
ition ofsupply sanctions on the country are
not appropriate.

There are some 20.000 to 30.000 Apple
computers in the country. Of those / would
guess that individuals like myself and edu
cational establishments form the vast

majority of users.
The private users almost all have access

to support from friends and businesses in
Europe and the Far East, and so have no
problem in maintaining and improving
their systems.

The people the ban will hurt are the
educational establishments. Of course the

schools and colleges which are most pro
gressive in SA. as in England, are those
which are privately run.

In this country they have two characteris
tics which go together: they are actively
into computer education, and they are
multi-racial. The result of your embargo is.
therefore, to slow down the computer edu
cation of students of all race groups.

It serves to hurt most the people you
would like to support. Seems stupid to me.
- Brian R. Aslett, Gallo Manor,
South Africa.

User group
MACINTOSH users in the Croydon area of
South London will be interested in the

formation of CMUG.

For the time being this will meet with the
well-established and successful Croydon
Apple User Group at 7.30 for 8pm on the
third Thursday of each month.

Interested users should contact me on

01-777 5478 for details. - Paul Vernon. □

■^eor/,
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Play football's
first interactive

computer and
board game
Brian Clough's Football
Fortunes Is a football

management game with a
difference - it combines an
excellent range of computer-
based features with a

fascinating board game.
The result for the players is

a package which is as much
fun and as skillful to play as
other best-selling board
games, combined with the
flexibility and speed of play
which only a computer can
supply.

FERS'

'A great famiiy game
- and no crowd trouble' - Niels Reynolds, Apple User, May 1987

CONTENTS INCLUDE

Apple Ue software
PlavioQ board
Five coloured counters

I  112 Player cards
> 10 spare Player cards
I Six immunity cards
I Pack of money

features

* 1"'° five playersFour skill levels
Variable game length

' Computer die
teleprinter

Ass«*sment?oteach mf®
performance "lanager's

Apple lie RRP
Special

Reader offer
You

Save

Offer Inc.
Subscription

You

Save

Brian Clough's
Football Fortunes

£24.95 £19.95 £5 £32.95 £10

TO ORDER PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 73
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BACKtSSViS Catch up on articles you may have
missed. Back issues from January
1987 are available at £1.75.

March 1987
Reviews: Micol basic,
ComicWorks and GraphicWorks
for budding cartoonists - Pro
gramming: Device assignments
in CP/M, file editing in Pascal,
coding and decoding and
playing Patience - Utilities;
Booting Pascal 1.3 and custo
mising CIA Files - Desktop Pub-
lishing; Graphics Factory
visited and an update on the
latest hardware and software -
Fun and Games: Shanghai,
221B Baker Street ano
Crosscheck reviewed - PLUS all
the latest Apple News and your
letters.

10 yean that
shook the wortd

n mam at

wf* Mee srirSea

April 1987
Reviews: Pinpoint Pop up Spel
ling Checker, Pinpoint Ram
Enhancement, Gutenberg Word
Processor - Programming:
Using DDT in CP/M, Pascal Pri
nter Control Unit in action -
Utilities; Making more of Print
Shop's Graphics, Encoding con
tinued - Application; Low-cost
Image Analysis - DeskTop Pub
lishing: Macs in the newspaper
industry, an introduction to
DTP, book on PageMaker
techniques - Fun & Games;
F-15 Strike Eagle, Crusade in
Europe, Alternate Reality, The
City, Hacker II - Feedback.

Apple6^^r
Bxpiorlng the

May 1987
Reviews; Mousestuff for Pascal,
Swyftware on disc, Multiscribe
2 - Fun & Games; Prince (colour
printer kit), Brian Clough's
Football Fortunes, Hollywood
Hijinx, Starglider and King of
Chicago-Programming; Pascal
File Control System, CP/M non-
disc calls. Multi-choice quiz
game - Utilities; Toolkit
Assembler from the Flipper,
Graphics library cursor routine,
encoding techniques - Desk
Top Publishing; Quick Print
Franchising, Fancy Fonts -
PLUS all the latest Apple news
and your letters.

June 1987
Reviews: ObjectLogo, ligs
microprocessor, Microsoft's
Works, the WIMP environment
- Fun & Games: Bureaucracy,
Jewels of Darkness, Autoduel -
Programming; Pascal File Con
trol System, customising
AppleWorks, CP/M disc func
tions - Utilities; Debugging on
screen listings. Working vvith
Dos sectors. Radio teletype
receiver. Machine code tracer -
Building a Mac software library.
Designing a coding system,
Mac Shareware, First impres
sions of the Mac 56 - PLUS
news and Feedback.

July 1987
Reviews: Adobe Illustrator,
LaserWriter, VIP Professional,
Microsoft's Word and the
Beagle Bros' Prodos compiler -
Fun & Games: Dark Castle,
Moebius, Silicon Dreams and
Guild of Thieves - Program
ming: Pascal Tutorial, CP/M
BDOS function calls. Shape
Chaser (a shape table utility).
Screen Editor for Basic, Dos Info
command utility - Honourware,
Biorhythms from Spreadsheets,
Mac problems solved. Opening
up the Mac, Desktop publishing
in South Africa, News and
Feedback.

Now on the Apple II - the
game that took the software
world by storm!
STARGLIDER is an all-action flight
simulation with the perfect mixture of
strategy and dexterity.

Swoop round the towers and blast the
stompers. Seek out and destroy the menacing
Starglider One with the flapping wings and
dock with the rotating missile silo.

A masterpiece of programming, design and
execution!

OTED Best Arcade Game on the Atari ST

Suitable

for R.R.P.

Special
Reader offer

YOU

SAVE

Offer including
subscription

YOU

SAVE

Apple lie £19.95 £14.95 £5 £27.95 £10

TO ORDER PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 73



Apple User
binder

Your ̂ ple User is
the ideal source of

reference fix every
user of Apple
computers. Keep yoixr
magazines tidy and in
tip-top condition by
using our top quality
binder.

The Apple User
binder holds 12

issues. Each binder is

embossed with the

Apple User Logo.

Only £4.95
SteonUrform for
priotaoultide the U.K.

O  o

t
(TD

%

FRe^
.. .when you take
out a subscription

Secure storage for
your discs (worth £4.95)

Holds up to SO S.Sin discs Holds up to 60 5J25in discs

This is the ideal storage medium for your
discs - a luxuiy padded pvc container,
strongly made to protect your delicate programs

MAT FOR
iOOR MOUSE
(WORTH £4.95)

.. .when you take out a
subscription to Apple User

Our top-quality Mouse Mat with its specially-
Designed perfect-grip surface, provides the
ideal desktop enviroment for your Mouse.

"v" Ensures much smoother movement

Gives super positive controll
Protects highly polished tabletops

Your Mouse Mat comes FREE if you subscribe
using this form. Non-subscribers can obtain
one by sending £4.95

Appleteer
ORDER FORM

Offe/s to availability
AHprices Mude postage, packing an^ VAT

Valid to August 31,1987
All overseas Kerns despatched

by air mail

New

subscriptions

Subscription
renewals

Commence v^h.

UK£18 1001
Europe & Ere £23 1004

Overseas surlace £2S 1000
Overseas Air mail £38 100S

:  issue

UK £18 1002

Europe & Eire £23 1006
Overseas surface £25 1003

Overseas Air mafl £38 1007
' Free with subecripliofi-tickONE bo* only:

Mouserrat >034 I I Disc Box 5.2S' 1036 I^Z] Disc Box IS" 1038

Disc storage Box
6.2S-

3.5*

£4.95 1037

£4.95 1039

Mouse Mat £4.95 1037

Silicon Dreams and
Jewels of Darkness
Apple He With Subs* Without Subs

Silicon Dreams £1295 £14.95 1014 1015
Jewels of Darkness £1295 £14.95 1016 1017
Both £23.90 £27.90 1018 1019

Macintosh
Silicon Dreams £1295 £14.95 1020 1021

Jewels of Darkness £1295 £14.95 1022 1023

Bolh £2290 £27.90 1024 102S

Add £3 for Europe (inc Eire}/£S for overseas
(If ordering both add £6 for Europe (Inc EirepEIOfor Overseas

Stargllder
With Subs* WKhoutSubs

Apple ■# £9.95 £14.95 10081 1009

Brian dough's Football Fortunes
With Subs* WrthoutSubs , ,

Apple He £14.95 £19.95 10401 1041

Apple User Games Discs
£5.95 UK £295 Europe (Inc EirepOverseas

Apple He No. 1
Apple He No. 2

1063
1064

Apple User back Issues
£1.75 UK. JAN 1987 1209

Europe, FEB 1987 1210
£275 Overseas Air ma'l * MAR 1987 1211

APR 1987 1212
MAY 1987 1213
JUNE 1987 1214
JULY 1987 1215

Binder
£4.95 UK £7.95 Europe (IncEire) EUilSOverseas 10671

'Only ifaccompanied by a subscription order orrenewal

Add £2 for Europe (ind. Eire), £5 for Overseas
to alt prices unless otherwise Indicated

Payment: please indicate method (/)
I  [ Accees/Maslercard'Eutocard/Bardaycar^sa

Na Mi l l I I I I I

TOTAL

I  I Cheque/Eurocheque made payable
I  1 to Oatahase PubBcalions Ltd.

Exp.
dae

Name- Signed.

Address.

Tel:

Tehphona Oidan:
061-429 7931

Send to: Apple User, FREEPOST, Europa House,
68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

(No stanp needed if posted in UK) Please aMow26 days fordeSvety
Order st any tims of the day or night

Ofdara by Prestel:
Key *89, then 614568383

KlicreLink/TeieeomGold
72:MAG001

Dont forget to give your name, eddreae and credit cant numbar
I  ENQUIRIESONLY:061-480 0171 9arT)-5pm I AU8
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THE LATEST FROM M«AiS ^

personal typesetting
software

READY AT LAST!

Your printer has never looked so good !
UJHRT IS PRinTRIXT

Prinlrix is a ProDOS typesetting program, accepting
textfiles from AppleWorks, AppleWriter. WordPerfect:
and atiy standard ASCII files. The textfiles are form
atted-according to your page design, to produce busi
ness documents, mailing labels, invitations, leaflets; ■

anything in fact that you put on paper. Existing Font-
rix users will be able to use their old fonts & graphics

through a conversion program that comes standard with
Printrfx. and any single hi-res screen or clip-art graphics

you already have.

Printrix comes with 43 fonts, 25 pieces of clip-art; auto
matic italics, boldface, and underline for every font, com

plete control of Justifcation and margins; the ability to
print graphics right along with the text; and full colour
control on ImageWriter 1! & other colour printers, for both

text and graphics. It runs on the Apple IICS, //c. & //e
with extended SO-column card. A huge list of printers &
printer interface cards is supported.

Here is OI.de

'/jJJfj j£i Liia fjj-Jrj'JJlJllI j^nsi'L Tya\e Tavern
Here is Souvenir "ffffigS SS

IjQESJS'This is Marisefa

1,1 4/rvaU

Parisian TYPEfaces
lEngTisr

CASLON
HELVETICA
TIMES

I  is abailafele in fnur sizes iI25-'50)

(fS D •
140 High St., Tenterden, Kent TN30 6HT
Telephone: Tenterden (05806) 4278

Printrix costs £54.99 plus £1.75 p&p plus 15% VAT.

ADVERTISERS INDEX

AC Interactive 46

AppleCentre 48
Apple UK 6
Apple User Centre
Glasgow 54

Avro 66

Bidmuthin 75

CLP 48

Centec 66

Cirtech 2

Cotswold Press 74

Dark Star 48

DR Soft 66

Elite 68

Ex-Micro (Mactei) 66
Holdens 32

Keyzone 65
Koiarsoft 40

MGA 74

Maciine 48

Macserlous 20

P&P Micros 4&76
RCS 28

Rosco 27

Software Distribution 52

T. Systems 74
U-Micros 46

Disks & Ribbons
DISKS

3,5' DS unbranded
5.25' Memorex branded SS/DD
5.25' 96 tpi DS, unbronded, tabels etc
SEE lOStorogebox5.25'or3.5'
ribbons

Imogewriter
Citizen 120D

Epson MX/RX/FX80
Epson MX/RX/FXIOO

£2.65
£3.50

£2.60

£3.10

Cannon PW1080A
Citizen MSP 10
Epson LX 80/86
Kogo Toxon

Please odd 15% VAT, carriage free

£1.22

£0.60
£0.41

£1.85

£2,69

£4.90
£2.50
£2.69

T-Systems Ltd
The Signal Cabin, 61 High Street, Orpington, Kent BR6 OJF

Tel. 068922196

r-

COTSWOLD PRESS

LIMITED

Desktop Publishing Bureau

- From Macintosh or IBM disks
- All major programmes supported
- 24 hour turnaround

- Full range of Adobe Fonts
- High quolrty output on Linotype 100
- Modem service available
- IBM to Macintosh disk conversions
- Full training and advisory service.

Typesetting
- Cotswold Press are a conventional
typesetting house, using Linotype equipment
with o full page-moke-up system.

- Most major word processing programmes
.  are being supported.

are

pn supply full IBM AT Compatible Syster
"II training on software and hardware,

For further infonT^ation contact: Kaye Morrison or Pierre Mocke.

Cotswoid Press Limited.
Stanton Harcourt Rood, Eynsham, Oxford.
Telephone: Oxford (0865) 880608.

Set up your own closed
user group on

rmcroliDk
MicroLInk is ideal for transferring instant information
between groups of people - between branches of a
company, members of a club or just friends with
like*minded interests.

Whether there are five or 500 people in the ̂ up, they
can all be sent the same information in one operation
... instantly.

And each recipient can immediately send a reply, or his
own comments, to every other member of the group.

Head offices of companies use MicroLink to send daily
memos to their regional offices. Chains of shops use
MicroLink to receive daily trading reports from their
branches.

it's cheap, reliable - and it's 100 per cent secure,
because information sent via MicroLink can only be seen
by the person for whom it is intended.

Details from 061-456 8383.

mktoLtoK
electronic . _
much, much more.

Ifjaii
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High Performance Hard Disk
for the Macintosh Family and Apple n

2n,3<l.«ir UI.NU-ftilnii's
S( ISl siorani'

ProAPP "S" Scru-s is a lii^h-ptrfcir-
m.mic. Iiijili-ij|ucny ixii-rnal hard disk
Idr iIk-Mat imiish'"Plus. M.ic M and iMac
SE as wi'll as Mauniiish *> 12 with SCSI

adapttr, Apple ik;N,'" Ik- and II Plus
cumpuic-rs usm^ a SCSI card

With access limes as ijuick as 29
millisvcoitds .ind a storage capacity up iii
^0 times jtreater ilun an 8(X)K disk
drive, the PniAPP "S" Series drive is

amoii}; the hijthest perliirniance drives
now .ivaii.ihle.

The ProAPP "S' eiiahles users to store

ai'plic.Kion proytr.inis. larj;e dtKuments.
numerous lonis and j;raphics all in one
last and e.isy-io-use device. That elimi

nates constant disk-swappmy; and makes
the computer faster and more elhcieni.
Kelialslf, expaiidablc. i-;isy ii i use
PniAPP "S" Series combines the

newest hi^h-speed Small Computer
System Interlace (SCSIl technology with

time-tested Winchester riy;id-disk stan
dard. Tlie result is a mass storajje unit ot

exceptional reliability, speed and ease <il
use.

Tile unit has been designed for easy
ex|xindabiliiy, with ports that enable
users to connect up to seven SCiSI

[X'riplierals to their system. That means
.idditional SC.SI-tompatihle hard-disk
and tape drives, printers, plotters,
mixiems and optical memory devites can
be daisy chained" through ProAPP "S"
drives — wiihixji taking up the com
puter's serial ports.

j-'catiirfs

□ 2(». ,k) or 40-Megabyte formatiixi
capacity

□ SCSI technology for high-speed
performance

□ Pre-formatted and easy-to-use —plug
in and power up!

□ Expandable—connect up tu seven
SCSI peripherals

n Runs i|uiet and cool, low power use
□ Utility software for testing and dai.i

Ixick-up
□ Reliable—one year limited warranty

ProAPP "S" Series SCSI Hand Disk

Hardwiirc charactcrisUcs 20S 30S 4()S

Q Formatted data cap.tcitv; 20 Megabytes 30 Megabytes 40 Megabytes
Q Low ptrwcT consumption: 15 watts 15 watts 10 watts

□ Weight 9 lbs(4.1 kg) 9 lbs (4,1 kg) 9 lbs (4.1kg)
i  1 Height 6.5 in 16.5 cm) 6.5 in (16.5 cm) 6.5 in (16.5 cm)

□ Width 2.5 in (6.35 cm) 2-5 in (6.35 cm) 2.5 in (6.35 cm)

D IX-pth 10 in. (25.4 cm) 10 in. (25-4 cm) 10 in. (25. i cm)

D Electrical Switchable power supply for international use -IIOVAC—60hz
220V AC—50 hz

Q Interfaces Two 50-pin SCSI connectors
D Gimpatihiliiy

Target mode

Initiator mtxle
HFS-compatibie
MacServe'^-compatible

Macintosh Plus. M.ac II. MacSE, as well as Mac 512 with SCSI adapter,
Apple^ IIgs, He, H Plus with SCSI card
IBM'* PC. XT, AT(through host adapter)
SCSI cape, printers, plotters, miKlems. optical memory
yt-s yes j'es
yes yw yes

S()ftw:ire cliarjctfn.stics

□ Backup program mtxies:
volume
file by tile
incremental

yw
yes
ves

yes

yts
ves

yes
y«
yc-s

D Runs diagnostics yes yes yes

r~l Auto boot V« ves yes

am) js iiUNlUt suhftsi <»•»

Bidmuthin
smashes
the hard
disk price
barrier
Item Price

Hard Disks

20S
30S
40S
SCSI card (required for iiGS/ile)
Carry Case for "S" series

3.5: IVtlcroFloppy Disk Drives
800K3.5" Disk Drive
(For Mac, lle/llgs. Not lie)
Controller Card for 800K/3.5
(required for ile/iigs)
800K Drive w. Controller
Library Box of 10 3.5"
DS/DD Disks
800K Drive w. Cntler +
10 disks
800K Drive w. Cntler +
Copy II Plus
2 X 800K Drives w. Controller
2 X 800K Drives w. Controller
Copy II plus & 20 3.5" disks

£499.00
£599.00
£879.00

£75.00
£25.00

£199.00

£99.00
£275.00

£27.50

£299.00

£299.00
£449.00

£499.00

All prices exclude VAT and delivery

All products carry a one year guarantee
plus our "ten day money back If
not delighted offer"

BIDMUTHIN TECHNOLOGIES LTD

P.O. Box 264, Harrow,
Middlesex, HA3 9AY
Tel : 01 -907 8516

Telex: 8950511 ONEONE G
(Ref : 22554001 )
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^ Please send me information on
Stretch Screen.

Nome

Company

Address.

Retum to P&P Micro Distributors pic.FREEPOST, Rossendole, BB4 5BR^ j

Stretch Screen's glorious 19
inch, 1024x932 flicker-free pixel
display mokes your job easier and
more accurate. The staff of the
'Yale Doily News' who publish the
oldest doily college paper in the
U.S.A. have certainly found that it
mokes life easier.

The Stretch Screen system is
based on a recently developed
miniaturised card measuring only

3x3-9 inches. The card is easily
installed within 10 minutes, ond
the only tool you'll need is o screw
driver. Once installed the cord

delivers tremendous benefits for
the De.sk Top Publishing
Professional.

• full page display of Pagemaker,
ReadySetGo3l, MacDrawando
host of other new progroms now
being developed for the

Mocintosh.

• Built in screen soverond screen
toggle software.
• Easy user installation that simply
clips on with no soldering, power
supply or fan necessary, and
leaves room for a drive.

For further information about

Stretch Screen, complete and
return the coupon.

Todd Holl Rood, Carrs Industrial Estole,
Hoslingden, Rossendoie.
bncs. BBd 5HU. Tel: 0706 217744

Telex: 635740 PETPAMG.
1, Gleneogle Rood, london SW16 6AY.
Tei:01 6777631 Telex:919220PPMICRG.
Dale Street, Bllston, West Midlonds
WVI4 7JY, Tel: 0902 43913

P&P MICRO DISTRIBUTORS PLC




